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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major health concern that impacts millions annually. Experimental
modeling of TBI has shown many cellular mechanisms of injury, but the connections between cellular
dysfunction and microcircuit deficits are poorly understood. Recent developments in computational
network models can help connect structural and functional deficits in injured circuits to specific cellular
pathologies. Here, we develop a method for rapidly translating induced mechanical strains after impact to
regions of brain tissue and investigate how cellular dysfunction due to strain alters the dynamics of local
circuitry. We utilized planar spring-mass-damper network models with machine learning adaptation to
translate kinematic loading to regional strain prediction for simulated sinusoidal pulses, American
football helmet linear impactor testing, and National Football League impact reconstructions. Our
approach predicted regional strains with lower computational cost than currently available finite element
methods and can rapidly provide strain estimates for local circuits for use in time-sensitive clinical
situations. We next investigated how known cellular dysfunctions following regional strains could
propagate and alter local network dynamics. Building on previous studies using biological spiking
computational network models, we show decreased oscillatory behavior within local networks after
neurodegeneration and assess the roles of activity-based neuron phenotypes in oscillation development.
Finally, we investigated circuit implications of mechanically sensitive GluN2B containing N-methyl-Daspartate receptors (NMDAR) dysfunction after mild injury. We show that the increased ion flux through
NMDAR immediately increases injured neuron activity rate and propagates to downstream connected
circuitry. Additionally, we develop the role of NMDAR dysfunction in impaired recall of learned patterns
within injured networks and demonstrate lesser deficits in both pattern acquisition and retention.
Together, we developed computational models to predict the mechanical response and circuit dynamics
after traumatic brain injury.
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ABSTRACT
MULTISCALE PREDICTIONS OF MECHANICAL RESPONSE AND COMPUTATIONAL
CIRCUIT DYNAMICS AFTER TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
David J Gabrieli
David F Meaney
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major health concern that impacts millions annually.
Experimental modeling of TBI has shown many cellular mechanisms of injury, but the
connections between cellular dysfunction and microcircuit deficits are poorly understood.
Recent developments in computational network models can help connect structural and
functional deficits in injured circuits to specific cellular pathologies. Here, we develop a
method for rapidly translating induced mechanical strains after impact to regions of brain
tissue and investigate how cellular dysfunction due to strain alters the dynamics of local
circuitry. We utilized planar spring-mass-damper network models with machine learning
adaptation to translate kinematic loading to regional strain prediction for simulated
sinusoidal pulses, American football helmet linear impactor testing, and National Football
League impact reconstructions. Our approach predicted regional strains with lower
computational cost than currently available finite element methods and can rapidly provide
strain estimates for local circuits for use in time-sensitive clinical situations. We next
investigated how known cellular dysfunctions following regional strains could propagate
and alter local network dynamics. Building on previous studies using biological spiking
computational network models, we show decreased oscillatory behavior within local
networks after neurodegeneration and assess the roles of activity-based neuron
phenotypes in oscillation development. Finally, we investigated circuit implications of
mechanically sensitive GluN2B containing N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDAR)
v

dysfunction after mild injury. We show that the increased ion flux through NMDAR
immediately increases injured neuron activity rate and propagates to downstream
connected circuitry. Additionally, we develop the role of NMDAR dysfunction in impaired
recall of learned patterns within injured networks and demonstrate lesser deficits in both
pattern acquisition and retention. Together, we developed computational models to predict
the mechanical response and circuit dynamics after traumatic brain injury.
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CHAPTER 1: Dissertation overview

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Traumatic brain injury is a prominent cause of disability in the US

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has become one of the most important diseases in recent
American history. From the beginning of the 21st century, military conflicts in the Middle
East and Northern Africa have left veterans recovering from the effects of blast TBI from
explosive devices, penetrating head wounds, and blunt impact injuries (Hanlon &
Livingston, 2013; Livingston, 2017; Owens et al., 2008). While preventative technologies
have aided averting the most serious of injuries, TBI continues to adversely affect the
short- and long-term health of military personnel (Defense and Veterans Brain Injury
Center, 2012; Holdeman, 2009). Recent returning veterans have to navigate the cognitive
impact of injury and the psychological impairment from post-traumatic stress (McKee &
Robinson, 2014; Tanev, Pentel, Kredlow, & Charney, 2014). The effects of military TBI
can be long standing and inhibit reintegration into civilian life.

Since the 1960s, TBI research has focused on moderate and severe injuries primarily from
motor vehicle accidents. Beginning with the publication of Unsafe at Any Speed: The
Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile by Ralph Nader in 1965, American car
manufacturers were shown to be resistant to the implementation of preventative safety
equipment (Nader, 1965). Due to the ensuing public call to action, the United States
developed federal safety standards and developed the National Highway Safety Bureau,
1

later changed to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, through the
enactment of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 (United States of
America Congress, 1966). On March 1st, 1967, the first requirement for protective
equipment to be installed within vehicles was adopted as a part of the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS). The FMVSS has been periodically updated as
technologies have been developed, now requiring rear and side view mirrors (FMVSS No.
111), occupant protection in interior impact (FMVSS No. 201), head restraints (FMVSS
No. 202), air bags (FMVSS No. 208), seat belts (FMVSS No. 209), child restraint systems
(FMVSS No. 213), side impact protection (FMVSS No. 214), and roof crush resistance
(FMVSS No. 216) among many other regulations. Due in part to these regulations deaths
from motor vehicle accidents dropped from 55.0 per billion miles traveled in 1966 to 11.9
in 2016 (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2019).

Recently however, much effort has been devoted to understanding more mild injuries, i.e.
concussion. Driven by the apparent correlation between repetitive mild injuries and
dementia in professional football players, national attention has been brought to the initial
effects of concussion, treatment, and long-term consequences (Guskiewicz et al., 2005;
Manley et al., 2017). In 2005, Dr. Bennet Omalu was the first to assess and document the
presence of chronic traumatic encephalopathy, an extracellular buildup of tau proteins in
patients, within a retired National Football League player (Omalu et al., 2006, 2005). While
previous studies had documented similar effects, known by the names of dementia
pugilistica and “punch-drunk syndrome”, the condition was previously believed to only
impact those in boxing and other combat sports (Critchley, 1949; Martland, 1928). The
transition of the disease to the most watched sport in America reinvigorated public discord
about protections from concussion. Recent developments have implemented injury
2

prevention scores for helmets (S. Rowson & Duma, 2011), on field kinematic detection
technologies (O’Connor, Rowson, Duma, & Broglio, 2017), and rule changes to prevent
sports related concussions from occurring (Parsons & Baugh, 2018; Pellman et al., 2003;
Westermann, Kerr, Wehr, & Amendola, 2016; Wiebe, D’Alonzo, Harris, Putukian, &
Campbell-McGovern, 2018). Concussion presents many risks we are just beginning to
understand and prevent.

As awareness has increased in the United States, so has the apparent incidence of injury.
The number of reported concussions has increased year over year from 1.7-2 million in
2006 to 2.8 million in 2013 (Cancelliere, Coronado, Taylor, & Xu, 2017; Taylor, Bell,
Breiding, & Xu, 2017). Much of that increase is likely from improved reporting and
attentiveness, especially in sporting populations (DePadilla, Miller, Jones, Peterson, &
Breiding, 2018). This is not to say that all concussions cause long term impairments. While
more study is necessary to determine the incidence of dementia like pathologies much
later in life, the initial injury generally has limited prolonged deficits in a majority of patients
(Asken, Sullan, DeKosky, Jaffee, & Bauer, 2017; Dikmen, Machamer, & Temkin, 2001;
Kamins et al., 2017; Perrine, Helcer, Tsiouris, Pisapia, & Stieg, 2017; Signoretti, Vagnozzi,
Tavazzi, & Lazzarino, 2010). However, some patients can experience blurred vision,
headaches, cognitive processing, and emotional issues that can be devastating to daily
life (DeKosky & Asken, 2017; Gavett, Stern, & McKee, 2011; V. E. Johnson, Stewart, &
Smith, 2013; Saigal & Berger, 2014; Schwab, Gudmudsson, & Lew, 2015; Wilson et al.,
2017). In all, these deficits are experienced by over 5 million people and have an estimated
economic cost of 70 billion dollars annually (Coronado et al., 2012).
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The effect of injury on regional function is poorly understood

TBI is a disease that has impact on function at a variety of different scales. Clinically, most
observation of the changes after TBI are seen as behavioral or cognitive deficits or gross
changes in brain morphology (Azouvi, Arnould, Dromer, & Vallat-Azouvi, 2017; Laskowski,
Creed, & Raghupathi, 2015; Rabinowitz & Levin, 2014). Patients may present after an
impact suffering from headaches, blurred vision, loss of consciousness, or anterograde or
retrograde memory deficits (Iaccarino, Bhatnagar, & Zafonte, 2015; Paterno, Folweiler, &
Cohen, 2017). Further diagnosis with advanced neuroimaging may show global brain
edema, skull fracture, or brain bleeds from computerized tomography scans(Currie et al.,
2016). Magnetic resonance imaging may be utilized to further assess potential tissue
damage or white matter integrity with specific sequences (Currie et al., 2016; Douglas et
al., 2015). Gross tissue damage and reported cognitive and behavioral deficits are the
tools traditionally used clinically to determine the presence of a TBI, and blood based tests
are available but lack widespread use (Bazarian et al., 2018; Teasdale & Jennett, 1974;
Teasdale et al., 2014). However, TBI also has many effects at the cellular scale that could
be the root cause of experienced deficits and could provide a method for better
diagnostics.

While reducing the global burden of TBI may be the ultimate goal of TBI research, much
research has been focused on the assessment of local pathologies within the cells of the
brain, likely due to the prevalence of assessment tools and methodologies to model injury
at that scale. Histological assessment of tissue after TBI show widespread damage to the
axonal tracts of neurons (V. E. Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013). Termed diffuse axonal
injury (DAI), individual neurons throughout the brain become stretched by the strain during
4

TBI. This resulting stretch injury creates varicosities in the neuron axons where transport
by microtubules has been halted by a break in the microtubule structure, an effect that has
been confirmed in models of stretch injury in vitro and ex vivo (Maxwell & Graham, 1997;
Maxwell et al., 1991; Tang-Schomer, Johnson, Baas, Stewart, & Smith, 2012). Halted
transport along the axon creates detriments in cell health that can lead to total
degeneration in the cellular body (V. E. Johnson, Stewart, Arena, & Smith, 2017). DAI was
once considered to be the quintessential effect of injury and was seen as the key to
recovery from the disease (V. E. Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013; D. H. Smith, Meaney,
& Shull, 2003).

We now know that there are many associated cellular effects that complicate the injury
and repair of TBI. At the receptor level, N-methyl D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) can
be sensitive to mechanical perturbation and may alter the excitation properties of neurons
(Singh et al., 2012; L. Zhang, Rzigalinski, Ellis, & Satin, 1996). Additionally, these
receptors can alter their composition in neurons after injury, creating conditions that can
lead to additional harm in the network (Osteen, Giza, & Hovda, 2004). This increased
activation can lead to activation of many apoptotic pathways and eventual excitotoxic cell
death (Lau & Tymianski, 2010; V. Li & Wang, 2016).

In addition to neuron effects, astrocytes and micro-glia enter into a state of reactive gliosis
that can be damaging to neuron function, though this effect can also be neuroprotective
initially (Burda & Sofroniew, 2014; Karve, Taylor, & Crack, 2016; Loane & Kumar, 2016).
Like many effects after injury, the initial brain response can be important to preserve, as
cells respond to the initial stress. But these effects can be damaging to the circuitry if not
returned to their proper state.
5

Large scale deficits are caused by regional dysfunction and coordination between regions,
but it is currently unclear the effects of TBI on the underlying local circuitry (Dall’Acqua et
al., 2017; Hayes, Bigler, & Verfaellie, 2016; Pandit et al., 2013; Sours et al., 2013).
Functional MRI studies have showed alterations in the functional network topology (Han
et al., 2014; Frank G. Hillary et al., 2014; Kasahara et al., 2010; Pandit et al., 2013; Sours
et al., 2013; van der Horn et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2012). However, it is unclear if this is a
breakdown in the coherence with other regions or if individual regions have altered their
activity in an otherwise healthy network. Discerning between these potential options would
require additional understanding of the mechanisms that cause breakdown in local
circuitry.

While we know many cellular scale effects build to create healthy network function, it is
less clear how these cellular effects alter coordination between the cells and impact
structure and overall function. Any perturbation to the biological system has the potential
to change the network state. But of the myriad of potential cellular effects of injury, which
are most damaging to the larger network? Additionally, there are many potential
mechanisms that can subvert or alter the network response that may alter the relative
importance of cellular changes. Together these cellular effects and the repair mechanisms
build the network response that is critical to higher level circuit function.

Regional injury is difficult to study but critical to our understanding of TBI

Local circuits are impacted by the cellular scale deficits and lead to changes in higher level
function. However, tools to understand these circuits in their natural and injured state are
currently lacking. Cell culture methods have widely been used to understand the cellular
6

mechanisms of injury (Geddes-Klein, Schiffman, & Meaney, 2006; A. Kumaria & Tolias,
2008; Ashwin Kumaria, 2017; Mesfin, Von Reyn, Mott, Putt, & Meaney, 2012; Patel,
Ventre, Geddes-Klein, Singh, & Meaney, 2014; Spaethling et al., 2007; Von Reyn, Mott,
Siman, Smith, & Meaney, 2012). Currently available tools allow for the assessment of
network activity both through voltage sensitive dyes and calcium imaging (Briggman,
Kristan, González, Kleinfeld, & Tsien, 2015; T. W. Chen et al., 2013; Storace et al., 2015).
While both provide single cell spatial resolution, resolving temporal details require
expensive equipment that lack the spatial scale necessary to determine the network
interactions (Orlandi, Soriano, Alvarez-Lacalle, Teller, & Casademunt, 2013). Additionally,
culture methods lack the tools to directly assess network structure and the variation in
structure over time and with injury. Many tissue-based methodologies have been
developed, both with fresh collection of injured tissue and with in vitro injuries (A. S. Cohen
et al., 2007; Q. Li, Han, & Wang, 2016; Sundstrom, Morrison, Bradley, & Pringle, 2005).
Classical electrophysiology methods interrogate large functional circuits that coordinate,
but single cell activity and structure can be difficult or impossible to discern. Spike sorting
algorithms can be utilized with micro electrode arrays to resolve many single cells that are
functionally connected (György Buzsáki, 2004). However, the advanced circuitry
necessary to create micro electrode arrays with high enough spatial resolution and are
flexible to allow for injury can be quite cost prohibitive at scale (Yu et al., 2009). Injury is
possible before the slices are acquired but would limit comparisons of tissue at multiple
time points. At the large scale, there are many tools to assess the function and structure
of circuits including electroencephalograms, functional MRI, and diffusion tensor imaging
(Currie et al., 2016; Douglas et al., 2015; Salat, Robinson, Miller, Clark, & McGlinchey,
2017). However, these rely on large bulk tissue properties or many axonal fibers and are
unable to resolve single cell features and may also lack the temporal resolution. Overall,
7

tools are currently lacking to translate the cellular effects of injury to the circuit or full brain
scale.

New tools in network science have helped us better understand the importance of
subcircuit interaction in larger cognition (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009). The brain consists of
many small networks that combine to have small world structural topology (Danielle S.
Bassett & Bullmore, 2017; Danielle Smith Bassett & Bullmore, 2006). Functionally,
groupings of networks can be turned on and off to adapt to various tasks (Menon & Uddin,
2010; Sridharan, Levitin, & Menon, 2008). While many of these tasks are localized such
as in the visual system, more complicated cognitive processes require networks
throughout the brain to work together (Young, 1992). It is currently unclear how injury to
these structures may create alterations in the overall network, and even what the expected
changes within the regions are given different TBI pathologies.

TBI is a devastating ailment that has been engrained within American culture. Current
methods to understand the disease have investigated the mechanical loading of neural
tissue or cellular level dysfunction after injury. New developments in computational
network modeling and analysis can lead to better understanding of the propagation of
cellular abnormalities after mechanical insult. More research is necessary to understand
the link between kinematic loading conditions, cellular dysfunction, and local microcircuit
deficits.

8

THESIS OUTLINE

This dissertation develops aims to understand how a mechanical insult is transmitted to
regions of the brain and how neuronal dysfunction caused by injury alters regional
dynamics. From past work, it is clear that strain induced in local brain regions after insult
alters neural circuitry function. However rapid computational tools to assess this local
strain and determine the impact on local circuit dynamics is surely lacking.

In Chapter 2, we develop a rapid tool for understanding how complex impact loading
conditions can be translated to regional strains. The strains that exist after TBI cause
tissue damage that alter function (V. E. Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013; Pandit et al.,
2013; Sours et al., 2013). Complex finite element techniques have been developed to
understand regional strain but require large computational resources and time that make
them impractical for diagnostics (Madhukar & Ostoja-Starzewski, 2019). Here, we utilize
a mass-spring-damper system to represent the regions of the brain and train rapid
machine learning algorithms to predict localized strains. We find that the system is capable
of predictions of regional deformations and machine learning can provide a pivotal
component to translating kinematic inputs of injury.

In Chapter 3, we develop a model of regional function to determine the effects of
neurodegeneration on circuit dynamics. Neurodegeneration is a key feature of TBI, where
the initial strains and long-term cellular deficits can lead to cell death (DeKosky & Asken,
2017; Lau & Tymianski, 2010; McKee & Robinson, 2014). We build on an existing
computational model of cellular dynamics and assess activity and network oscillation
deficits after injury. Neurodegeneration decreases network activity rate and oscillation
9

frequency, but these deficits are recovered after restabilization with spike-timingdependent-plasticity (STDP). Secondly, we assessed how populations of neurons play
functional roles in the creation of network oscillations. We find oscillations exist from a
coordinated sequence of events, where low activity neurons generated waves of activity
that spread to high activity neurons, which in turn activate inhibitory circuitry that
terminates the sequence. Lastly, we investigate how removing neurons with specific
oscillatory functional roles differentially impacts network dynamics. We find similar levels
of injury within diverse activity-based populations of neurons can create distinct network
response.

In Chapter 4, we extended the computational neural network model to investigate
mechanisms in more mild injury where cellular degeneration does not occur. Specifically,
we explored the network effects of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) dysfunction
in excitatory neurons after injury. The insult from mTBI induces a stretch on the neuron
membrane that impacts the Mg2+ cation channel pore within the mechanically sensitive
NMDAR (L. Zhang et al., 1996). This increases ion flux at the receptor level, but the effects
of this receptor dysfunction on network structure and function is poorly understood. We
find that while there are significant increases in network activation after NMDAR injury,
that increase is primarily driven by the increase in damaged neurons themselves. Enabling
a plasticity mechanism returns undamaged excitatory neuron activity back to baseline, by
isolating damaged neurons from the network. Additionally, we find that network activity is
returned to baseline after a subsequent period where damaged receptors are replaced.

Finally, we assessed the possible learning deficits that occur after this mild injury in a
model microcircuit. Networks of the brain are continuously adapting their structure to
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respond to stimulus and encode stimulus response as internal memory (Dudai, Karni, &
Born, 2015; Rebola, Carta, & Mulle, 2017). While acquisition and recall are important
properties for neural circuits to have, the effect of damage on these networks memory
storage properties is not clear. We utilized a methodology of unsupervised learning to
adapt the network structure in response to a periodic input stimulus. We then damaged
the network at specific intervals to determine the impact on recall and memory formation.
We found that the largest deficits occur when trained patterns of neuron firing is recalled
in a damaged network. Deficits also occurred in the acquisition and retention of new
patterns in an injured microcircuit. In all, we show that NMDAR damage is a critical
component of TBI that impacts a vast range of key network functions.

In Chapter 5, we conclude with a summary of the previous chapters and some additional
limitations and future directions of the current work. We highlight potential improvements
to the models that could lead to additional insights in future studies. Additionally, we
investigate the connections between the regional strains experienced by tissues and the
potential implications for regional dysfunction in afflicted areas. Finally, we discuss the
importance that computational modeling has had and will continue to have on improving
our understanding of TBI on small circuits.
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CHAPTER 2: A multibody model for predicting spatial
distribution of human brain deformation following impact
loading

ABSTRACT

With an increasing focus on long-term consequences of concussive brain injuries, there
is a new emphasis on developing tools that can accurately predict the mechanical
response of the brain to impact loading. Although finite element models estimate the brain
response under dynamic loading, these models are not capable of delivering rapid
(~seconds) estimates of the brain’s mechanical response. In this study, we develop a
multibody spring-mass-damper model that estimates the regional motion of the brain to
rotational accelerations delivered either about one anatomic axis or across three
orthogonal axes simultaneously. In total, we estimated the deformation across 120
locations within a 50th percentile human brain. We found the multibody model correlated,
but did not precisely predict, the computed finite element response (average relative error:
18.4 ± 13.1 %). We used machine learning to combine the prediction from the multibody
model and the loading kinematics (peak rotational acceleration, peak rotational velocity)
and significantly reduced the discrepancy between the multibody model and finite element
model (average relative error: 9.8 ± 7.7 %). Using an independent sports injury testing set,
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we found the hybrid machine learning model also correlated well with predictions from a
finite element model (average relative error: 16.4 ± 10.2 %). Finally, we used this hybrid
multibody model-machine learning approach to predict strains appearing in different
locations throughout the brain, with average relative error estimates ranging from 8.6 to
25.2% for complex, multiaxial acceleration loading. Together, these results show a rapid
and reasonably accurate method for predicting the mechanical response of the brain for
single and multiplanar inputs and provide a new tool for quickly assessing the
consequences of impact loading throughout the brain.
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INTRODUCTION

Epidemiology of mild traumatic brain injury

In the past five years, the prevalence of mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) has increased
significantly from both widespread changes in monitoring athletes during competition and
increased awareness of mTBI symptoms and diagnosis. Since 2006, the estimated
concussions occurring annually has grown from 1.7-2 million to 2.8 million in 2013
(Cancelliere et al., 2017; Taylor et al., 2017), with over 2.5 million self-reported
concussions occurring in high school athletes alone in 2017 (DePadilla et al., 2018).
Although most mTBI have no long-lasting neurological impairments on their own, a subset
of concussions can lead to prolonged deficits, especially in persons with repeated mTBIs
(DeKosky & Asken, 2017; Gavett et al., 2011; V. E. Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013).
From both acute and prolonged care, the aggregate cost of mTBI is now estimated to
exceed 70 billion US dollars annually (Coronado et al., 2012).

Biomechanical response of brain tissue to impact

It is well known that concussion can occur from the rotational motion experienced by the
head during direct or indirect head impact (Meaney & Smith, 2011). Due to the soft
material properties of the brain (see reviews: Werner Goldsmith & Monson, 2005; Goriely
et al., 2015; Meaney, Morrison, & Dale Bass, 2014), these rotational motions cause
substantial deformations throughout the gray and white matter (Alshareef, Giudice,
Forman, Salzar, & Panzer, 2018; King, Ruan, Zhou, Hardy, & Khalil, 1995; Voo,
Kumaresan, Pintar, Yoganandan, & Sances, 1996). In turn, these intracranial strains can
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cause both structural and functional impairment of brain tissues (A. S. Cohen et al., 2007;
Spaethling et al., 2007). A key feature of understanding and, eventually, reducing
concussion risk is to determine more exact relationships between the external kinematic
loading applied to the head and the subsequent deformation of the intracranial contents.
Simple spring-mass-damper models of the brain have characterized the impact response,
natural frequency, and the surrogate strains experienced by the brain prior to injury (Brinn
& Staffeld, 1970; McElhaney, JH., Roberts, VL., Hilyard, 1976; Slattenschek &
Tauffkirchen, 1970; Stalnaker, Lin, & Guenther, 1985; Willinger, Taleb, & Kopp, 1995). A
generation of analytical models provided more spatial estimates of the brain but were
limited to simple geometries (summarized in W Goldsmith, 2001). With their ability to
simulate complex geometries and loading inputs, finite element approaches quickly
eclipsed both of these approaches to become the most common current methods relating
external mechanical loading to the potential areas of brain injury.

A series of computational models can be used to study how the brain deformation
response to impact is influenced by brain size, structure, and physical properties. Finite
element (FE) models are the most commonly used tool and, although they offer significant
insight into injury mechanisms, FE simulations can be computationally expensive and
require hours to simulate impact events lasting less than 100 milliseconds. In many
studies, the computational cost is offset by the significant benefit provided by the ability to
pinpoint areas of vascular injury (Cui et al., 2017; Knowles, MacGillivray, Newman, &
Dennison, 2017; Mao, Zhang, et al., 2013), the relative fraction of brain volume damaged
(Knowles et al., 2017; Takhounts, Craig, Moorhouse, McFadden, & Hasija, 2013;
Takhounts et al., 2008), or even the estimated changes in brain networks from a given
impact (Kraft, Mckee, Dagro, & Grafton, 2012).
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An alternative method for achieving an estimate of stress/strain throughout the brain is the
material point method, which does not suffer from some of the drawbacks commonly
associated with FE models (Ganpule et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2019). These FE limitations
include the possibility of significant mesh warping during the simulation, the difficulty of
modeling nearly incompressible materials, and limited material models to simulate the
nonlinear, viscoelastic behavior of brain tissue. However, neither the finite element nor
material point model is well designed for rapidly assessing - i.e., within seconds - whether
an impact poses any risk for brain injury. Rapid injury risk analysis would be particularly
helpful in the headgear design environment, where the impact of design changes could
be executed quickly and facilitate an iterative process that would yield a prototype helmet
design more rapidly than a design that requires finite element modeling. In addition, rapid
injury risk calculations would also assist with the interpretation of sensor data recording
head acceleration exposures in the field of play, significantly improving the ability to detect
players that need to be evaluated for possible symptoms of mTBI.

Study goals and design

Recent efforts to develop a single degree of freedom model of the brain in response to a
rotational motion produced a tool that successfully approximated the peak brain
deformation to a three-dimensional acceleration input (Gabler, Crandall, & Panzer, 2019;
Gabler, Joodaki, Crandall, & Panzer, 2018). In this paper, we extend this approach and
develop a multibody-based tool, where we estimate deformations throughout the brain
during an impact event. We use this model to estimate the brain motions that occur across
an anatomic plane and extend this analysis to predict deformations that occur throughout
the brain from simple and more complex loading. Across a range of mechanical exposure
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conditions, we find that combining machine learning techniques with the multibody model
predictions provides a fast and reasonably accurate estimate of tissue deformations
calculated using a finite element model of the head. Together, these results demonstrate
the potential for quickly computing the brain deformation response to impact. In a larger
scope, this approach provides the opportunity to more rapidly identify mechanical
exposures that could lead to traumatic brain injury.
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METHODS

Development of planar multibody models

Planar multibody models (MBM) were implemented in Simscape (version 4.2, The
Mathworks, Natick, MA) as a coupled mass-spring-damper system. To develop the human
model structure, the Global Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC) owned 50th
percentile male finite element model (FEM) was partitioned along the midline in the
coronal, sagittal, and axial planes to create 19-20 coarse elements in each plane. MBM
nodes were placed at the center of each coarse element (Figure 2.1A), with each point
mass corresponding to a brain node in the FEM. Masses for each brain node in the MBM
reflected the proportional area covered by each coarse element in the planar model.
Additional MBM nodes were placed at the locations of known FEM skull elements, and
these additional nodes were used to deliver a prescribed rotational motion to the model.
Springs and dampers connected each brain node to surrounding nodes, while skull nodes
connected to the closest brain node (Figure 2.1B). For a given point mass, each spring
was assumed to act through the center of mass and yielded a force on the point mass:

𝑭 = 𝐾1 𝛿1 𝒆1

Equation 2.1

where 𝑭 is the force acting along the spring in the direction specified by 𝒆1 , and 𝐾1 and
𝛿1 are the spring constant and displacement of the spring, respectively. Across all four
springs acting on a point mass, the net elastic force on the point mass was the sum of
the individual spring elements (Ki) in the direction of their respective unit vectors (ei):
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𝑭𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝐾1 𝛿1 𝒆1 + 𝐾2 𝛿2 𝒆2 + 𝐾3 𝛿3 𝒆3 + 𝐾4 𝛿4 𝒆4

Equation 2.2

which can be represented in matrix form:

𝑭𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝑥
𝐾1 𝒆1𝑥
[
] = [𝐾 𝒆
𝑭𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝑦
1 1𝑦

𝐾2 𝒆2𝑥
𝐾2 𝒆2𝑦
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𝐾3 𝒆3𝑥
𝐾3 𝒆3𝑦

𝛿1
𝐾4 𝒆4𝑥 𝛿2
𝐾4 𝒆4𝑦 ] [𝛿3 ]
𝛿4

Equation 2.3

Figure 2.1: Creation of planar multibody models (MBMs). (A) Human full brain finite
element model (FEM) mesh with overlay of mass-spring-damper system from MBMs. (B)
Nodes were connected into triangular elements and used for calculating true strain. (C)
Flow diagram to calculate maximum principal strains from MBM inputs.
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We implemented proportional damping to K using a damping factor (β) and the
corresponding displacement rates (𝛿̇ ),
Equation 2.4

𝑭𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∝ 𝛽𝐾𝛿̇ or

[

𝑭𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑥
𝐾1 𝒆1𝑥
] = 𝛽 [𝐾 𝒆
𝑭𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝒚
1 1𝑦

𝐾2 𝒆2𝑥
𝐾2 𝒆2𝑦

𝐾3 𝒆3𝑥
𝐾3 𝒆3𝑦

𝛿1̇
𝐾4 𝒆4𝑥 𝛿2̇
𝐾4 𝒆4𝑦 ] 𝛿 ̇
3
[𝛿4̇ ]

Equation 2.5

and combined these to develop the governing equations of motion

𝑭𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑥
𝑭𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝑥
𝑀𝑎𝒙
[𝑀𝑎 ] = [
] + [
]
𝑭
𝑭𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑥
𝒚
𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝑥

Equation 2.6

Skull nodes were driven using position-time histories of either simple or more complex
loading pulses (described below) (Figure 2.1C). MBM simulations were solved using a
Dormand-Prince method (Dormand & Prince, 1980) based ordinary differential equation
solver.

Three-dimensional FE simulations of nodal displacement in response to rapid planar
rotation

Idealized sinusoidal rotational motions were applied to the human MBM model and the
GHBMC FEM to validate the model and evaluate predictive capability, as in Gabler et al.
2018 (Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018). Briefly, angular velocities and accelerations from 660
sled, crash, and pendulum tests were analyzed and a single sinusoidal acceleration pulse
was developed across the range of impact pulses. Angular accelerations and velocities
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ranged from 0.1-15 krad/s2 and 1-100 rad/s, respectively. For each kinematic variable, 17
values across the range were selected. The maximum principal strain (MPS) and nodal
position time history were recorded for each simulation and later compared to results from
the MBM. Impact times were limited to avoid erroneous portions of the kinematic
parameter space(n = 75 of 280 total simulations), yielding 205 FEM simulations per
anatomic plane (<60 ms, Gabler, Crandall, & Panzer, 2016).

Helmet impact testing to estimate complex 3D head motions

Six degree-of-freedom (DOF) head kinematics from laboratory tests involving a helmeted
dummy head-neck were used to estimate complex loadings that may occur during a
helmet-to-helmet impact in American football. Laboratory tests were obtained from a larger
study by Viano et al., 2012 involving impacts to various helmets at multiple speeds and
locations (Viano, Withnall, & Halstead, 2012). MPS for these impacts were previously
obtained from FEM simulations using the GHBMC (Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018). A total
of 96 impacts involving four different helmets, eight locations, and three speeds (5.5, 7.4,
and 9.3 m/s) were collected from the previous studies and used in the current study for
testing of MBM performance.

ATD reconstructions of on-field head impacts for evaluation of model fidelity

We used a set of video-based reconstructions for striking and struck players in
professional football (Pellman et al., 2003) to further compare our MBM results with FE
simulations. Initially based on anthropomorphic test dummy (ATD) reconstructions of 31
impact events, these kinematic loading conditions were reexamined in a recent report
(Sanchez et al., 2019) and updated to provide more accurate 3D kinematic loading
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conditions for 53 specific impact scenarios that encompassed helmet-to-helmet impacts.
We utilized the estimated three DOF rotational velocity inputs for both the hybrid machine
learning-MBM and the FEM, truncating simulation times to avoid erroneous portions of the
kinematic loading profile (<60msec, Sanchez et al., 2019).

Validation and optimization of planar MBM

To optimize the stiffnesses and damping factors of all springs in each multibody model,
we divided a planar model into smaller subdomains (Figure 2.2A). For each subdomain,
positions of the adjacent nodes were prescribed to match the corresponding node from
the FEM simulation. The stiffnesses of the springs connected to the central node in the
subdomain were varied over a range of 2000-70000 N/m (n=250 simulations total per
subdomain). For a given haversine acceleration pulse, the position history of the central
node was compared to the corresponding position history of the equivalent node in the
FEM, and the resulting root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of position was computed for
each simulation. The simulations leading to the smallest 10% of RMSEs over all
simulations were selected, and the spring stiffnesses used in this simulation subset were
averaged to identify the optimal stiffness for each subdomain. For springs shared between
two subdomains, the optimal stiffnesses were averaged from the values derived from each
subdomain analysis. To achieve a robust set of stiffness values that would apply over a
broad kinematic loading, we determined the optimal stiffness values for 15 different
kinematic loading conditions that spanned the peak changes in angular velocity (10-50
rad/s) and peak angular accelerations (0.5-7.9 krad/s2) that occur in helmet impact tests
(Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018). The resulting stiffness value for each spring in the MBM
was averaged from the values obtained from these fifteen loading simulations.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of optimization process for multibody models (MBMs). (A)
Planar MBMs were split into subdomains for spring stiffness optimization. (B) A range of
spring stiffnesses for each subdomain was tested. The mean stiffness of the 10% of cases
(dashed line) with the minimum root-mean-square-error (RMSE) was implemented for the
subdomain. Springs existing in multiple subdomains were assigned the mean stiffness
from subdomain optimization. (C) Planar MBMs were tested for an optimal range of
proportional damping values for all springs, with 0.15% damping (arrow) used for all
springs in all planes. Shading represents 25th to 75th percentiles. (D) Representative plot
comparing nodal position histories of the MBM and finite element model (FEM) in the
coronal plane.

Following spring stiffness optimization, each full planar model was run over a range of
damping factors, from 0-1 %. We compared the RMSE at different damping factors,
determining which damping factors yielded results that were not different from each other.
With this subgroup of damping factors, we selected a single damping factor and kept it
constant across the models. Resulting models were then compared to the FEM to ensure
nodal position accuracy.
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Comparison of maximum principal strain between finite element and multibody model

To evaluate the ability of the MBM to accurately predict the strain calculated from a 3D
FEM, we computed the Hencky (true) strain tensor components for all triangular elements
that connected triads of adjacent nodes in the MBM. Using three points in the undeformed
(a1, a2, a3) and deformed (x1, x2, x3) state for each triangle, we computed the lengths of
the triangle sides in both states (𝑑𝑠, 𝑑𝑠𝑜 ) and use this to calculate Green strain (𝑬𝐺 ):

𝑑𝑠 2 − 𝑑𝑠02 = 2𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐺 𝑑𝑎𝑖 𝑑𝑎𝑗

Equation 2.7

from which we computed Hencky strain (𝑬𝐻 ):

𝐸 𝐻 = 0.5 𝑙𝑛(𝐼 + 2𝐸 𝐺 )

Equation 2.8

where I is the identity matrix. The Hencky strain matrix was used to compute principal
strains for each element in the MBM. The MPS was determined as the larger of the two
principal strains in that element. The 95th percentile MPS, a common metric for estimating
brain injury risk (Panzer, Myers, Capehart, & Bass, 2012), for a MBM was selected from
the list of MPS values from each triangular element in the MBM for a given input
acceleration pulse.

Development of machine learning assisted multibody modeling tool

Once we identified optimal stiffness and damping values to approximate the finite element
response for each planar MBM, we used machine learning (ML) techniques to improve
the correlation between the MBMs and the corresponding FEM. We created a regression
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model in each plane, composed of an ensemble of 30 regression trees trained with the
LSBoost algorithm (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2008). We used the 95th percentile
MPS computed from the MBM, the peak angular velocity, and the peak angular
acceleration as features in the ML model to predict the 95th percentile MPS in the FEM.
To determine if ML could predict MPS across the entire parameter space, all 280
sinusoidal impact traces were utilized, including those left out of MBM-only analysis. Of
the 280 traces in each plane, 60% (n = 168, selected randomly) were used for training and
validation. Models were validated with five-fold cross validation. Model testing was
conducted on the remaining 40% (n = 112) of the sinusoidal traces to analyze its predictive
capability. Models were labeled according to the data set used to train them, e.g., “MBMML-Sinusoid” refers to the ML models trained using haversine acceleration pulses.

To extend the model for predicting the MPS that occurred when rotational motion occurred
simultaneously across three planes, the resultant of the maximum principal strain (MPSres)
in each plane (MPSx, MPSy, MPSz):

𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠 = √𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑥2 + 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑦2 + 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑧2

Equation 2.9

was taken and compared with the MPS from the FEM, consistent with previous work
(Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018). To determine the relative improvement provided by ML
assisted predictions of the brain deformation compared to the MBM alone, we compared
resultant errors of each approach to the calculation of the FEM. For this comparison, we
computed the relative error:
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𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

| 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑀 − 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐸𝑀 |
𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐸𝑀

𝑥100

Equation 2.10

where MPSMBM and MPSFEM are the MPS (95th percentile) from the MBM and FEM,
respectively. Until this point, our ML was restricted to predicting the mechanical response
from simple haversine acceleration pulses. Helmet impacts typically contain acceleration
components along three axes and may contain more than one phase of acceleration. We
next used two approaches to evaluate if ML assisted MBM would be well suited for these
more complex acceleration pulses. Our first approach used the optimized, ML assisted
models for each plane (see above MBM-ML-Sinusoid models), applied the corresponding
planar kinematic inputs to each model, and then estimated the MPS for the complex pulse
as the resultant of the MPS from each ML assisted planar MBM. Our second approach
relied only on the loading conditions from the 96 complex professional football helmet
impact cases to create a set of new models (MBM-ML-Helmet) that were separately
trained and validated using only these helmet impacts.

The advantage of this second approach was creating a model optimized for actual impact
conditions, rather than possibly losing accuracy by fitting the model to a broader range of
loading conditions that extend well beyond typical impact conditions. Approximately 60%
(n = 57) of the professional football helmet impact cases were used to train and validate
the models. Models ranged from having three (e.g., MBM MPS in each plane) to nine
features (all three MPS parameters, all six kinematic parameters in each plane). All
models were created with an ensemble of 30 regression trees trained with the LSBoost
algorithm and validated with five-fold cross validation. Model performance was evaluated
using three metrics: RMSE, R2, and mean absolute error (MAE). The remaining 40% (n =
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39) of complex cases were reserved for testing the best performing model from the training
and validation phases.

Generation of machine learning based regional MPS predictions

Given that it is likely that injury risk prediction will be influenced by where the peak brain
deformation occurs during an impact exposure, we next created a set of ML models for
each triangular element in the planar MBMs to predict the corresponding peak FE MPS in
the same location. To avoid possible errors from individual element variations, we selected
a group of FE that captured 10% of the total triangular area of each MBM triangle,
averaging the MPS from these elements to develop the output to the regression model.
ML models were not created for triangular MBM elements which 1) did not have any FEM
elements within the calculated radius or 2) had a centroid in non-brain matter (e.g., a
ventricle or CSF). From a possible total of 137 element models, we created 120 elementspecific ML models. The MBM- and kinematics-based features of the element-specific ML
models were identical to those in the model used to predict whole brain MPS.
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RESULTS

Optimization of MBM model parameters

Across a range of brain stiffness values and model subdomains, we observed the residual
error in displacements predicted from the subdomain central node and the closest FEM
node (Figure 2.2B). RMSE dependence on spring stiffness was variable depending on the
associated subdomain. Stiffnesses did not correlate with nodal location or boundary
proximity. We also found the error residuals for each planar multibody model were
influenced by the proportional damping specified for the model (Figure 2.2C), with 0.15 %
as the optimal proportional damping factor. Optimization in each plane resulted in a close
match of nodal trajectories to the motion of equivalent nodes in a FEM subjected to the
same rotational input pulses (Figure 2.2D).

Minimizing the differences in the displacements of comparative nodes between the MBM
and FEM led to optimized stiffness values for the springs used in each of the planar models
(Figure 2.3). The optimized stiffness values spanned the range of possible stiffness values
for each planar model (Figure 2.3A-C). We observed no noticeable differences in the
range assigned for any of the planar models, suggesting the range chosen was sufficient
to find optimal values.
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Figure 2.3: Optimized values of spring stiffness in multibody models. Spring stiffness
values for the (A) coronal, (B) sagittal, and (C) axial planes. Springs existing in multiple
subdomains were assigned the mean stiffness from subdomain optimization. Springs were
color-coded based on spring stiffness and positioned between nodes as displayed in the
diagram.

We next compared the predicted peak deformations between the MBMs and the FE
simulations (Figure 2.4). Across all three optimized MBMs, we found the MBMs had
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generally good agreement with the FEM MPS values at lower predicted MPS values.
Coronal and axial plane models showed some variability in results at higher predicted
MPS that was dependent on angular acceleration in high peak velocity conditions (Figure
2.4D,F). Additionally, the sagittal and axial plane models routinely underestimated MPS
values in high strain conditions (Figure 2.4E,F). We also confirm previous results that MPS
is primarily dependent on peak angular velocity and not acceleration (Figure 2.4,
Takhounts et al., 2013).

Figure 2.4: Comparison of multibody model (MBM) and finite element model (FEM)
performance from sinusoidal impact traces. Cases are colored according to the peak
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angular velocity (A-C) and peak angular acceleration (D-F) of the impact trace. MBM
closely predicted FEM maximum principal strain (MPS) at low angular velocities but
showed distinct differences in impact pulses with high angular velocities and low
accelerations.

ML assists planar MBM strain prediction

Given potential discrepancies between the MBM and FEM, we next developed a ML model
for each plane (MBM-ML-Sinusoid), utilizing three features in each plane and comparing
these features to the corresponding peak strain from FEM simulations. With this approach,
we observed a significant improvement in the ability to predict MPS from the 3D FEM
using the MBM (Figure 2.5A-C), achieving an average absolute relative error of 9.8 ± 7.7%
between the predicted and actual FEM peak deformations for each of the three planar
MBM.
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Figure 2.5: Machine learning assists multibody model (MBM) predictions of
maximum principal strain (MPS) from simple and more complex head acceleration
inputs. (A-C) Performance of machine learning (ML) assisted MBM on planar sinusoidal
impact pulses. ML models were trained to predict finite element model (FEM) MPS using
the MBM MPS and peak velocity and acceleration from the sinusoidal impact pulse (MBM33

ML-Sinusoid). (D) Flow diagram for evaluating the MBM-ML-Sinusoidal models with
acceleration inputs from helmet impact tests, where i represents each planar direction. (E)
MBM without the assistance of the MBM-ML-Sinusoidal model underestimates strain from
FE simulations of the helmet impact tests. (F) MBM-ML-Sinusoidal model improves the
absolute relative error by correcting maximum principal strain estimates in each plane.
MBM alone (G) and MBM-ML-Sinusoid (H) models were then tested on independent
human impact reconstructions.

Given that head acceleration exposures that may cause mTBI are rarely restricted to
planar loading, we next examined the effectiveness of combining the three planar MBMs
to predict the peak strain that occurred from more complex, 3D kinematics (Table 2.1).
We simplified the 3D angular velocity input from the helmet testing data (see methods)
into its three separate rotational velocity inputs, using these rotational velocity inputs for
each of the three planar MBMs. We input these three kinematic loading profiles into the
planar MBM-ML-Sinusoid models and calculated the resultant MPS (Figure 2.5D). Without
utilizing the ML models, we found this approach did not yield a strong correlation between
the computed peak FE strain for the complex loading profile and the estimate from the
MBM (Figure 2.5E). However, the resultant of the MBM-ML-Sinusoid models improved
our accuracy of prediction to 13.7 ± 10.1 % (Figure 2.5F). This model slightly
overestimates full brain MPS compared with the FEM but shows high correlation across
the range of impacts tested. We additionally tested our models on human impact
reconstructions and found similar performance between the pure MBM and hybrid MBMML-Sinusoid models (Figure 2.5G,H). The MBM alone performed better on the human
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impact reconstructions (Figure 2.5G) than on the helmet testing data (Figure 2.5E). This
can be accounted for in that the magnitudes of the impact kinematics were significantly
lower (one-tailed t-tests, p<0.001 and p=0.019 for velocity and acceleration, respectively)
for the human impact reconstructions. Lower kinematic magnitudes are correlated with
lower strains (Gabler, Crandall, & Panzer, 2018), and the pure MBM performs better on
smaller strains (Figure 2.4).

Table 2.1: Kinematic features of helmet impact tests (A) Angular velocity and
acceleration of helmet impact tests (n=96). (B) Helmet with matched angular velocity
rotational directions.

While using ML to correct sources of error in the planar MBM shows promise in improving
predictive capability, ML based modeling using impact traces from helmet testing data
may show further accuracy gains. We used a subset of the complex pulse inputs to train
a new ML assisted model that used the MB estimates and peak kinematic parameters
simultaneously (MBM-ML-Helmet). We tested many feature sets for our MBM-ML-Helmet
model and found incorporating both the maximum angular velocity and acceleration of the
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impact traces and the MPS output from the MBM in each plane produced the best
accuracy during training (Table 2.2). Using individual kinematic inputs (peak angular
acceleration, peak angular velocity) was not as strong as combining these two features
into a ML model (Table 2.2). However, combining the peak MPS from the MBM with either
the peak angular acceleration or peak angular velocity improved the prediction accuracy
relative to models using either kinematic parameter alone. We then tested the MBM-MLHelmet model on helmet testing data (Figure 2.6A) and found that this model performed
with an average absolute relative error of 11.3 ± 8.5 % with the peak maximum principal
strain computed from the FEM (Figure 2.6B). As a final test, we then compared predictions
from our three feature (peak multibody MPS, peak angular velocity, peak angular
acceleration) ML model using kinematic loading from reconstruction on helmet impacts in
professional football (Sanchez et al., 2019). Similar to the helmet testing dataset, we found
that our predictions were providing comparable estimates to the peak MPS calculated from
the FEM (average absolute relative error of 16.4 ± 10.2 %; Figure 2.6C). However, as the
impact reconstruction dataset expanded below the range of the training helmet impact
dataset, the predictive MBM-ML-Helmet model created a minimal MPS floor of 0.18.
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Table 2.2: Feature sets and performance metrics of machine learning models
trained on helmet impact testing data. Features were drawn from each plane, e.g., the
multibody model (MBM) maximum principal strain (MPS) model included one feature from
each plane. Metrics used to evaluate the training and validation of the machine learning
(ML) models include root-mean-square-error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and
correlation coefficient (R2). The model utilizing both MBM-based and all kinematics-based
features (bolded) performed best.
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Figure 2.6: Machine learning (ML)-assisted multibody model (MBM) performance
after training on results from helmet impact tests. (A) Flow diagram for evaluating the
ML model trained on helmet impact tests (MBM-ML-Helmet), where i represents each
planar direction. (B) MBM-ML-Helmet model performance on the testing set of helmet
impact acceleration inputs. (C) MBM-ML-Helmet model performance on independent
human impact reconstructions. The shaded region lies outside the lower bound MPS of
the training set for the ML model, creating an MPS prediction floor. Error metrics only
include points within the bounds of the training set.

ML-assisted MBM predict regional strain

Much of the power in a detailed FEM lies in the ability to accurately represent not only the
single highest value of brain deformation during an impact, but strain in regional locations.
As the next step in our analysis, we used a hybrid model-ML methodology to accurately
predict the spatial distribution of peak principal strains throughout the brain for a given
impact. Using FE simulations that computed the 3D brain response to real impact loading,
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we compared the strains from multibody elements spanning three adjacent nodes
(triangular elements in Figure 2.1B) in each of the three planar models to the equivalent
FE results. For a given planar model and helmet impact kinematic inputs, we found the
correlation between the MB elements and FEM results was reasonable. However, after
training individual ML models with feature sets identical to the model used for whole-brain
MPS prediction for each of the elements within a given planar MBM, the predictions
improved significantly. The triangular elements in the MBM for which we created ML
models had an overall absolute relative error of 14.9 ± 13.0 % (Figure 2.7A-C) from the
corresponding elements in the FEM, with the relative error of individual triangular elements
ranging from 8.6-25.2 % (Figure 2.7D-F).

Figure 2.7: Machine learning (ML)-assisted multibody models (MBMs) to predict
regional maximum principal strain (MPS). Machine learning performance in the (A)
coronal, (B) sagittal, and (C) axial planes. Triangular elements are shaded according to
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the mean percent relative error. Striped regions were not trained with ML models. (D-F)
The average absolute relative error in predicted MPS for regions in each plane.
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DISCUSSION

ML-MBM model for the rapid prediction of local strains in the brain after concussion

In the chapter, we built a MBM to predict the spatial distribution of strain across a range
of impact conditions. We use simulation data from a 3D FEM of the brain subject to rapid
rotation to develop and optimize this model. Further, we used ML techniques to improve
the accuracy of predicting brain deformations from this MBM and show it is possible to
develop reasonably accurate estimates of brain deformation, even in response to realistic
impacts, when MBMs are combined with ML algorithms.

This report builds on past studies developing rapid estimates of peak brain deformation to
estimate brain injury risk. The maximum strain criterion (MSC) was the first attempt to
predict the relative amount of brain movement and strain from linear acceleration inputs
(Stalnaker et al., 1985). By matching impedance characteristics derived from linear impact
tests, the MSC was used to estimate the likelihood of serious brain injury with impacts
delivered across different locations on the head. More recently, the concept of
precomputation emerged as a new tool to quickly estimate the peak mechanical response
at different points throughout the brain for a given impact (Zhao, Kuo, Wu, Camarillo, & Ji,
2017). Rather than relying on computing the exact response to a specific impact condition
using a 3D FEM, precomputation reverses the process and rapidly accesses a database
of precomputed 3D simulations to best approximate the peak mechanical response at any
point throughout the brain. Across a wide range of loading conditions, the precomputation
response shows it is possible to use kinematic descriptors (peak rotational acceleration,
rotational velocity) to provide reasonably good estimates of the peak brain response, as
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well as the response throughout different anatomic regions (Zhao et al., 2017). However,
precomputation is not well suited for complex loading inputs that contain multiple impact
events (Lessley et al., 2018). In contrast to these past efforts, our MBM offers the
advantage of fast and reasonably accurate forward computation estimates of brain
deformation for even complex rotational loading input cases, making this model
particularly suitable for studying diffuse brain injuries.

Our work is most similar to a single DOF model developed recently by Gabler et al.,
developed to analyze different impact loading conditions quickly as a substitute for more
intensive finite element simulations (Gabler et al., 2019; Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018).
This type of rapid assessment tool is most relevant in crash protection and protective
headgear design studies, where many different experimental values (e.g., helmet liner
material, thickness; impact direction) can be tested quickly to determine which variable
would most influence the brain’s mechanical response. However, in generalizing the entire
brain to a single mass-spring-damper, there is no ability to pinpoint possible areas of the
brain that may be more likely damaged from a given impact. Our model begins to fill this
gap by using a MBM to both predict the maximum strain experienced by the brain and, if
desired, estimate the distribution of strain throughout this simplified model. Knowing the
distribution of strain in the brain may make our model useful to predict an approximate
volume of the brain exceeding specific strain threshold, matching the cumulative strain
damage measure (CSDM) that has been used in past studies to estimate brain injury risk
for a given impact exposure (Kimpara & Iwamoto, 2012; Takhounts et al., 2003, 2008). An
alternative approach that can be used in future work is to determine whether similar
accuracy for predicting strains throughout the brain could be generated by using a
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combination of predicted peak MPS from a single DOF model, and the relevant kinematic
loading inputs along each plane.

ML improves accuracy of biomechanical predictions

A key technique that made our approach accurate was the inclusion of ML algorithms to
better correlate the MBM prediction with the FEM simulation. Early in our analysis, we
observed that discrepancies between the MBM and FEM tended to follow general trends
in the kinematic loading. For example, we observed that lower angular velocity conditions
showed MBM peak responses that were similar in magnitude to the FEM simulations, but
this agreement soon disappeared when examining higher angular velocity conditions. The
interrelationships between the kinematic inputs and MBM output responses are ideally
suited for ML methods, and our significant improvement in correlating MBM output and
FEM simulation shows clearly the benefit of these techniques. In recent work, similar tools
were used to classify head acceleration exposure data collected with mouthguard sensors
(Cai et al., 2018). The goal of this past study was to use part of the data to train or “learn”
the features that would successfully separate nonimpact and impact events, and to
determine how accurate this algorithm was in classifying a separate set of data that
included both nonimpact and impact events. Using one measure (peak head acceleration)
in this past study poorly discriminated between nonimpact and impact events (Cai et al.,
2018), much like how our MBM model prediction did not consistently track with FEM
predictions. The ML methods were particularly useful for exploring a feature of the MBM
that is not computed from the simpler single DOF model developed by Gabler et al – the
distribution of maximum principal strains throughout the brain. By considering both the
kinematic loading features and MBM prediction, we significantly reduced the prediction
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error and, on average, produced a model that differed by only 10 % from the FE
predictions.

Limitations

Our model formulation has five primary limitations. First, we assumed that the mechanical
response from a complex, 3D head rotation could be approximated by computing the peak
strains from each of three orthogonal acceleration planes individually, and then
recombining these into a resultant MPS (Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018). Not including the
potential mechanical interactions across the three planes of rotational loading is an
acknowledged weakness and can be addressed in the future by developing a 3D MBM.
However, developing the 3D multibody model would start to increase the complexity and
computational cost – e.g., roughly maintaining the same element resolution that we used
in the 2D models would lead to a 3D MBM of >5,000 elements with a significantly longer
solution time. Given the improvement in prediction offered by incorporating ML in simpler
models, we explored the more computationally efficient path first.

A second feature of our model was that we carefully applied our rotational loading about
the center of mass for each planar model. Due to the formulation of the model, the MBM
will predict significantly linear movement of nodes if a linear acceleration is applied. Such
linear motion would conflict with past work showing little to no brain motion during pure
linear acceleration (Gabler et al., 2016; Nishimoto & Murakami, 1998; Wu et al., 2018; J.
Zhang, Pintar, Yoganandan, & Gennarelli, 2006; J. Zhang, Yoganandan, Pintar, &
Gennarelli, 2006). By using a rotation of the model about its center of mass, these effects
were minimized. A third limitation is that we did not explicitly model the nonlinear
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properties of human brain tissue, and therefore may introduce some uncertainty in our
estimates of the brain response to complex loading profiles. Fourth, Our ML models are
only effective when used to evaluate data that are similar to the data on which they were
trained, which is a limitation inherent to ML models. Finally, our correlation of the MBM to
FE simulations means that we are indirectly limited by the accuracy of the FEM. Although
current FEM use much higher resolution now than models from a decade ago, the
predicted deformations are influenced by a number of factors that include the choice of
brain material properties, the interface between the brain and skull, and the physical size
of the model (Gabler et al., 2019). We expect that our MBM, in combination with ML, is
sufficiently general to evolve with new features of future FEMs and therefore will continue
to provide a rapid assessment tool for the community.

We recognize that this work is dependent on examining as many different impact
conditions as possible to both capture the possible exposures that would lead to injury, as
well as minimize the potential predictive errors that occur when using ML approaches on
small datasets. This potential source of error was minimized, but not eliminated, when we
divided the data into a training set and a test set, and further minimized by using crossvalidation techniques to optimize the prediction from the machine learning algorithms. For
human based FEMs, we expect that our efforts to predict MPS in realistic impacts would
improve with the addition of more reconstruction cases, and these are under continual
development in the field (Bailly, Llari, Donnadieu, Masson, & Arnoux, 2017; Pellman et al.,
2003; Sanchez et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018). Despite the drawback of using a limited
number of simulations to develop our models, we are encouraged by the results from our
current efforts.
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Future considerations

While the ML-MBM model marks the first of its kind to combine simple brain biomechanics
and machine learning to predict the response to concussion impacts, there are many
improvements that would aid our predictive capabilities as development of the model
continues.

A supervised learning model, as we used here to match features of the impact to a specific
tissue response, is only as accurate as the inputs and outputs from training. As finite
element models continue to evolve with more accurate material properties of regions of
brain tissue, including complex normal and shear viscoelastic moduli and fluid interactions
with internal CSF and rigid interactions with skull nodes, the quality of prediction of
localized strain in FEM will more accurately represent those experienced in injury (Miller,
Urban, & Stitzel, 2016, 2017). Unfortunately, the improvement in model accuracy will be
at the cost of computational complexity, that may outpace the rate of computational speed
increases, resulting in a highly accurate model lacking resources to be used in rapid
prototyping of protective headgear or in diagnostics. These improved models will,
however, be a significant boon to the development of the ML-MBM model, which can be
retrained to match the more accurate strain profiles.

Here, we limited our ML-MBM model to use symmetric loading kinematics as inputs to our
model and the maximal output of the MBM response. This allowed for us to test the quality
of our model with small perturbations to the primary features with predictable results, e.g.
by increasing maximal velocity of the impact in one plane we expect an increase in MPS
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predicted by the model (Takhounts et al., 2013). While this improves the understandability
of the models features and output results, sometimes ML models can have improved
results with less predictable features. Future models will likely need to explore an
expanded feature set that includes additional kinematic parameters such as linear motion
kinematics that may provide small variations in tissue response relative to the gross
rotational motion, higher order kinematics such as jerk or snap, full time spectrum analysis
where the trace of motion matters more than the peak. This increase in features could
require a higher-powered model, or more likely a combinatorial ML method of predictors
from many models each with their own specific prediction tendencies. For example, a
model that overestimates regional strains caused by high accelerations can be paired with
a model that is worse at slower impacts to improve prediction of the overall model. This
will take much further testing and will likely require an increase in the number of available
loading conditions for training and validation to get greater improvement on results. As we
have shown here, we can utilize simulated data of impacts, without having those impacts
occurring in physical testing, as long as they approximate the dynamics seen in real world
testing. Further analysis is necessary to determine the characteristics of these impact
pulses, and if these pulses can be approximated utilizing computational algorithms to
create a large enough data set for testing.

In addition to utilizing updated FEM and ML models, more accurate biomechanical
features from the MBM can be used to improve prediction quality. Initial attempts to
develop a three-dimensional model that produced accurate representations of impact
strains proved unsuccessful. Homogeneous mass models were tested with simple springs
and masses of uniform material properties. Optimization of these models matched the
gross motion but lacked much of the detail necessary to accurately predict strains in the
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brain. As we know from FEM studies, a homogeneous model can create a simple
approximation to tissue response, but such models were quickly replaced by anisotropic
heterogeneous models to better approximate the material properties of brain tissue (Miller
et al., 2017). Optimization of nodal masses was done similarly to as in our finalized planar
models, i.e. relating the mass of the node to the volume of tissue in the area. Spring
optimization proved difficult without a standard gradient descent method and multi pass
single spring optimization providing inconsistent results. With standard optimization
techniques exhausted, we chose to switch to simpler planar models with the local
optimization method as the technique was more well defined. It would be interesting for
future iterations of the MBM to utilize more modern optimization techniques developed for
other applications. One such method is genetic algorithms that utilize machine learning
task training from the lens of representing a population in biology (Shapiro, 2001). In our
case, we would start with a large population (100s to 1000s) of 3-D models with randomly
weighted spring strengths. We would then test each model with a battery of impacts in our
training set and get a percent error for peak global strain. Those models that had the best
strain prediction would move on to the next generation and create “progeny” models with
a mixture of the other models that performed well. This process would continue until results
no longer improved, through lack of diversity in the test generation, or sufficient accuracy
had been achieved. While the first generations may not converge, each subsequent
generation will take the best performers and improve iteratively to achieve an optimum
connectivity. This process can be lengthy, but when more conventional optimization
methods fail it can be a viable alternative.

One unfortunate consequence of our optimization method based in small units of driven
nodes is the tendency of springs to provide higher accuracy at the extrema of our testing
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range. While there was some variation in the stiffness of each optimized spring, our spring
stiffnesses tended towards the outer edge of the testing parameter. While these springs
do not directly correspond to a piece of biological tissue and could therefore not be
accurately tested in vivo, such variability in our spring stiffnesses was not anticipated.
Additionally, this optimization method produced some oddities, where spring stiffness in
nearby regions consisting of similar architecture and tissue composition had greatly
different spring stiffnesses. Potentially the tendency for extrema spring stiffnesses hints
towards some other underlying feature the model may be missing. Potentially our
approximation methods for the mass of the brain nodes to be related to the volume of
brain tissue they were meant to represent could be revised to account for the switch to
two-dimensional planar models. Alternatively, more complex springs that include the
viscoelastic properties of brain tissue may be necessary to achieve the accuracy with the
simpler model. Overall, the MBM improved the training RMSE of the ML model by 3.4%
and validation RMSE by 19% but could have further improvements to increase the quality
of results to develop nuance that would not be captured by gross loading conditions.

While machine learning has long been used for prediction, we believe this to be one of the
first instances of ML applied to predict brain biomechanics after injury. We see two
extensions of the current project that may add to the currently available literature. First,
we could use a similar application of ML-MBM prediction to regional strains with
anatomical significance. While our regional analysis shows the ability of the technique to
accurately predict local strains, the triangles of the MBM exist only in our model and cannot
be directly related to regions of the brain. A model that directly predicts regions of the brain
may be useful in assessing cognitive deficits from local injury to regions typically
associated with brain injury, e.g. hippocampus, amygdala, fornix, or corpus callosum
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(Gentry, Thompson, & Godersky, n.d.; Marquez De La Plata et al., 2011; Tate & Bigler,
2000). This would aid future efforts in predicting strain for network-based analysis by
linking to known brain atlases used in these studies. With knowledge of the underlying
strain, we could develop models of functional and structural deficiencies of nodes in our
network based on the expected effects to the underlying tissue (further developed in
Chapters 3 and 4). Finally, we could integrate these new network properties into ML
models that aim to predict the presence of concussion.

There is clear societal need for a rapid diagnostic that accurately predicts concussion,
especially in populations where concussive blows are common and secondary injuries are
likely to occur if preventative action is delayed. However, recent efforts to create
diagnostics have been limited in their predictive accuracy (Gan et al., 2019; K. K. Wang
et al., 2018). Our current model fills the need for a rapid tool to approximate local strains,
much as FEMs can if time was not a factor. However, the inclusion of network based
diagnostic criterion has been recently discussed, as many network parameters have been
shown to be altered after injury (Bonnelle et al., 2012; Fagerholm, Hellyer, Scott, Leech,
& Sharp, 2015; F. G. Hillary et al., 2011; Jilka et al., 2014; Pandit et al., 2013; Sharp et al.,
2011; Sharp, Scott, & Leech, 2014). By utilizing our strain predictions to determine local
functional deficits, we can begin to assess the nodal and network effects of injury and
develop these into a rapid model of injury. As additional predictive features are added to
the model, prediction quality will improve. However, more injuries will need to be recorded
to ensure generality of results. Additionally, the predictive model will be limited by the
speed of the feature collection. Kinematic parameters can be assessed directly by
accelerometers in helmets and the ML-MBM model is sufficiently parallelizable to add
minimal time to overall computation. Any down-stream metrics would require completion
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of the ML-MBM before being calculated and would add directly to the computational time
of the model.

In a broader context, we believe that machine learning can provide sizeable benefits to
biomechanics research, when conventional computational methods are insufficient. From
a general standpoint, supervised machine learning takes a set of input parameters x and
attempts to best match an output variable y. This can be utilized, as done here, when
known models lack sufficient accuracy, be it from non-optimized model weights or
incomplete kinematic inputs. But recent advances in deep learning can provide even more
profound results, potentially bringing FEM closer to rapid diagnostic use. Deep learning
relies on artificial neural networks (ANN) that consist of an input layer, an output layer,
and a series of hidden layers that manipulate the input to create the output. These ANN
have been put to great use predominantly in processing images through recognition of
image subjects, artificial driving AI visual analysis, and style transfer between artistic
works (El Sallab, Abdou, Perot, & Yogamani, 2017; Guo et al., 2016; Jing et al., 2019).
However, one of the most recent studies in ANN have utilized machine learning to recreate
missing information within images (Liu et al., 2018). Initially seen as a clever way to alter
imperfections in images, graphics hardware manufacturer NVIDIA introduced a hardware
ANN chip that could drastically speed up the computational efficiency of image rendering.
In essence, the process of rendering an image from a 3D scene was computationally
limited by a small subset of the available image space. By handing off the image rendering
from the traditional framework to the ANN when stuck on hard to render pixels,
performance greatly improved with minimal loss in quality. While not directly compatible
with the current framework, I could see a similar combined biomechanics and ANN
process begin to reduce the computational time of modern FEMs towards the rapid
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diagnostic time scale and/or increase accuracy without substantial increase in
computational time. FEMs currently compute node position in a parallelized format and
would not have hard to compute nodes as in image rendering. However, FEMs are
continuously created with higher and higher spatial resolution, filling in areas that were
improperly calculated in previous models. Creating a super sampling of current models
using an ANN based approach to add ML virtual nodes between existing FEM nodes could
greatly improve accuracy of current models, especially as we tend towards length scales
that are more similar to the biomechanical substructure of axons. Alternatively, if
computational time is more desired than increased accuracy, removing some of the areas
of highly dense FEM nodes and replacing them with post-computed ML nodes could
reduce computational resources while speeding up computation.

In a larger scope, we expect the continued improvement of this model will offer an
opportunity to advance helmet designs and player safety simultaneously. As a modeling
tool, this will give helmet designers an added ability to estimate the possible benefit of any
new design feature quickly during prototype testing. Although there are new computational
models that can be used to evaluate new helmet designs in silico (Giudice et al., 2019),
these models may have difficulty capturing all of the new features in materials and shell
structure that could be examined directly with helmet prototypes. Likewise, the higher
resolution of the MBM may allow designers to focus on specific regions of the brain that
are commonly damaged in concussive brain injury (V. E. Johnson, Stewart, & Smith, 2013)
when considering new helmet designs. For player safety, this tool can help better interpret
head acceleration exposures measured with helmet, earpiece, or mouthguard-based
accelerometer systems (Allison, Kang, Maltese, Bolte, & Arbogast, 2015; Hedin, Gibson,
Bartsch, & Samorezov, 2016; B. Rowson, Tyson, Rowson, & Duma, 2018; Siegmund,
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Guskiewicz, Marshall, DeMarco, & Bonin, 2016). Current algorithms to predict injury risk
are not based on any estimate of the brain mechanical response and suffer from low
specificity (Allison et al., 2015). Although the accuracy of these head exposure
technologies may explain some of the low specificity (Elliott, Margulies, Maltese, &
Arbogast, 2015; Kuo et al., 2018; B. Rowson et al., 2018), one additional factor is the
inability to consider the effect of the exposure on the brain itself. Our tool would fill this
need and possibly improve the ability to better separate safe from unsafe impacts.
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CHAPTER 3: Neurodegeneration exposes firing rate
dependent effects on oscillation dynamics in computational
neural networks

ABSTRACT

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can lead to neurodegeneration in the injured circuitry, either
through primary structural damage to the neuron or secondary effects that disrupt key
cellular processes. Moreover, traumatic injuries can preferentially impact subpopulations
of neurons, but the functional network effects of these targeted degeneration profiles
remain unclear. Although isolating the consequences of complex injury dynamics and
long-term recovery of the circuit can be difficult to control experimentally, computational
networks can be a powerful tool to analyze the consequences of injury. Here, we use the
Izhikevich spiking neuron model to create networks representative of cortical tissue. After
an initial settling period with spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP), networks
developed rhythmic oscillations similar to those seen in vivo. As neurons were sequentially
removed from the network, population activity rate and oscillation dynamics were
significantly reduced. In a successive period of network restructuring with STDP, network
activity levels were returned to baseline for some injury levels and oscillation dynamics
significantly improved. We next explored the role that specific neurons have in the creation
and termination of oscillation dynamics. We determined that oscillations initiate from
activation of low firing rate neurons with limited structural inputs. To terminate oscillations,
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high activity excitatory neurons with strong input connectivity activate downstream
inhibitory circuitry. Finally, we confirm the excitatory neuron population role through
targeted neurodegeneration. These results suggest targeted neurodegeneration can play
a key role in the oscillation dynamics after injury.
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INTRODUCTION

Traumatic Brain Injury is a societal problem

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is a prominent cause of disability in the US (Cancelliere et al.,
2017). Perhaps because of growing awareness of the consequences of TBI, emergency
department visits for TBI have increased 47% from 2007 to 2013 (Taylor et al., 2017).
Although many of these injuries produce no long-term deficits, a fraction of injuries
produce cognitive and psychological impairments that can last years after the original
insult (Saigal & Berger, 2014; Schwab et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2017). As a result, more
than 5 million people in the US live with significant consequences of TBI, contributing to
an estimated 70 billion dollars annually in medical and non-medical costs (Coronado et
al., 2012). Effective recovery from TBI remains a challenge because no two injuries are
exactly alike, leading to a unique injury and recovery pattern for each TBI patient.

TBI is a network disease

One key feature in TBI recovery is how the structural and functional networks in the brain
evolve over time after injury to guide the cognitive recovery processes (Atlan & Margulies,
2019; Crone, Bio, Vespa, Lutkenhoff, & Monti, 2018; Dall’Acqua et al., 2017; Kasahara et
al., 2010; Stephens et al., 2018). Recent studies have shown alterations in brain circuitry
after moderate and severe injury affect the coordination among functional brain networks
(Castellanos et al., 2010). With the development of models to predict the overall changes
in brain networks during different tasks, there is an emerging consensus that the dynamic
network that connects different brain regions can influence cognitive and psychological
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alterations after injury (Gilbert et al., 2018; Pandit et al., 2013; Sharp et al., 2011; van der
Horn et al., 2016). However, the unique circumstances that cause each TBI make it difficult
to predict which injuries will likely lead to long-term changes in brain function. These
challenges exist especially at the cellular scale, where the neuronal degeneration that can
occur days to weeks after a TBI can affect the function of local microcircuits throughout
the brain (Faden, Wu, Stoica, & Loane, 2016; V. E. Johnson, Stewart, Begbie, et al., 2013;
V. E. Johnson et al., 2017).

Computational modeling of neural tissue

To this end, computational models can be a useful tool to understanding how neuronal
damage can ultimately contribute to the impairments in circuit function after TBI. In
general, these models can account for the mechanisms of acute injury to the network (e.g.,
primary axotomy, membrane permeability changes, receptor dysfunction) and secondary
changes that can also trigger neuronal loss (Farkas & Povlishock, 2007; Ferrario, Ndukwe,
Ren, Satin, & Goforth, 2013; Greer, Hånell, McGinn, & Povlishock, 2013; V. E. Johnson,
Stewart, Begbie, et al., 2013; L. Zhang et al., 1996). Despite the many experimental
methods exist to explore neural activity at different scales – e.g., single unit recording,
local field potential recordings representing the aggregate activity of neuronal ensembles,
and high speed calcium imaging to explore neuronal activation in awake animals – these
techniques are difficult to develop this precise relationship between neurodegeneration
and network dynamics (Barth, Huang, Hammer, & Shen, 2018; Harris Bozer, Uhelski, &
Li, 2017; Nicolelis, 2007; Ziv et al., 2013). Furthermore, models are adept at manipulating
network features which are less accessible experimentally. For instance, the percentage
of inhibitory neurons Is known to vary depending on the specific neural circuit (Çavdar et
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al., 2014; Woodson, Nitecka, & Ben-Ari, 1989) and is a feature of interest in this work.
Finally, computational models can systematically examine the effect of damaging neurons
within an integrated network without the influence from variable upstream circuitry. We
can gain critical information that would be impossible or impractical to acquire using
conventional methods.

The Izhikevich neuron model

Computational models of neural activity have recently come into focus, as better tools are
being developed to understand and analyze the information processing of the human
brain. The most commonly used and computationally simplistic model is the integrate-andfire neuron

𝑣 ′ = 𝐼, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣 ′ ≥ 𝑣𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑣 = 𝑐

Equation 3.1

where v is the voltage, I is the current, and c and vthreshold are constants (Adapted from
Knight, 1972). Additional updates have included terms a and b representing the leakiness
of the neuron membrane to ions, resulting from the many pumps and channels that help
to restore the membrane potential, and the dependence of that gradient on the current
membrane potential (Effenberger, Jost, & Levina, 2015; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008).

𝑣 ′ = 𝐼 + 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑣, 𝑖𝑓 𝑣 ′ ≥ 𝑣𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑣 = 𝑐

Equation 3.2

The neuron is said to fire if it exceeds a specific threshold voltage (typically 10-40 mV for
a generalized neuron) after which the membrane voltage is returned to a voltage near the
resting membrane potential, c. Simple integrate-and-fire models are of the most
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computationally efficient spiking neuron models and require only four calculations per
iteration to determine membrane voltage (Izhikevich, 2004). However, they lack much of
the complexity that can add to the richness of neural activity. Due to the linearity of the
equation, neuron simulations with constant current input decrease in rate when
approaching the firing threshold. This produces an unnatural action potential shape, that
misses the uptick of membrane voltage changes from the opening of Na+ voltage gated
channels (Izhikevich, 2004). To combat this, alternative methods use much lower
thresholds for neuron activation. Instead of approximating the peak of neuron membrane
potential during a spike to detect activity, these models use a vthreshold of the opening of the
Na+ channels as the level of spike detection. However, this method would need to include
delays in the neuron activity, as they would be missing the growth and recovery time from
neuron activity before the next timestep. This model also is unable to produce much of the
more complex activity behaviors such as bursting, phasic spiking, or spike adaptation
(Izhikevich, 2006). Overall while these neuron models are of the most commonly used,
they lack much of the model complexity to accurately represent the diversity of neural
activity in the brain.

Many more biophysically relevant models have also been developed for recent networkbased studies. Most of these models have roots in the seminal research by Alan Hodgkin
and Andrew Huxley in 1952 describing the activation and propagation of action potentials
in the squid giant axon (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952). The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model related
the total current flowing across the cellular membrane to that flowing through the lipid
bilayer, sodium, and potassium channels:
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𝐼 = 𝐶𝑚

𝑑𝑉𝑚
+ 𝑔̅𝐾 𝑛4 (𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝐾 ) + 𝑔̅𝑁𝑎 𝑚3 ℎ(𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝑁𝑎 ) + 𝑔̅𝑙 (𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝑙 )
𝑑𝑡

Equation 3.3

where I is the total current across the membrane, Cm as the lipid bilayer capacitance, Vm
is the local membrane voltage, 𝑔̅i is the maximum conductance through the potassium or
sodium channels or leaks from the system, Vi are the reversal potential for the given
channels or leak, and n, m, and h are random scaling variables [0 1] that are responsible
for defining channel (in)activation. The scaling variables are themselves dependent on
voltage and follow the following equations:

𝑑𝑛
0.01(10 − 𝑉𝑚 )
−𝑉𝑚
(1 − 𝑛) − 0.125 exp (
=
)𝑛
10 − 𝑉
𝑑𝑡
80
exp ( 10 𝑚 ) − 1

𝑑𝑚
0.1(25 − 𝑉𝑚 )
−𝑉𝑚
(1 − 𝑚) − 4 exp (
=
)𝑚
25 − 𝑉𝑚
𝑑𝑡
18
exp (
)−1
10

𝑑ℎ
−𝑉𝑚
1
= 0.07 exp (
) (1 − ℎ) −
ℎ
30
−
𝑉𝑚
𝑑𝑡
20
exp (
)+1
10

Equation 3.4

Equation 3.5

Equation 3.6

This model has given rise to the multitude of conductance based models recently in the
literature (Bezaire, Raikov, Burk, Vyas, & Soltesz, 2016; Brette, 2015; Brette et al., 2007;
Günay, Edgerton, & Jaeger, 2008). While not without drawbacks, this model has some
key advantages over simpler models. Firstly, the HH model can accurately describe the
majority of spiking behaviors of real neurons with proper tuning of the model parameters,
many of which can be experimentally derived from currently available recording
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technologies or acquired from the literature (Izhikevich, 2004). Additionally, the limitations
of the model can directly be addressed through increased characterization of the particular
system being modeled (G. Li & Cleland, 2017; Suryanarayana, Hellgren Kotaleski,
Grillner, & Gurney, 2019; X. Zhang & Santaniello, 2019). However, the limitations of the
HH model come not from its tractability or accuracy, but from the lack of development at
scale. With tens of parameters that must be measured or estimated for each individual
neuron, building systems of sufficient scale to develop understanding of more complex
network dynamics is difficult and laborious. Additionally, the model can be quite
computationally taxing for currently available technologies. Each iteration of the model
requires 120 floating point operations (FLOPS) for every tenth of a millisecond, for a total
of 1.2 million calculations required for each second of a single neuron activity. For
comparison, the basic integrate-and-fire neuron discussed previously requires only 5
thousand FLOPS for a similar time period. Although these challenges can be overcome
by greater computational resources, greater times, smaller experimental or network
designs, more simplified neuron models can lead to improved understanding of network
dynamics without the large overhead of complex biophysiological models.

In our studies, we utilized a biological neuron model that provides greater spike time
accuracy than simpler computational models, while being much faster than expensive HH
based models (Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008). The 13 FLOP Izhikevich
integrate and fire neuron model has been widely used in networks research, where spike
timings are a critical part of experimental goals, but higher level biological features are
unnecessary to overall findings (Abraham, Logan, Wolff, & Benuskova, 2007; Akin,
Onderdonk, & Guo, 2017; Chavlis, Petrantonakis, & Poirazi, 2017; M. X. Cohen, 2014).
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The Izhikevich model works based on a system of two ordinary differential equations and
a voltage reset:

𝑣 ′ = 0.04 𝑣 2 + 5 𝑣 + 140 − 𝑢 + 𝐼

Equation 3.7

𝑢′ = 𝑎 (𝑏𝑣 − 𝑢)

Equation 3.8

𝑖𝑓 𝑣 = 30 𝑚𝑉,

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑣 ← 𝑐, 𝑢 ← 𝑢 + 𝑑

Equation 3.9

Equation 3.10

where v is the membrane voltage, u is the membrane recovery variable, I is the membrane
current, and a-d are parameters of the model that allow for a range of neuron spiking types
to be developed. The model has several key features that make it ideal for our current
experimental goals. The low computational complexity increases the scope of our design,
enabling large dose dependent injury frameworks in networks of similar size to those in
the literature (Volman, Bazhenov, & Sejnowski, 2011; Wiles et al., 2017). Typical
experimental or computationally complex methods may investigate one or a few levels of
injury that may not show thresholds or the progression of injury. By evaluating the damage
at many levels, we can evaluate critical thresholds and differentiate progressive decline
from complete collapse of network function. Additionally, with our focus on spike-timingdependent-plasticity (STDP) as a method of recovery in our networks, the accuracy of
spike timing in the model must be preserved. The Izhikevich model was specifically tuned
to match firing times of many types of neurons from experimental data (Izhikevich, 2003).
Finally, previous studies in our group utilized the Izhikevich neuron model to investigate
the effect of autapses on synchronized bursts of network activity (Wiles et al., 2017). While
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utilizing less advanced features to develop the network architecture beyond initial
conditions, it provides an interesting point of comparison between different network
functional states given small perturbations in network architecture.

Study goals and design

Building upon past studies that examined how neuronal connectivity and injury patterns
can lead to activity patterns which resemble posttraumatic epilepsy (Volman et al., 2011;
Wiles et al., 2017), we use a computational model to examine the effect of
neurodegeneration on the spontaneous activity of neural circuits. We utilize microcircuits
that resemble isolated cortical circuitry to identify the exact relationship between local
changes in network function and degeneration without the complexity of large-scale
interconnected topology. We focused our work on how spike-timing dependent plasticity
affected the recovery of these circuits after degeneration and how degeneration in
populations of neurons can play specific roles in altered network function. Together our
results demonstrate how neurodegeneration affects the dynamics of a microcircuit, and
the importance of spike timing dependent plasticity in repairing damaged microcircuits
after injury.
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METHODS

Modeling a representative cortical circuit

To investigate the connection between neural degeneration and functional network
activity, we constructed computational neural networks of integrate-and-fire neurons
(Izhikevich, 2003; Summary in Figure 3.1). Networks of 1000 neurons were constructed
with 80% regular-spiking, excitatory neurons and 20% fast-spiking inhibitory to mimic the
ratios commonly used to model cortical circuits (Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman,
2008; Wiles et al., 2017). While 80% excitatory to 20% inhibitory neurons represents
generic cortical tissue, we also explored the effects of excitatory-inhibitory balance on
baseline network activity in an additional set of simulations. To do so, we created networks
varying the percentage of excitatory neurons from 65% to 95%.

These neurons follow a system of ordinary differential equations to track membrane
potential, membrane recovery, and threshold-based spiking as follows:

𝑣 ′ = .04𝑣 2 + 5𝑣 + 140 − 𝑢 + 𝐼

Equation 3.11

𝑢′ = 𝑎(𝑏𝑣 − 𝑢)

Equation 3.12

𝑖𝑓 𝑣 ≥ 30 𝑚𝑉, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 {

𝑣=𝑐
𝑢 = 𝑢+𝑑

Equation 3.13

Where v represents the membrane potential in millivolts, and u is the membrane recovery
variable. Parameters a, b, c, and d were set to create heterogeneous regular-spiking
excitatory neurons and fast-spiking, low-threshold inhibitory neurons as in Izhikevich 2003
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(Figure 3.1B). We allowed parameters a, b, c, and d to vary within a tight range for each
neuron to avoid network behavior resulting from a homogeneous neuron population. We
used a fixed timestep (0.2 millisecond) and a forward Euler method to compute v and u
over time.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of methods (A) The Izhikevich integrate-and-fire neuron model
was used to simulate neuron activity. (B) Model parameters were tuned to represent
regular-spiking excitatory (Exc.) neurons and fast-spiking, low-threshold inhibitory (Inh.)
interneurons. (C) Neurons were randomly placed on the surface of a sphere and
connected into a 1000 node network. (D) Networks developed rhythmic activity oscillations
after a four-hour period of connectivity weight settling with spike-timing-dependentplasticity (STDP). We characterized oscillations in our networks based on the number of
oscillations per second, the peak number of spikes within our oscillation as a fraction of
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our network, and the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). (E) After network weights settled
with STDP, we injured networks at damage levels from 5% to 95%. After recording activity
metrics immediately after injury, the networks restructured connectivity weights, again
according to STDP. We then reassessed network function.

Consistent with average firing rates in vivo and previous models using Izhikevich neurons
(György Buzsáki & Mizuseki, 2014; Silver, 2010; Wiles et al., 2017), we used a gamma
distribution (k, θ = 2, ½) to randomly (f= 1 Hz) inject currents into individual neurons within
the network. This stimulation was strong enough to cause the neuron to fire and send
AMPA- or GABA-based synaptic signals to downstream targets. Synaptic currents were
modeled as exponential decays from AMPA or GABA receptors, with τ = 5 msec. AMPA
and GABA receptors were initially set to create EPSP/IPSP in line with past in vivo
recordings (Ferster & Jagadeesh, 1992). Repeated input stimuli were attenuated at 40%
immediately after a spike occurred (τ=150 msec) to model desensitization in the neuron
population.

To avoid bias from edge effects in seeding neuron position, we placed neurons randomly
on the surface of a unit sphere (Wiles et al., 2017; Figure 3.1C). The number of outputs
for each neuron, which was drawn from a normal distribution with an average of 100 total
outputs and inputs per neuron, varied slightly from each neuron to mimic features
estimated in cortical circuits (10% variance; Soriano, Rodríguez Martínez, Tlusty, &
Moses, 2008). Neurons were randomly connected to each other across the surface,
producing network properties of a classic Erdos-Renyi random graph (Erdos & Renyi,
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1959). In a subset of simulations, we examined the effects of weak and strong distancedependent connections and found that our main findings were unchanged. As a result, we
present only the simulations using a random connection topology. Finally, we implemented
synaptic transmission delays that were proportional to the distance between two neurons
along the arclength of the sphere and set 8 ms as the maximum delay, consistent with in
vivo recordings (Alonso, Usrey, & Reid, 2001; Briggs & Usrey, 2005; Cleland, Dubin, &
Levick, 1971; Stoelzel, Bereshpolova, Gusev, & Swadlow, 2008; Swadlow & Weyand,
1985).

In neural networks, synaptic connection strengths adapt according to different models of
synaptic plasticity. Among the models available, we chose to implement spike-timing
dependent plasticity (STDP) because of its critical role in learning and the potential role
this feature may play in cognitive deficits after traumatic injury (Caporale & Dan, 2008;
Feldman, 2012; Vogel, Rwema, Meaney, Bass, & Morrison, 2017). We used the Song
model of STDP (Effenberger et al., 2015; Song, Miller, & Abbott, 2000), in which the
synaptic strength was adjusted based on the relative timing of synaptic inputs to a neuron
and the subsequent action potential firing of the target neuron. Mathematically, this can
be described as:

𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐴+ (𝑤) exp (−
)
𝜏
∆𝑤(𝑤) = {
𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐴− (𝑤) exp (−
)
𝜏

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 > 0

Equation 3.14

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 ≤ 0

Where w is the synaptic weight of the connection between the pre- and postsynaptic
neuron, A+ and A-, determines the maximum synaptic modification; tpre and tpost are the
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timing of the pre- and postsynaptic activations; and τ is the plasticity time constant of 20
msec.

Given that this formulation of STDP leads to a bimodal distribution of synaptic weights, in
which weights approach either the minimum or maximum possible weight (Song et al.,
2000), we seeded the synaptic strengths in our networks using a bimodal distribution. In
addition, we restricted STDP to only effect synaptic weights between excitatory neurons
in our model. For inhibitory neurons, we used a normal distribution of synaptic weights
using a 10% variance. We scaled the synaptic weights of excitatory and inhibitory
connections from the starting distributions [0 1] to [0 4] for excitatory neurons and to [-14
0] for inhibitory neurons. These scales were chosen to correspond to excitatory and
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials recorded in vivo (Ferster & Jagadeesh, 1992).

For each network, we constructed the network topology and assigned synaptic weights
between connected neurons. We then allowed the network architecture to reweight with
STDP until the firing behavior of neurons to achieve activity that did not vary in firing rate
or average oscillation rate by more than 1% over a 5-minute simulation period. Across a
range of connection architectures and synaptic weights, we achieved a stable activity
pattern for simulation times of at least 4 hours. For each condition examined, we
constructed and completed ten independent simulations, averaging the results from these
simulations into a single group.

We recorded four measures from each simulation: the neuron-activity rate, oscillation
frequency, oscillation peak magnitude, and oscillation width. Activity rate was calculated
as the average firing rate of neurons within the network over a five-minute period. To
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evaluate the occurrence of oscillations, we recorded the number of action potentials
occurring in a 10-millisecond sliding time window over the simulation time (Figure 3.1D).
From these data, we selected times where peaks in activity occurred for the network (peak
prominence ≥ 1) and used these times to compute the oscillation frequency as the number
of oscillations per second. At each oscillation, we defined the oscillation magnitude as the
maximum number of spikes within the sliding window and the width as the full width at half
peak intensity.

We further analyzed each network oscillation to identify preferred spike timings for
neurons. For each oscillation, we identified an interval that was 1.4 times the size of the
oscillation width centered around the peak. We then split the interval into uniform deciles
and assessed the likelihood for each neuron to fire within each time interval.

Damaging the neural network

Random neuron injury: To mimic traumatic injury, neurons were randomly removed from
the network after initial network reweighting with STDP. To maintain the initial excitatoryinhibitory balance of the circuit, 4 excitatory neurons were removed for every 1 inhibitory
neuron. To assess the immediate effects of damage, we ran simulations without adjusting
connectivity weights for 5 minutes, recording both the average firing rate and oscillation
parameters over this time period. Next, we allowed networks to remodel with STDP with
simulation times long enough to allow the firing rates and oscillation behavior to settle (4
hours). We then reassessed our metrics with a stable connectivity for an additional 5
minutes (Figure 3.1E).
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Activity-based excitatory neuron injury: A second type of deletion scheme used the firing
rate of individual neurons as the selection criteria for deletion. Once a given network
restructured with STDP, we rank ordered the firing rate of each neuron within the network
and deleted either the neurons with the lowest firing rate (LFR) or, alternatively, the
neurons that displayed the highest firing rate (HFR). Because the focus of this removal
strategy was to determine the effects of activity-based deletion, we opted to only remove
excitatory neurons. Similar to random neuron injury, we assessed the immediate effects
of neuron removal with static connection weights for 5 minutes and then allowed the
network to resettle for 4 hours.

Statistical testing

To compare average activity and oscillation parameters between injury levels and
baseline, we used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey-Kramer post hoc
test. Comparisons between injured and damaged networks at each injury level used ttests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison.
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RESULTS

Neurodegeneration reduces network activity and oscillation initiation

To date, there is no clear evidence in the literature to suggest neurons with specific
topological properties are more vulnerable than others to traumatic injury, although there
are indications that specific regions of anatomic structures (e.g., CA3 in the hippocampus,
cingulate, or thalamus) that may preferentially show neuronal damage (Adams et al.,
1989; Graham, Adams, Nicoll, Maxwell, & Gennarelli, 1995; Mao, Elkin, Genthikatti,
Morrison, & Yang, 2013). We first examined how the random deletion of neurons affected
the pattern of neuronal activity and oscillations in our network. Without any neuronal
deletions, our networks showed an average firing rate of 4.7 ± 0.1 Hz and an average
oscillation frequency of 12.4 +/- 0.4 Hz (Figure 3.2A-C). This activity level and the
presence of oscillations are consistent with past computational models using similar
methods (Effenberger et al., 2015; Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008).
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Figure 3.2: Effect of neurodegeneration on network dynamics (A) Network firing rate
was significantly reduced after 15% injury and continued to decline with further damage.
(B) Representative raster plots before and after 50% injury. (C,D) Network oscillation
frequency and magnitude changed significantly from baseline at 5% injury. Network
oscillations were not observed after 85% injury. Oscillations were not present in
simulations with greater than 70% injury, demarked by the vertical dashed line. (E)
Random neurodegeneration did not significantly impact oscillation FWHM.

Patterns of activity and oscillations slowly changed with the progressive deletion of
neurons in the network. The average firing rate significantly decreased when deleting 15%
or more of the network neurons (One-way ANOVA with Tukey Kramer post-hoc P<.001;
Figure 3.2A). At the peaks in oscillation activity, we found that 8.1 ± 0.2 % of the neuronal
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network was activated at baseline (Figure 3.2D). Random removal of neurons also led to
a significant decrease in oscillation frequency and oscillation magnitude, with these
changes appearing for lower damage levels (>5% or more deleted neurons (One-way
ANOVA with Tukey Kramer post-hoc; p=0.001 and p<0.001, respectively; Figure 3.2C, D).
The duration of an oscillation was most resistant to neuronal loss, requiring at least 80%
neuronal loss to show a significant decrease (One-way ANOVA with Tukey Kramer posthoc ; Figure 3.2E).

STDP repairs network function after injury

We next considered whether STDP would repair the functional deficits appearing in
networks after damage. The average firing rate of neurons in the network increased
significantly over a broad range of damage when STDP rebalanced synaptic weights (2080%; Figure 3.3A; representative changes in Figure 3.3B). At lower levels of damage (560%), average neuronal activity was not significantly different from undamaged networks
(Figure 3.3A). Similarly, plasticity allowed a significant increase in oscillation frequency
and magnitude relative to networks in which the synaptic weight was held constant (Figure
3.3C, D, E). Unlike average firing rate, though, plasticity did not recover the oscillation
frequency, magnitude or duration to levels observed in undamaged networks. Beyond
25% damage to the network, oscillation width significantly increased relative to
undamaged networks (One-way ANOVA with Tukey Kramer post-hoc, Figure 3.3E).
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Figure 3.3: Role of plasticity in network recovery (A) Four hours of recovery with STDP
fully restored neuron activity back to baseline up to 60% damage. (B) Raster plots after
50% neurodegeneration and subsequent STDP recovery. (C,D) Network oscillation
frequency and magnitude recovered significantly at moderate levels of damage (two
sample t-test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons). These changes were
not sufficient to return to baseline, but partially restored function. Dotted vertical line at
70% and 75% injury denote the last injury that all simulations contained oscillations in preand post-plasticity simulations respectively. (E) FWHM differences after plasticity were
significantly different from baseline and significantly different from immediately post-injury
in the range of 40-70% injury.
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Excitatory neurons show activity-based roles in creating, maintaining, and terminating
oscillations

After observing that spike-timing-dependent plasticity helped introduce resilience to
damage, we next explored if there were specific connectivity features of individual neurons
that influenced or explained part of this resilience. For each neuron in an undamaged
network, we computed a neuron connectivity index as the normalized difference of total
synaptic input strength and the total output strength. This neuron-connectivity index
correlated with the average neuronal firing rate; neurons with high index showed higher
firing rates than neurons with low index (Figure 3.4A). The relationship between
input/output strength and firing rate was stable while allowing the synaptic weights to
adjust via STDP over 4 simulation hours. In addition, these relationships did not change
across a broad range of neuronal network parameters that included synaptic strength,
neuron parameters (a-d) that could change neuronal type (Izhikevich, 2003), and
connection number among neurons in the network.
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Figure 3.4: Activity dependent functional roles of neurons (A) After initial settling,
networks developed structure-function relationships. We defined the neuron connectivity
index as the difference between input and output strengths normalized to total strength.
Firing rate was significantly correlated with neuron connectivity index. (B) To test the roles
of neurons with different activity profiles in oscillations, we divided each oscillation into ten
equal segments centered around the peak activation period. We then tracked when each
neuron fired within the oscillation. (C) Low index neurons tend to fire early in network
oscillations, suggesting a role in oscillation initiation. High index neurons conversely fire
at the peak of the oscillation and activate downstream inhibitory circuitry to stop oscillatory
behavior. (D) Low activity excitatory neurons were more likely to be active early in
oscillations. Later stages showed increased activation of highly active excitatory neurons.
Inhibitory neurons showed no activity dependence in their firing time within oscillations.
(E-F) Excitatory neurons had increased activation to peak oscillation magnitude, with
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decreasing activation after the peak. Inhibitory neurons had delayed activation, primarily
firing at peak or late in the oscillation.

We then sought to find if either the initiation or termination of oscillations was related to
neuronal activity and, in turn, connectivity strength. Using our definition of the beginning
and end of an oscillation (see Methods; representative oscillation appears in Figure 3.4B,
C), we divided an oscillation period into quintiles. In general, excitatory neurons with low
inputs relative to their outputs (i.e., low index) fired primarily during the initiation period of
an oscillation, while high input strength excitatory neurons fired near the peak of an
oscillation and activated inhibitory neurons to arrest the oscillation. The average firing rate
of excitatory neurons within each of the first four quintiles significantly increased, while the
firing rate significantly decreased in the fifth quintile (One-way ANOVA with Tukey Kramer
post-hoc; p<.001; Figure 3.4D). In comparison, we could not identify any dependence on
firing time and oscillation period for inhibitory neurons (Figure 3.4D). Excitatory neurons
most commonly fired during the peak of the oscillation, decreasing on both sides of peak
(Figure 3.4E). Inhibitory neurons had a preference to fire later in the oscillation, peaking
between the 3rd and 4th quintile (Figure 3.4E). Together, these results indicate that the
initiation of an oscillation corresponds with the activation of neurons with low firing rates,
while the termination of the oscillation begins with the simultaneous recruitment of neurons
with high firing rates and activating a significant fraction of the inhibitory neurons.

Effect of excitatory/inhibitory balance on oscillatory dynamics
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After observing differences in activation timing between excitatory and inhibitory neurons
in the representative cortical circuit, we investigated how changing the excitatory/inhibitory
(E/I) balance of the base network affected network activity, and in particular, when neurons
spiked within each oscillation. To adjust the E/I composition of our networks, we seeded
networks with a range of 65% to 95% excitatory neurons and compared these to the
baseline network of 80% excitatory neurons. As expected for networks with more
excitatory neurons, we found that the overall firing rate increased. With increasing
proportion of excitatory neurons, we also found that the frequency of oscillations increased
while the average oscillation width, or duration, decreased (Figure 3.5A). As the
percentage of excitatory neurons in the network grew, the fraction of excitatory neuron
spiking increased at the peak of oscillations, decreased at the beginning, and most sharply
decreased at the end of oscillations (Figure 3.5C). Opposing shifts in the fraction of
excitatory spiking were observed for networks with a low proportion of excitatory neurons
(Figure 3.5C). Specifically, a larger fraction of spikes occurred at the beginning of the
oscillation. For inhibitory neurons, increasing excitatory neuron composition in the network
decreased the number of spikes before the oscillation peak and modestly increased it after
the oscillation peak (Figure 3.5A). We found that the neuron-connectivity index (defined in
Figure 3.4A) correlated with activity rate regardless of the E/I composition of the networks
tested (r>0.7, p<0.001 for all). The gap between the activity rates of the highest and lowest
index neurons grew as the percentage of excitatory neurons in the network increased
(Figure 3.5B). These results suggest networks comprised of more excitatory neurons
exhibit shorter, more frequent oscillations, a likely result of two reductions in activity:
excitatory neurons at the end of each oscillation (ending oscillations more quickly) and
inhibitory neurons at the start of each oscillation (allowing oscillations to start more often).
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Figure 3.5: Changes in excitatory/inhibitory balance affect network dynamics. (A)
Increasing the percentage of excitatory neurons in the network increased firing rate,
oscillation frequency, and oscillation magnitude. In contrast, oscillation FWHM decreased
with a higher proportion of excitatory neurons. All network parameters are normalized to
the baseline (80% excitatory to 20% inhibitory) network. (B) The difference between
average firing rate of neurons with the highest and lowest index values widened as the
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percentage of excitatory neurons increased. (C) As the percentage of excitatory neurons
increased, the fraction of excitatory neuron spiking increased at oscillation peak and
decreased at oscillation start and end, with most prominent changes occurring at the end
of oscillations. With a lower percentage of excitatory neurons, opposite changes occurred
with higher fractions of excitatory neuron spiking at the start and end of oscillations. As
the proportion of excitatory neurons increased the fraction of inhibitory neuron spiking
decreased at start and increased at end of oscillation, with most prominent changes
occurring at the start of oscillations. All spike fractions were normalized to the baseline
(80% excitatory) network.

Activity-dependent neurodegeneration exposes functional roles of neurons

Since excitatory neurons with specific connectivity and activity patterns correlated with
oscillation dynamics, we next considered if the targeted deletion of either activity type (LFR
or HFR) would alter the neural circuit dynamics. Using the random deletion of neurons as
a comparison, we explored the change in functional network characteristics that would
occur if we progressively deleted the neurons with the lowest average activity. With this
strategy, we found that average activity rate would significantly decrease when damage
exceeded 5% of the network (Figure 3.6A-B). Similar to random deletion, less damage
was required to significantly change oscillation frequency (Figure 3.6C; damage > 5%)
than activity rate. The deletion of the lowest firing rate neurons additionally led to
significant change in the average width of an oscillation (Figure 3.6E). Plasticity returned
the average activity in the network to baseline up to 15% damage; beyond this level,
plasticity did improve average firing rate up to 90% injury (Figure 3.6A). In comparison,
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plasticity improved the oscillation frequency (and magnitude) over a range of the injury
levels (10-65% and 5-55% respectively) but did not reach baseline levels.

Figure 3.6: Effect of deleting relatively inactive neurons is partially recovered with
plasticity (A) Representative raster plots before injury, at 50% low firing rate (LFR)
excitatory neuron injury, and after network restructuring with STDP. (B) LFR damage
produced a rapid decline to baseline firing after injury that significantly recovered with
STDP. (C,D) This restoration was primarily due to a recovery of network oscillation
frequency and magnitude. (E) Changes in oscillation width occurred relative to baseline,
primarily following damage exceeding the threshold of full firing rate restoration.

In contrast to these results, the progressive deletion of neurons with the highest activity
rate did not significantly change the overall average activity of the network until more than
20% of neurons were removed (Figure 3.7A-B). Removing the neurons with highest
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activity led to a progressive decrease in oscillation frequency that was significantly
different than deleting the same fraction of low firing rate neurons (t-test with Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons; p<.001; Figure 3.6C & 7C). Unlike the random
deletion of neurons, the width of oscillations increased significantly over a broad injury
range (Figure 3.7E; 15-55%). While the oscillation frequency and/or magnitude changed
with this injury approach, plasticity only modestly affected the oscillation frequency,
magnitude and average width at higher damage levels. (Figure 3.1C-E).

Figure 3.7 Removing highly active neurons predominantly affects oscillation
dynamics. (A) Raster plots before injury, at 50% high firing rate (HFR) excitatory neuron
injury, and after network restructuring with STDP. (B) Network activity did not significantly
vary from baseline after HFR neurodegeneration. (C-D) Oscillation frequency and
magnitude after plasticity were significantly different at the same injury level at higher
levels of injury. (E) Oscillation width increased above baseline levels after damage and
was maintained following restructuring with STDP.
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DISCUSSION

Here, we modeled the effects of neurodegeneration on the functional dynamics of neural
circuitry. We utilized an established spiking neural network model to investigate how
damage and plasticity impact network firing and oscillatory behavior. In addition to
establishing how unique connectivity patterns of neurons contribute to the development of
oscillations, we show how those activity patterns are affected by E/I balance in the
network. Further we demonstrate that neurodegeneration, regardless of whether it was
random or based on neuronal firing rate, significantly decreased network activity and
oscillation dynamics. For all types of neurodegeneration, activity was significantly restored
with spike-timing dependent plasticity. Deleting highly active neurons led to a marked
increase in oscillation duration, while deleting neurons with low activity reduced the
initiation of oscillations without decreasing their frequency. These results suggest that the
degeneration or inactivation of specific neuron activity profiles can differentially affect
oscillation dynamics of neuronal circuits.

Limitations

We used several simplifying assumptions to examine the potential impact of
neurodegeneration. First, we use generalized topologies and neuron spiking behaviors of
cortical neurons based on simplistic rules developed from observations in vivo (György
Buzsáki & Mizuseki, 2014; Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Silver, 2010;
Wiles et al., 2017). We recognize that neurons within specific brain regions can vary
greatly in their connectivity preferences and spiking behavior (Connors & Gutnick, 1990;
Maller et al., 2019; Sporns, Tononi, & Kötter, 2005), and therefore, some of our
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observations on neuronal degeneration may not apply universally to all brain regions. We
did explore if our observations were influenced by different distance-dependent
connection algorithms and found that the general decline in activity and the restorative
effect of plasticity did not depend on the initial spatial connections in the network. Although
we anticipate that our general findings could inform predictions for networks of more
complex, region specific topologies, many of the regions commonly damaged in TBI (e.g.,
hippocampus, thalamus, and cingulate (Adams et al., 1989; Graham et al., 1995)) do not
have clear estimates of neuronal connectivity. Once available, we envision creating
specific computational network models to assess how dynamics differ with deletion across
these specific regions.

Second, we used Izhikevich integrate-and-fire neuron model to approximate neuron
activity, which may not fully represent the complexity of real circuitry. Because the
Izhikevich model accurately predicts neuronal spike times for a variety of neuron spiking
behaviors (Izhikevich, 2003, 2004; Pena, Zaks, & Roque, 2018), this model should be
representative of in vivo neural activity for the metrics we utilize in this study. Extending
the current work into a more computationally complex neuron model with higher-order
biological features (reviewed in Brette, 2015) could provide additional information into the
timing of activation and synaptic inputs across an individual neuron (Häusser, 2001).
However, these changes would likely affect all neurons in the network similarly and will
not significantly impact the overall estimates of activity and oscillatory behavior. Finally,
we considered whether the broad distribution of neuronal types employed in larger scale
Izikevich integrate-and-fire models were important to include in this study (Izhikevich &
Edelman, 2008). However, without any insight into how more homogeneous circuits
remodel in response to trauma, we believed this additional complexity would prevent one
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from gaining clear insight into which types of neuronal deletion would be particularly
damaging to circuit dynamics.

In general, our observed neural activity patterns match the general spiking patterns and
network wide oscillations in computational networks of similar size (e.g., Izhikevich, 2003;
V. Volman et al., 2011), and even more complex networks of much larger size and
complexity (Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008). One key characteristic we observed in our
simulations was the coordinated activation of a subset of neurons in regular periodic
intervals over the entire simulation period. Again, these waves of neuronal activation are
distinct from a near simultaneous activation or bursting of the network that can appear in
some studies (Volman et al., 2011). These oscillations of neuronal activity, where 10-15%
of the network was activated, were the first to show a significant decrease in oscillation
frequency after neurons were deleted from the network. Although neuron characterization
traditionally depends on functional spiking properties of neurons (Pelkey et al., 2017;
Radnikow & Feldmeyer, 2018; Roeper, 2013), our results show that plasticity is an
important mechanism to produce functional diversity. Moreover, our results identified
subpopulations of neurons that could either trigger or suppress these periods of high
network activity. To our knowledge, showing that neurons with low activity rates
preferentially activate oscillations in a network has not been reported in past modeling
studies, nor are we aware of past reports showing that neurons with high firing rates are
important for quieting periods of high activity. Together, these data suggested that
targeting of specific neuronal populations for degeneration would preferentially affect
neuronal dynamics, a prediction we confirmed with subsequent simulations.
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Importance of network oscillations

The rhythmic oscillations may also have important consequences on the synchronization,
or coherence, of activity across brain regions. Coherence among neuron populations has
been shown to be important for attention and memory (Clayton, Yeung, & Cohen Kadosh,
2015; Fries, 2015; Hanslmayr, Staresina, & Bowman, 2016), cognitive processes that are
commonly affected after traumatic brain injury. Selective degeneration of low firing rate
neurons reduces the likelihood of initiating an oscillation, in turn lowering the coherence
with other brain regions downstream of the injured microcircuit. Therefore, losing this
neuronal subpopulation would appear to play a significant role in information relay across
brain regions, an aspect of information processing that has appeared in network-based
studies of TBI (Kinnunen et al., 2011; Pandit et al., 2013). In comparison, losing neurons
with high firing rates would appear to have less consequence on the coordinated
oscillations among regions because these neurons would not affect the emergence of an
oscillation, and only slightly lengthen the duration of an oscillation. However, we cannot
completely discount the impact of losing high firing rate neurons because lengthening a
specific oscillation may impede the propagation of sequential information across nodes in
a network. Together, these point to a potential role for a small number of neurons to play
a larger role in relaying information, via oscillations, across several interconnected
microcircuits.

Plasticity is key in the restoration of a network after injury

Our general finding that spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is a key mechanism to
re-stabilize network dynamics provides a potentially new role for STDP in the injured brain.
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As a primary mechanism associated with Hebbian learning, STDP is typically considered
as a mechanism to restructure the synaptic connections in a network after a training
stimulus (Bi & Poo, 1998; Meliza & Dan, 2006). The return of activity to a damaged network
using STDP is reminiscent of how homeostatic plasticity allows a healthy network to
gravitate towards a target activity rate (G. G. Turrigiano & Nelson, 2004). Interestingly,
homeostatic plasticity may play a very different and destabilizing role in networks after
either focal or more diffuse deafferentation of neurons (Volman et al., 2011), leading these
networks into brief bursts of activity which resemble interictal discharges that appear in
posttraumatic epilepsy (Houweling, Bazhenov, Timofeev, Steriade, & Sejnowski, 2005;
Verellen & Cavazos, 2010). However, this rebalancing of networks with STDP has its
limits, as the relative success of recovering initial dynamics is not complete at the highest
injury levels. In light of several reports showing that one form of plasticity – long term
potentiation (LTP) – is lost after traumatic injury in vivo and in vitro (Miyazaki et al., 1992;
Vogel et al., 2017), our results emphasize the importance of therapeutic strategies to help
promote plasticity after injury and regain initial network dynamics. Similarly, given that
oscillations can be important to establish coherence among brain regions, steps to
maintain plasticity in an injured network would likely improve network communications in
the traumatically injured brain.

Applications to higher level cognitive structures

Our results also provide some suggestions on how local damage in the brain may affect
both local and global brain dynamics. Cognitive disruptions from TBI are frequently viewed
as changes in the network structure among regions in the brain (reviewed in Fagerholm
et al., 2015; Kinnunen et al., 2011; Pandit et al., 2013; Sharp et al., 2011b, 2014).
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Commonly, past studies focus on the functional and structural deficits in the connections
among nodes in the network resulting from diffuse axonal injury (Adams et al., 1989;
Kinnunen et al., 2011; D. H. Smith et al., 2003). With new techniques in medical imaging
and network theory, we can begin to understand how changes in the connectivity between
regions can impact higher level cognitive function (C. L. Mac Donald et al., 2007; Christine
L. Mac Donald et al., 2011; Sidaros et al., 2008). However, these approaches rely on
maintaining function at the node (microcircuit) level after injury. Certainly, we know there
are regions of the brain that can impart large cognitive deficits simply with their own
malfunction (Bonnelle et al., 2011; Kinnunen et al., 2011). From the current work, we know
that neurodegeneration can impact both network activity and neural oscillations in the
node. In combination, our results suggest that damage to one node (microcircuit) could
indirectly influence the coordination of activity across many connected brain areas.

One method by which local damage could impact coordinated neural activity across a
broad network is through shifts in the balance of excitation and inhibition. Specifically, our
work shows that networks with high excitatory tone developed shorter, more frequent
oscillations than their low excitatory tone counterparts did. This result is supported by the
existing literature and carries important implications in the context of traumatic brain injury.
Previous work has demonstrated the importance of GABAergic inhibition for developing
oscillatory rhythms in cortical circuits (Mann & Paulsen, 2007). Other studies have
established that TBI alters E/I balance across different brain regions as well as via various
injury modalities and severities (Beamer et al., 2016; Folweiler, Samuel, Metheny, &
Cohen, 2018; Paterno et al., 2017; C. J. Smith, Xiong, Elkind, Putnam, & Cohen, 2015;
W. Wang et al., 2018). E/I balance could shift due to selective vulnerability of interneuron
subpopulations or due to changes in excitatory synaptic transmission. Regardless of the
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mechanism, our results suggest that changes in E/I balance post-injury change the pattern
of information generated by that local circuit. This would transform not only the local
signaling within that sub-circuit but also the way the region communicates with other subcircuits (Schumm, Gabrieli, & Meaney, 2020). More study is required to determine the
precise injury and recovery trajectory of networks with selectively removed inhibitory
subpopulations. Inhibitory tone is also known to vary depending on the brain region as
well as species. For example, in the thalamus alone, the percentage of interneurons varies
from 4 to 16% in different nuclei of the murine thalamus, with reported values up to 30%
in other species (Çavdar et al., 2014). Based on our analysis of networks with varying
percentages of inhibitory neurons, it is important to accurately represent the balance of
excitation and inhibition in the network when assessing the impact of neurodegeneration
on a specific circuit. Given the importance of the hippocampus in memory and TBI, our
lab is working to further study this question within a network model of the hippocampal
circuitry.

It is certainly plausible to explore some of the unique consequences of local
neurodegeneration in broader brain networks using oscillator or neural mass models to
link structural and functional networks of the brain (Cabral, Hugues, Sporns, & Deco, 2011;
Honey, Thivierge, & Sporns, 2010). Although these models capture gross behavior of
network dynamics, the current formulation of these models lacks the nodal accuracy to
determine how perturbations caused by injury can impact the larger network function.
Similar to work showing how local gamma activity could create biologically realistic BOLD
correlations (Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008), changes in network oscillation frequency or
oscillation width would likely have far-reaching impact beyond the local network.
Particularly important would be examining the implications of an inconsistent oscillatory
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rate, as seen in our model, in a connected oscillatory model. To our knowledge, this
feature is not commonly explored in neural mass or oscillator-based models. However,
there is evidence to suggest that these models have synchronization properties that are
sensitive to nodal dynamic changes, but oscillators with individually variable frequencies
have yet to be investigated (Papadopoulos, Kim, Kurths, & Bassett, 2017; Rodrigues,
Peron, Ji, & Kurths, 2016). Similarly, both neural mass and oscillator-based models can
potentially benefit from further analysis of biological plasticity mechanisms to repair
damage, given the role we found for plasticity in stabilizing or practically recovering nodal
dynamics.

Cognitive disruptions from TBI have recently been investigated as changes in the network
structure between regions in the brain (reviewed in Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Pandit et
al., 2013; Sharp et al., 2014; D. Zhang & Raichle, 2010). These studies primarily focus on
the functional and structural deficits in the connections between nodes in the network
resulting from mechanisms of TBI such as diffuse axonal injury (Adams et al., 1989;
Kinnunen et al., 2011; D. H. Smith et al., 2003; Werner & Engelhard, 2007). With new
techniques in medical imaging and network theory, we can begin to understand how
changes in the connectivity between regions can impact higher level cognitive function (C.
L. Mac Donald et al., 2007; Christine L. Mac Donald et al., 2011; Sidaros et al., 2008).
However, these approaches rely on retained function at the node level after injury. From
this work, we know that neurodegeneration, that is likely to occur both as a primary and
secondary effect of TBI, can impact both network activity and oscillations of the node.
Additionally, we know there are regions of the brain that can impart large cognitive deficits
simply with their own malfunction (Bonnelle et al., 2011; Kinnunen et al., 2011). A focus
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on brain network structure and function without attention to the local impairments that can
occur in TBI misses key components that influence higher level cognition.

Overall, this study indicates that neurodegeneration alters population-level activity and
network oscillations, with subpopulation-dependent changes to oscillation frequency or
duration. These changes in network dynamics can be significantly recovered with spiketiming dependent plasticity. We anticipate that future work in brain network dynamics will
develop insight to discriminate between specific patterns of damage that cause longlasting alterations in brain dynamics and other patterns of damage that produce temporary
changes in neural dynamics. At a higher level, distinguishing between these two injury
patterns can help identify injuries that could cause lasting cognitive deficits much earlier
than currently possible, pointing to an opportunity to treat and improve outcome in a
vulnerable population of TBI survivors.
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CHAPTER 4: N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor alterations after
mild traumatic brain injury induces deficits in memory
acquisition and recall

ABSTRACT

From recent evidence supporting persistent effects for those with repeated exposure, mild
traumatic brain injury (mTBI) presents a significant health concern that has garnered
increased attention. Although a growing body of literature has developed the brain network
response and underlying cellular alterations after injury, the effects of cellular disruptions
on local circuity are poorly understood. Our group recently reported how network
disfunction after cellular loss is dependent on the impacted populations and how network
restructuring after stretch injury is dependent on N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR)
subunit composition. Here, we utilized a computational neural network model to
investigate the circuit level effects of NMDAR dysfunction. We found the initial increase in
activity in injured neurons spreads to downstream neurons but could be partially
compensated for with restructuring of the network with spike-timing-dependent-plasticity.
Additionally we investigated how injury can alter recall and acquisition to stimulus, as a
model of network-based learning. We found that while pattern acquisition and retention
was impaired in injured networks, the greatest deficits came from recall of previously
trained patterns. These results underline the diverse effects that injury can have on
network level function.
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INTRODUCTION

Mild traumatic brain injury affects millions annually

Over recent years, the number of reported traumatic brain injuries (TBI) requiring medical
attention has increased 54% from 1.6 million annually in 2006 to 2.5 million in 2014
(Cancelliere et al., 2017; Taylor et al., 2017). This increase has been driven from an
increase in awareness in the consequences and symptoms of TBI as well as better
detection and diagnosis criterion (Bazarian et al., 2018; Jeter et al., 2013). TBI is especially
prevalent in younger populations and is the leading cause of death for people under the
age of 45 (Coronado et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2013). While research over the past 40
years has focused on the high morbidity of moderate or severe TBI, recent studies have
instead showed the importance of understanding the subtle differences of mild TBI (mTBI)
or concussion (Hawryluk & Manley, 2015; Mullally, 2017). mTBI is the most prevalent form
of brain injury, comprising 75-80% of emergency room TBI patients (Bazarian et al., 2005;
Rutland-Brown, Langlois, Thomas, & Xi, 2006). Additionally, protective equipment have
been deployed to prevent much of the pathologies that would be seen in more severe
injuries from motor vehicle incidents, military conflict, and sport (Emery et al., 2017;
Helmick et al., 2015). However, recent evidence suggests that the cognitive and
behavioral changes that occur after concussion may persist for much longer after the initial
injury, especially in cases of repetitive impacts (McAllister & McCrea, 2017). While most
patients show full recovery, approximately 15% of patients have persistent cognitive
deficits from even a single injury (DeKosky & Asken, 2017; Gavett et al., 2011; V. E.
Johnson, Stewart, Begbie, et al., 2013). There is also a growing body of literature on the
increase in dementia like symptoms in individuals with multiple concussions or many
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impacts below the concussive threshold (Gavett et al., 2011; D. H. Smith, Johnson,
Trojanowski, & Stewart, 2019). While much work still needs to be done to understand the
long-standing effects of concussion, mTBI are an important health concern.

NMDAR after TBI

Each TBI is caused by some mechanical force that displaces the brain tissue, causing
some inherent damage. The effects of concussion are as varied as the loading conditions
and brains that are impacted. The uniqueness of each injury is what adds to the complexity
of the disease and the difficulty in creating proper diagnostic techniques and treatment
protocols.

One of the key neurological mechanisms is alterations in the conductive properties of the
ionotropic glutamate receptor, the N-methyl D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR). Initial studies
showed how NMDAR responded to stretch injury by altering the current-voltage
relationship (L. Zhang et al., 1996). Further studies have confirmed that GluN2B
containing di-heteromeric NMDAR contain binding sites that attach to the cellular skeleton
(Singh et al., 2012). During a TBI, the conformation of brain tissue is altered to produce
strains within the cellular processes. The strain is sensed by the GluN2B in NMDAR and
alters the binding efficiency of the internal magnesium ion within the channel pore. During
activation of the receptor, the loss of the Mg2+ produces increased ion flux into the cell and
increases the importance of the receptor to creating action potentials and downstream
cellular processes. In vivo, the increase in activation from excess glutamatergic receptor
activation can lead to cell death from excitotoxicity, or overactivation of the neuron(Lau &
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Tymianski, 2010; Werner & Engelhard, 2007). The change in activity patterns of neurons
can also alter how neurons interact with the overall network circuitry (Patel et al., 2014).

Networks lead to higher level cognitive processing

Recent studies have explored the function of networks within the brain and the alterations
that happen following injury (Bharath et al., 2015; Crone et al., 2018; Dall’Acqua et al.,
2017; Dimitriadis, Zouridakis, Rezaie, Babajani-Feremi, & Papanicolaou, 2015; F. G.
Hillary et al., 2011; Kasahara et al., 2010; Palacios et al., 2012; Sharp et al., 2011; Stevens
et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012). As tools have been developed to understand these
networks topological structure, we now can more properly identify and characterize deficits
post injury (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009). At the macroscopic scale, the brain shows a smallworld topology, where brain regions have many short range connections but few long
range projections that traverse the network (Danielle S. Bassett & Bullmore, 2017;
Danielle S. Bassett, Meyer-Lindenberg, Achard, Duke, & Bullmore, 2006; Danielle Smith
Bassett & Bullmore, 2006). However, this network structure appears altered after injury
(Nakamura, Hillary, & Biswal, 2009; Pandit et al., 2013). Additionally, injured brains show
increased activation in the resting state network during tasks, which coincides with deficits
in the ability of injured brains to switch between tasks (F. G. Hillary et al., 2011; Stevens
et al., 2012). Injured brains also show many alterations in their modular structure and
efficiency of communication through the network (Han et al., 2014; Pandit et al., 2013).
Networks provide a useful way to identify potential causes of deficits after injury.

While most studies of networks after injury have focused on large scale brain structures,
smaller networks have historically provided quite a bit of insight into the mechanisms of
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TBI. Both cell and slice culture models have explored mechanisms that alter cellular health
and activity, but studies analyzing structural and functional changes of injury at the
network scale are limited (Ashwin Kumaria, 2017; Morrison, Elkin, Dollé, & Yarmush,
2011). One study specifically assessed the role that injured networks restructure after
stretch injury (Patel et al., 2014). Seemingly neurons that had high GluN2B NMDAR
contributions to their calcium signaling tended to lose their functional connections to
neurons in the network. However, this study was unable to explore the structural
alterations to the network and utilized a non-specific injury method that may have
additional effects than those related to the NMDAR.

Computational methods have been key to the development of network measures and
increasing our knowledge on the brains cognitive function. Large scale models have
coupled structural features of brain networks with the dynamics of oscillator models to
investigate the dynamic nature of cognitive coherence and synchronization (Stiefel &
Ermentrout, 2016). Studies at lower spatial scales are limited but have greatly increased
our understanding of possible mechanisms of injury and disease (González et al., 2015;
Houweling et al., 2005; Volman et al., 2011; Volman, Bazhenov, & Sejnowski, 2012).
Neural networks take simplified neuron activity models to assess the interactions that lead
to higher level processing (Izhikevich, 2004, 2006). Recent studies have developed the
role that plasticity mechanisms may have after deafferentiation leading to waves of activity
resembling post traumatic epilepsy and the role that neurodegeneration plays in rhythmic
oscillations (Volman et al., 2011). However, these studies have been limited in their
assessment in higher level dynamical descriptions of network activity. While oscillations
are coordinated periods of activity in the network, biological networks are dynamic and
respond to new stimulus by altering their connectivity pattern (György Buzsáki & Draguhn,
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2004; Ismail, Fatemi, & Johnston, 2017; Rajasethupathy, Ferenczi, & Deisseroth, 2016).
The learning of new patterns in networks are a key feature of biological neural networks,
yet remain relatively unexplored in past computational models to evaluate the effect of
disease on microcircuit function.

The way in which networks learn have been a highly important area of research in recent
years. While we have characterized many mechanisms of altering neural circuitry through
intrinsic plasticity mechanisms, including those that are NMDAR dependent, the effect of
injury on developing new patterns in networks remains unclear (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993;
Citri & Malenka, 2008; Kleim & Jones, 2008; G. Turrigiano, 2012). Some studies have
assessed the overlaying of patterns in hippocampal models but have not explored the
effects of injury within networks (Chavlis et al., 2017).

Effects of NMDAR on network function and structure after injury is poorly understood

The NMDAR is key to the function of neural circuitry. Activation of the NMDAR is important
to many processes within neurons including restructuring through plasticity (Citri &
Malenka, 2008; Cull-Candy & Leszkiewicz, 2004; V. Li & Wang, 2016; Paoletti, 2011;
Volianskis et al., 2015). As NMDAR are one of the components that are commonly injured
after impact, the response of the network after injury must include the short and long term
effects of damage to the NMDAR (L. Zhang et al., 1996). As NMDAR are also key in
restructuring neural networks, learning in networks are likely to be impaired after injury
(Ruppin & Reggia, 1995). However, these effects are poorly understood.
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Study goals and design

Here we utilized a model of neural activity to determine the effects of NMDAR injury on
circuit function and structure. We implemented NMDAR receptor dependence on voltage
and magnesium to simulate the effects of stretch injury on GluN2B containing NMDAR in
in vitro cultures. We show that the initial effects of NMDAR based injury results in
increased activation of injured neurons in the network that additionally impact nearby
circuitry. Spike-timing-dependent-plasticity aids in minimizing the functional effects of
damage by isolating injured circuitry from the rest of the network. Networks return to
baseline only after injured receptors are replaced, an effect that happens in hours to days
after injury. Finally, we assessed the networks ability to recall and acquire new responses
to stimulus after injury. Injured networks showed large deficits during recall of previously
trained patterns, and additionally showed decreased ability to learn new patterns or retain
previously learned patterns. In total, we show that integrity of the NMDAR is important to
the function of the small-scale neural circuits.
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METHODS

Computational model

The neuron and network models used in this study were similar to those used in Chapter
3. Briefly, 10 networks of 1000 Izhikevich integrate-and-fire neurons followed a system of
ordinary differential equations to determine membrane potential from incoming current
(Figure 4.1A) (Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008).

𝑣 ′ = .04𝑣 2 + 5𝑣 + 140 − 𝑢 + 𝐼

Equation 4.1

𝑢′ = 𝑎(𝑏𝑣 − 𝑢)

Equation 4.2

𝑖𝑓 𝑣 ≥ 30 𝑚𝑉, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 {

𝑣=𝑐
𝑢 = 𝑢+𝑑

Equation 4.3

Where v represents the membrane potential in millivolts, and u is the membrane recovery
variable. Parameters a, b, c, and d were set to make 80% of the network regular spiking
excitatory neurons and low-threshold fast spiking inhibitory neurons (Figure 4.1B).
Neurons were placed on the surface of a unit sphere and randomly connected at 10%
density, (Figure 4.1C) as in previous studies (Wiles et al., 2017). Networks were stimulated
with noise based on a gamma distributions (k, θ = 2, ½) at a frequency of 1 Hz to provide
random tonic stimulation to the network. Neurons had desensitization to repeated stimulus
and conduction delays consistent with in vivo studies (Beierlein, Gibson, & Connors, 2003;
Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008). Spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) was implemented
as in Song 2000, as an adjustment of the synaptic strength based on the relative spike
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timing of the received spike from the presynaptic neuron and activation of the postsynaptic
action potential (Song et al., 2000):

𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐴+ (𝑤) exp (−
)
𝜏
∆𝑤(𝑤) = {
𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐴− (𝑤) exp (−
)
𝜏

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 > 0

Equation 4.4

𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 ≤ 0

STDP was restricted to only connections between excitatory-excitatory synapses in the
network. Networks were preseeded with a bimodal distribution of connection weights and
were allowed to run for 2 hours to achieve a stable distribution of synaptic weights. Refer
to chapter 3 for additional network initialization and settling details.

Figure 4.1: Modeling the effect of trauma-induced alterations of NMDAR function in
neural networks (A) The Izhikevich integrate-and-fire neuron model was used to simulate
neuron activity (Izhikevich, 2003). (B) Model parameters were tuned to represent regularspiking excitatory neurons and fast-spiking, low-threshold inhibitory interneurons. (C) To
avoid position bias in the results, neurons were randomly placed on the surface of a sphere
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and connected into a 1000 node network. (D) Stretch injury in vitro alters the currentvoltage relationship of the GluN2B –containing NMDARs (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et
al., 1996). (E) We modeled trauma-induced changes in NMDAR function using published
data on the I-V relationship for mechanically injured neurons (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang
et al., 1996). (F) Change in voltage over time for AMPA, NMDAR-N2A, NMDAR-N2B, and
injured NMDAR-N2B at resting membrane potential shows AMPA receptors exceed
NMDAR instantaneous voltage changes even after injury. (G) Representative change in
charge transfer during an actional potential event, demonstrating that charge transfer of
injured NMDAR-GluN2B greatly exceeds that of AMPA receptors over the course of
activation.

NMDAR modeling

In contrast to our previous use with this model in chapter 3, excitatory synapses were
modeled as containing AMPA, di-heteromeric GluN2A containing NMDAR, and diheteromeric GluN2B containing NMDAR. NMDAR channel conductance was modeled
using equations from (Jahr & Stevens, 1990b, 1990a):

𝑔(𝑉) =

1
exp(−0.062𝑉) 𝐶
1+
3.57

Equation 4.5

where g is the gating function, V is the membrane potential, and C is the extracellular
magnesium concentration. NMDAR receptors have channel kinetics that are much greater
than that of AMPA receptors (TNMDAR-N2A = 22 msec, TNMDAR-N2B = 110 msec, TAMPA = 5
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msec). We have used values similar to those reported in the literature (Izhikevich, 2003;
Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Singh, Hockenberry, Tiruvadi, & Meaney, 2011; Vicini et al.,
1998).

NMDAR Injury

Stretch injury in vitro has been shown to displace the Mg+2 block of the mechanically
sensitive NMDAR-NR2B receptors(Patel et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2012; L. Zhang et al.,
1996). In modeling this reduced affinity, we lowered the local concentration of Mg+2 ions
in the dendrites of injured neurons, mimicking experimental data of stretch injury (Figure
4.1D) (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et al., 1996). Our initial and injured concentrations were
2 mM and 0.01 mM for ‘normal’ and ‘injured’ receptors, respectively(Jahr & Stevens,
1990b; L. Zhang et al., 1996). This caused an alteration of the I-V relationship of these
receptors from baseline (Figure 4.1E). AMPA receptors retained greater peak amplitude
over both NMDAR subtypes, but injury elevated the overall response of GluN2B containing
NMDAR (Figure 4.1F). This resulted in a NMDAR-N2B dominant charge transfer at injured
synapses (Figure 4.1G).

Functional analysis

We used three different activity-based measures to assess the impact of NMDARmediated damage to networks. Our first measure was the average neuron firing rate over
6-minute simulation periods, computed for all neurons in the network. Our second
measure was the number of network-wide oscillations appearing in the network. For this
measure, we used a 20-millisecond sliding window to count the number of neurons
activated at any time over the simulation. To determine oscillation frequency, we identified
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times where peaks occurred in the network activity over a simulation period and then
computed the average oscillation frequency in successive peaks. Our final measure was
the duration of each oscillation appearing in the network, where we used the duration of
the oscillation at half of its peak magnitude. See Chapter 3 for further details about
functional metric algorithms.

Structural analysis

Network metrics of neuron connectivity were taken using publicly available algorithms
(Bullmore & Sporns, 2009). Functional segregation of networks is an important property
in brain structure, as it allows for densely connected regions that can localize specialized
processing and can be affected in TBI (Arnemann et al., 2015; Pandit et al., 2013; Sours
et al., 2013). Structurally these subnetworks are more densely connected to nearby
neighbors than to the rest of the network. The simplest metric of functional segregation is
the clustering coefficient, which is the fraction of triangles around a given neuron. It can
also be seen as the fraction of the node’s neighbors that are themselves neighbors. In
equation form for weighted, directed networks (Fagiolo, 2007):

𝐶𝑖 =

1
𝑡𝑖
∑ 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑛
(𝑘𝑖 + 𝑘𝑖 )(𝑘𝑖 + 𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛 − 1) − 2 ∑𝑗∈𝑁 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑗𝑖

Equation 4.6

𝑖 ∈𝑁

Where 𝐶𝑖 is the clustering coefficient at node 𝑖, 𝑛 is the number of nodes in the network,
𝑘𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛 are the weighted out- and in- degrees of node 𝑖, 𝑡𝑖 is the number of directed
triangles around node 𝑖, and 𝑎𝑖𝑗 is the connection weight between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. Networks
that have densely connected, modular structures within the network connectivity would
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have increased clustering in the network, where those with more distributed connectivity
would be much decreased.

Similarly, efficiency can be used to determine the networks ability to distribute information
through the network. While global efficiency focuses on the overall network distribution
and creating short pathways through the network to improve information flow through the
network, local efficiency instead looks at alternative paths through the network that could
be utilized in the event of injury. Both efficiency metrics have been found to be key to the
alterations seen after injury (Nakamura et al., 2009; Pandit et al., 2013). Local efficiency
is calculated as:

→
→
∑𝑗,ℎ∈𝑁,𝑗≠𝑖( 𝑎𝑖𝑗 +𝑎𝑗𝑖 )(𝑎𝑖ℎ +𝑎ℎ𝑖 )([𝑑𝑗ℎ
(𝑁𝑖 )]−1 + [𝑑ℎ𝑗
(𝑁𝑖 )]−1 )
1
𝐸𝑖 =
∑
2𝑛
(𝑘𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛 )(𝑘𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑛 − 1) − 2 ∑𝑗∈𝑁 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑗𝑖

Equation 4.7

𝑖 ∈𝑁

→
(𝑁𝑖 ) is the length of the shortest path between
Where 𝐸𝑖 is the local efficiency of node 𝑖, 𝑑𝑗ℎ

nodes 𝑗 and ℎ that contains only neighbors of 𝑖, and the other variables the same as
previously defined. In addition to the segregation of the network for specialized
processing, brain connectivity has many processes that link together the smaller clusters
in the networks. Neurons that primarily have connections that link together these networks
are considered to have high betweenness. Betweenness determines how many of the
shortest paths of the network pass through a specific node. As linkers of the network
topology, paths between the dense modules must go through these neurons.
Betweenness for weighted directed networks has equation:
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𝑏𝑖 =

1
(𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)

∑
ℎ,𝑗∈𝑁
ℎ≠𝑗,ℎ≠𝑖,𝑗≠𝑖

𝜌ℎ𝑗 (𝑖)
𝜌ℎ𝑗

Equation 4.8

Where 𝑏𝑖 is the betweenness centrality of node 𝑖, 𝜌ℎ𝑗 is the number of shortest paths
between nodes 𝑗 and ℎ, and 𝜌ℎ𝑗 is the number of shortest paths that pass through node
𝑖. Finally, we wished to assess which neurons had the most influence on network
dynamics. While in its simplest form, neurons that have high connectivity to other neurons,
such as hub neurons, would have higher influence on the network than neurons with
minimal connected topology. However, this does not account for either the complexity of
a neuron’s dynamics or the influence of a neuron on the overall network state. Recent
studies have taken information from dynamic systems theory to determine neurons in the
network that are key to transitioning the network to reach new states (Betzel, Gu,
Medaglia, Pasqualetti, & Bassett, 2016; Gu et al., 2015; J. Z. Kim et al., 2018). Here, we
utilize algorithms developed for our networks to determine average and modal
controllability to determine a neuron’s influence on the network to transition to close to
reach and far to reach states (Wiles et al., 2017). We utilize ranked controllability as per
similar studies with these networks (Wiles et al., 2017).

Conditioned response from external stimulation

The ability to learn a response from repeated stimulus is a key function of biological
neuronal networks. While the specific way in which networks develop and store complex
patterns are unclear, we have some indications about the types of potential outcomes and
mechanisms for developing these patterns. STDP has long been touted as the primary
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mechanism for Hebbian learning, where paired responses grow the strength of the
underling connection (Bi & Poo, 1998; Song et al., 2000). This develops a more consistent
response in output neurons given a specific stimulus. We also have indications of the
types of ways in which neurons can learn to respond to a given stimulus. Neurons of the
visual cortex develop increased firing to patterns in the visual field and auditory cortex
neurons develop similar responses to tonal patterns (Bracci, Ritchie, & de Beeck, 2017;
Connor & Knierim, 2017; Plack, Barker, & Hall, 2014; Victor, Conte, & Chubb, 2017). We
took these two known features of learning to develop an unsupervised learning paradigm
that develops a learned increase in downstream activity following stimulation. While there
are many methods that researchers have utilized to understand the potential learning
mechanisms in the brain, our method makes no underlying assumptions about the
underlying circuitry and exists at the neuron scale (Izhikevich, 2006; Moser, Rowland, &
Moser, 2015; Rebola et al., 2017; Richards & Frankland, 2017; Rolls, 2018). It is also
computationally simplistic enough to be rapidly assessed in networks of different
topologies, unlike past algorithms (Izhikevich, 2006).

To develop a conditioned response to periodic input within our networks, we initialized
each network and allowed the connectivity and activity to stabilize with STDP and random
1 Hz external noise for 2 hours, in line with previous sections of this work. We then
selected an input layer of 10 excitatory neurons that would be stimulated simultaneously
at 1 Hz in addition to background noisy firing and simulated activity for an additional 2
hours to let the network connectivity to ingrain learned responses to the stimulation. There
was no effect of altering input layer size on our results (Figure 4.8C).
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Assessing the conditioned response

Following the training with the periodic stimulus, we assessed if neurons within the
network had developed increased activity responses to receiving the training stimulus. For
this testing period we took the network topology after training and again applied the 1 Hz
stimulation to input layer neurons for 360 independent trials. After stimulation in each trial,
we tracked the 100 millisecond (msec) period of activation within the network as the direct
and indirect response of the network to the input stimulation. We then normalized this
response with the initial response of neurons to input layer neuron stimulation prior to
injury. This normalization accounted for neurons that showed generally high activity
response to stimulus or general random activity that were not a direct result of the training.
As this approach was unsupervised, we did not have prior assumptions about the amount
of activation or the specific neurons that would respond to stimulation. As such, we defined
the neurons that had the greatest increase in activity as a result of training as our output
layer neurons, accounting for 4% of the overall excitatory network. All other excitatory
neurons were placed into a non-responsive hidden layer, where the conditioned response
was not desired. The effect of increasing the output layer size, and thus transferring less
responsive hidden layer neurons into the output layer, blended the response of the two
layers (Figure 4.8D). Our output metrics were the relative change of output and hidden
layer neuron activation in the epoch of training stimulus application. Additionally, we
assessed the signal to noise ratio as the ratio of the intended response, e.g. output layer
activation, to the unintended response, e.g. hidden layer activation.
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Extinction of trained patterns

Following training, we wanted to assess the retention of these learned responses in our
networks in the absence of the training stimulus. While the previous testing would show if
we were able to create a topology that is responsive to input stimulation, it does not
indicate if that learned response is transient and dependent on constant application of the
training stimulus or robust and persistent. To test if our networks are able to retain the
input-output relationship after training, we took our pretrained networks and simulated an
additional 2 hours of simulation time with 1 Hz random noise but without the training
stimulus. Two hours was chosen to match the amount of time that stimulation was
provided to initially build the response of the network. After the extinction period, we tested
the networks topology again with 1 Hz stimulation to input neurons and compared output
and hidden layer activity relative to baseline.

Injury during learning and extinction

To test the effect of injury on the ability of the network to learn, recall, and remove patterns
from the network, we added injury to specific timepoints in our learning paradigm. We
tested 3 levels of injury: 25%, 50%, and sham (0%) where hidden layer neurons, those
not included in either input layer or output layer networks, by altering the Mg2+
concentration in the incoming synaptic connections of injured cells. Injury was specific to
the time domain that was being tested and did not carry on to subsequent testing or
learning.

To test the ability of the network to recall previously learned patterns, we trained the
network as in the initial learning paradigm, but injured cells during assessment. Stimulation
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occurred through the input layer and was subsequently passed to injured and uninjured
cells in the hidden layer and output layer. Activity rates following stimulation were
determined for output and hidden layer neurons during the 6-minute testing period.

To test the pattern acquisition of the network, we first took settled, stable networks and
injured to the correct level. We then trained the network with input stimulation while
damaged for 2 hours. Finally, to test the network, we inhibited the network from
restructuring and repaired any damaged receptors. While such a manipulation is not
possible in vitro or in vivo, we desired to isolate the effect of injury during training to the
effect of injury in recall. The networks response to input stimulation was tested and output
and hidden layer response, measured as normalized activity rate after stimulus, was
recorded.

We also assessed the ability of the network to lose trained patterns after a period of
extinction without stimulus. We injured the networks after training and assessed any
alterations in the total recall of the network after 2 hours.

Statistics

Statistical testing included one-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc for comparison
between injury levels or testing periods of the learning paradigm. For comparison between
injured and uninjured subpopulations of our networks for structural network analysis, we
used two-sample t-tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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RESULTS

Effect of NMDAR injury on network dynamics

In response to mechanical trauma, the NMDAR in neurons shows a partial loss of the
magnesium block (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et al., 1996). For this reason, we simulated
the effect of mechanical trauma in our networks by applying a partial loss of the NMDARs
in a fraction of the neurons within the network. As expected, the network activity rate
immediately increased when either 25% or 50% of the excitatory neurons in the network
were ‘injured’ (Figure 4.2B). Network oscillation frequency and magnitude increased
significantly in both injured networks relative to uninjured networks (P<0.001, one-way
ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc) (Figure 4.2C-D). In comparison, oscillation width did
not consistently change between the two injury levels – 25% injury led to a change of 0.99
± 0.46 (P<.001) while 50% injury did not lead to a significant difference relative to uninjured
networks (17.97 ± 0.22 vs 17.67 ± 0.10; P= 0.25) (Figure 4.2E).
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Figure 4.2: Trauma-induced changes in NMDAR function leads to immediate
hyperactivity in networks (A) Prior to injury, networks showed regular broad patterns of
activity that included periods of coordinated activation of the neurons throughout the
network. Shown are representative raster plots before and after 25% injury. (B) Network
firing rate was significantly increased immediately after injury to either 25% or 50% of the
excitatory neurons in the network. (C,D) Network oscillation frequency, as well as the
relative fraction of neurons activated within an oscillation (Magnitude, D) immediately
changed significantly from baseline after mild and moderate levels of injury. Unlike the
uninjured periods of activity, network oscillations were highly regular in all injured cases.
(E) NMDAR injury significantly increased the width of oscillations (FWHM) after mild injury
but was not seen after more severe injuries. Asterisk indicates significance from baseline
p<0.05.
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As we have seen in chapter 3, high activity neurons can play a specialized role in the
timing of oscillatory behavior, which could explain the dynamical changes in our injured
networks. We next isolated each population within our network (i.e. excitatory uninjured,
excitatory injured, and inhibitory) and assessed the alterations in activity after injury.
Although raster plots indicated these injured networks showed greater consistency of
naturally occurring network oscillations (Figure 4.2A), there was clearly a higher activity
rate associated with injured neurons (69.41 ± 9.89 and 103.28 ± 3.85, at 25% and 50%
injury levels) relative to the uninjured excitatory neurons (16.64 ± 2.64 and 24.92 ± 1.69,
respectively). Both excitatory and inhibitory populations that were not injured also showed
significant increase in firing rate, driven by connected circuitry to the injured subpopulation
(Figure 4.3B). Activity plots show the separation in the population between injured and
uninjured excitatory neurons (Figure 4.3A).

Figure 4.3: Trauma-induced changes to NMDAR function immediately spreads to
the entire network (A) Representative raster plots grouped to show differences between
injured and uninjured excitatory neurons immediately following injury. (B) Excitatory
neurons with NMDAR injury significantly increased firing rate after injury compared to
uninjured networks. In addition, uninjured excitatory and inhibitory neurons with normal
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functioning NMDAR also significantly increased their activity rate, albeit not as much as
injured neurons. Asterisks indicates significance from baseline p<0.05.

NMDAR disfunction alters network topology after injury

With the onset of spike-timing dependent plasticity for 2 hours after injury, all neuronal
populations showed a significant reduction in their average firing rates at both injury levels
(69.41 ± 9.89 and 103.28 ± 3.85 to 49.74 ± 2.59 and 64.33 ± 2.48, P<0.001 for injured
excitatory neurons, 16.64 ± 2.64 and 24.92 ± 1.69 to 6.87 ± 0.34 and 5.34 ± 0.39, P<0.001
for uninjured excitatory neurons, and 23.73 ± 1.67 and 32.55 ± 0.67 to 16.51 ± 0.30 and
23.50 ± 0.27, P<0.001 for inhibitory neurons at 25% and 50% injury respectively). The
reduction was most apparent in the injured population, where rewiring reduced average
firing rate by up to 40% at the highest damage level. Unlike the changes in firing rate
immediately after injury, the rebalancing of synaptic weights with STDP reduced the firing
rate in uninjured excitatory neurons at both injury levels and was not significantly different
than baseline at 50% injury (5.34 ± 0.39 vs 5.38 ± 0.24, P=0.60). Activity in inhibitory
neurons was reduced, but not to the extent of the other populations (Figure 4.4B).
Although there was a reduction in the magnitude of broad network oscillations at both
injury levels (1.55 ± 0.07 and 1.66 ± 0.07 from 4.09 ± 0.66 and 8.02 ± 0.43, P<0.001 at
25% and 50% injury respectively; Figure 4.4D). Oscillations continued to show significantly
elevated oscillatory frequency (Figure 4.4B-C). At the highest injury level, the width of
oscillations decreased significantly (Figure 4.4E). In combination with the increased
oscillation frequency, it appears the network reached a new dynamic state with shorter,
more frequent oscillations but firing rates similar to what was seen in the lower injury case.
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Figure 4.4: Spike timing dependent plasticity reduces immediate network
hyperactivity (A) Representative raster plots immediately after traumatic injury (top) and
then following two hours of recovery, allowing excitatory strength to rebalance using spiketiming dependent plasticity. (B) In the ensuing 2 hours after traumatic injury, all neuron
subtypes decreased significantly in firing rate (filled symbols) compared to their
counterparts immediately after injury (open symbols). Uninjured excitatory neurons in 50%
injury networks returned to uninjured network firing rates. All other populations did not
return to uninjured firing rates. (C) Network oscillation frequency did not show consistent
changes following synaptic stabilization; oscillation frequency decreased slightly with 25%
of the network damaged, while it increased after 50% injury. (D) Network oscillation
magnitude was significantly reduced but was still significantly different from baseline
network function. (E) The average width of oscillations in the network (FWHM) was
significantly altered after restructuring with plasticity.
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Structure and function in our networks are intrinsically connected. As an action potential
propagates from one cell to the synaptic connection on downstream neurons, the
structural connectivity guides the ability of the network to properly function. Additionally,
through the process of STDP, functional changes play a role in determining the structural
connectivity of the underlying circuitry. As we noted the functional changes of the circuit
as a response to injury, we next determined if any structural differences occurred in injured
neurons. The injured and uninjured populations were not significantly different from each
other initially, as the injured neurons were selected randomly from the total pool of
excitatory neurons in the network (Figure 4.5B). However, after plasticity, both groups
were significantly different from each other and from their initial baseline connectivity.
Injured neurons, which receive more total charge from upstream action potentials,
increased their input strength and decreased their output strength relative to baseline
(0.61 ± 0.12 from 0.51 ± 0.17 and 0.27 ± 0.21 from 0.45 ± 0.28, P<0.001 for input strength
and output strength respectively; Figure 4.5B). Interestingly, uninjured neurons showed a
significantly lower normalized input strength and increased output strength (0.43 ± 0.17
and 0.56 ± 0.24) relative to baseline (0.49 ± 0.18 and 0.47 ± 0.27; P<0.001). In general,
injured neurons increased their input strength and decreased their output strength relative
to excitatory neurons prior to injury, while uninjured showed the opposite effect.
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Figure 4.5: Synaptic remodeling after injury significantly changes network structure
(A) Neurons were characterized by their total aggregate input and output strength, defined
as the sum of synaptic input and output strengths, respectively. Injured neurons and
uninjured excitatory neurons did not significantly differ in their input/output strength profiles
immediately after injury. (B-C) After allowing synaptic strength to remodel and stabilize for
two hours after trauma, injured neurons developed significantly stronger excitatory inputs
and significantly weaker outputs relative to uninjured counterparts. (D-E) Injured neurons
had significantly increased local clustering and efficiency to nearby neurons, showing
increased segregation of the network with injury. (F) In comparison, neuron betweenness
decreased significantly in the injured population, showing decreased participation in
shortest paths of the network. (G-H) Injured neurons showed significant increases in
average and modal controllability relative to uninjured neurons in the network, suggesting
injured neurons could play a significant role in altering network state.
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Connectivity strengths provide a first order analysis of network structure but lack the
necessary complexity to assess the variety of network topologies that may exist. While
our networks are randomly connected, to simulate the observed network connectivity at
this scale, higher level metrics of segregation or unity can help us assess potential
topological features of our neurons that arise after injury.

As the injured neurons in our network reduced their influence on downstream neurons by
decreasing output network connectivity, we wanted to determine if the relative connection
to the network differentially changed between injured and uninjured neurons in the
network. Injured neurons had both significantly increased local clustering (0.044 ± 0.0017
vs. 0.036 ± 0.0013; P<0.001) and local efficiency (0.22 ± 0.0073 vs. 0.20 ± 0.0067;
P<0.001) (Figure 4.5C-D) indicating that injured neurons created dense local structures to
highly activate local circuitry while leaving more distant structures intact.

In networks with dense clusters, past work shows the linking connections among these
dense subnetworks become critical to the spread of information throughout the network
(Grobelny et al., 2018; Haneef & Chiang, 2014). By their nature, these subnetworks of
neurons that prefer to connect to each other will show higher local clustering. Due to the
larger number of connections that exist among neurons in the subnetwork, information
can pass from one point to another in this network through many different paths, giving
these injured neurons high local efficiency. As injured neurons are involved in these dense
clusters, they have limited interactions with other subnetworks and show significantly
decreased betweenness compared to uninjured neurons (999 ± 102 vs. 1471 ± 69;
P<0.001; Figure 4.5E).
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Our final structural analysis utilizes new techniques from dynamical systems theory, where
networks can transition between different states based on some perturbation to nodes in
the network. While these metrics were developed for non-biological systems, recent
studies have adapted the techniques to apply to brain networks at many scales.
Controllability of a node in a network is a relative metric of the influence of a given neuron
on altering the system state to something easy or hard to achieve, for average and modal
controllability respectively. Here, we find that for both average and modal controllability,
injured neurons are significantly higher than uninjured excitatory neurons in the network
(Figure 4.5F-G).

Long term effects of NMDAR dysfunction on network dynamics

With these changes in network dynamics that would occur with the introduction of
mechanical injury in a network, we next considered if these changes would persist once
the dysfunctional receptors in neurons were replaced with intact, functional receptors.
Similar to many synaptic receptors, a large body of literature shows that glutamate
receptors of different types (e.g., AMPA, NMDA, mGluR) are constantly trafficked into and
out of the postsynaptic surface (Shi, Hayashi, Esteban, & Malinow, 2001; Snyder et al.,
2005; Stornetta & Zhu, 2009). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that damaged
NMDARs would eventually be removed from the synapse and replaced with intact,
functional receptors. To this end, changes in the synaptic glutamate receptors occur
minutes to hours following TBI, and NMDAR levels commonly return to preinjury levels
within 3-5 days after injury. To mimic the replacement of injured NMDARs in neurons, we
reset the normal magnesium block of the NMDARs simultaneously in all mechanically
injured neurons.
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Immediately after restoring the normal network receptor function, activity rates significantly
diminished across the neuron population (17.4 ± 0.7 vs. 9.7 ± 1.1; P<0.001; Figure 4.6).
Representative raster plots show the changes in network oscillatory behavior activity with
receptor replacement and plasticity (Figure 4.6A). Network activity continued to decline
after a subsequent period of resettling with STDP and reached an average firing rate that
was not significantly different than baseline (6.1 ± 0.2 vs. 6.5 ± 0.2; Figure 4.6B). While
overall activity levels were elevated after receptor replacement, this was an effect of the
increased population response during oscillations and not an increase in the oscillation
frequency (Figure 4.6C-D). Following a final resettling period, all oscillatory metrics were
not significantly different than baseline (15.0 ± 0.31 Hz, 0.102 ± 0.003, and 17.6 ± 0.20
msec vs. 15.1 ± 0.24 Hz, 0.108 ± 0.003, and 18.0 ± 0.22 msec; Figure 4.6C-E).
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Figure 4.6: Replacing damaged NMDARs returns network activity level to uninjured
levels (A) Representative raster plots of activity before injury, after the network stabilized
its synaptic strength following damage to 25% of its neurons, immediately after replacing
dysfunctional NMDARs on all injured neurons, and after a second recovery phase where
the synaptic strength was allowed to stabilize after receptor replacement. (B) Network
firing rate was significantly decreased after injured receptors were replaced (Receptor
Rep.) relative to networks immediately after injury (Injury) and after allowing the network
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to stabilize after injury (Injury+Plast.). After a period of resettling with STDP, network
activity (Rep.+Plast.) was no longer significantly different than uninjured networks
(P=0.84, ANOVA with Tukey Kramer post hoc). (C) Receptor replacement is sufficient to
return network oscillation frequency to baseline (P=0.51 and P=0.97, respectively). (D-E)
Receptor replacement and plasticity combined restore oscillation magnitude and FWHM
(P=0.94 and P=0.17, respectively).

An alternative consequence of mechanical injury to neurons is the sustained hyperactivity
in the neurons, leading to the eventual degeneration of neurons from the network.
Neurodegeneration of mechanically injured neurons, modeled by removing these neurons
from the network, caused an immediate and significant reduction in average firing rate
(12.1 ± 0.85 vs. 17.4 ± 0.70; P<0.001; Figure 4.7A). Following the stabilization of synaptic
strength in the remaining neurons through STDP, the average firing rate significantly
decreased again relative to the injured network, now reaching an average firing rate that
was significantly less than even uninjured networks. (4.95 ± 0.10 vs. 6.49 ± 0.19; Figure
4.7B). Interestingly, removal of the injured neurons suppressed the oscillatory frequency
of the network (22.2 ± 0.22 vs. 14.2 ± 0.40; Figure 4.7C), but significantly increased the
proportion of neurons participating in each oscillation (0.08 ± 0.003 vs. 0.30 ± 0.026;
Figure 4.7D). However, after plasticity the oscillation frequency and magnitude returned
to baseline. Oscillation width was not significantly different from baseline after cell death
but was reduced after restructuring (P=0.97 and P<0.001; Figure 4.7E).
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Figure 4.7: Excitotoxic cell death and plasticity return an injured network to
hypoactivity after traumatic injury (A) Representative raster plots before injury, after
recovery with plasticity, immediately after highly active neurons were removed to mimic
excitotoxicity, and after a two hour synaptic remodeling phase to accommodate the
neuronal loss. (B) Immediately after excitotoxic neuronal degeneration (Cell Death),
network firing rate significantly decreased relative to an injured, stabilized network (Injury
+ Plast.) (P<0.001, ANOVA with Tukey Kramer post hoc). After allowing synaptic strength
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to adjust via plasticity, network activity firing rates were now significantly below uninjured
network activity rates (P<0.001). (C-D) Network oscillatory frequency and magnitude
returned to baseline after cell death and restructuring of the network with plasticity (P=0.97
and P=0.96). (E) Network oscillation width was restored after initial cell death (P=0.97) but
was significantly decreased at steady state (P<0.001).

Developing learned patterns in computational neural networks

Until this point, we studied neural networks stimulated with random thalamic input, per
previous studies (Izhikevich, 2003; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Wiles et al., 2017).
However, this is not typically the case in in vivo networks. The brain is constantly receiving
stimuli from peripheral sensory neurons, adapting circuits to store new information,
building connections between stored details, and utilizing stabilized networks to act upon
given stimulus. As STDP is one primary mechanism of Hebbian learning, we designed a
stimulation paradigm to assess the ability to condition the output of neurons in a network
when a fixed group of neurons were stimulated with a regular pattern input. Our
unsupervised approach stimulates an input layer of neurons, which in turn passes the
signal to both the target layer (i.e. the output layer) and the hidden layer of neurons in the
network, as an off target response (Figure 4.8A). We then compared the response of the
hidden and output layer neurons to the stimulus before and after training.

Output layer neurons significantly increased their firing rates as a response to the
continual stimulation of input neurons. No significant increase in firing rate was observed
in the hidden layer neurons (1.0 ± 0 vs. 0.97 ± 0.04; P=0.92; Figure 4.8B). To examine the
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persistence of this conditioned output from the network, networks were allowed to
randomly fire for another two hours of simulation time. Following this period of randomized
activity, the firing rate of output layer neurons was measured when the same stimulus was
applied to the input neuron layer. Output neurons showed a significant reduction in
average firing rate after this settling period, but this firing rate was still significantly higher
than a network that did not receive any stimulation of the input layer neurons (1.28 ± 0.11
vs 1.47 ± 0.10 vs 1.0 ± 0; P<0.001). In all conditions, hidden layer neurons continued to
show no significant change in average firing rate relative to control networks not receiving
any stimulation (0.96 ± 0.04 vs. 1.0 ± 0; P=0.73; Figure 4.8B). The output layer size
showed a directional change that converged the output and hidden layer as more neurons
were added to the output layer (Figure 4.8C). This is unsurprising as adding more neurons
that do not respond to the input stimulus to the output layer would bring the output layer
in line with the hidden network. An output layer size of 40 neurons was chosen as it was
the first group size that was not significantly different than adding an additional 20 neurons
to the output layer. We expect minimal changes to overall conclusions if this threshold was
altered. The effect of changing the input layer size showed mixed effects that were not
different within a given time point and layer type (Figure 4.8D).
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Figure 4.8: Uninjured networks tune output neuron firing rate in response to an
input stimulus (A) Networks were partitioned into input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer neurons. Input layer neurons were stimulated above random thalamic noise in the
network at 1 Hz. Activity was then recorded in the network as a response to the stimulus.
(B) After a training period where a stimulation was administered to the input layer for two
hours, output layer neurons significantly increased their firing rate (Output Trained).
Results are presented as the output neuron firing rate relative to the firing rate of the same
neuron group prior to training. The increase in output neuron firing rate persisted two hours
after removal of the stimulus (Output Extinction), but these immediate and later effects on
firing rate were not observed in the hidden layer. (C) Expanding the input layer size did
not lead to a significant increase in the firing rate of output layer neurons. (D) Increasing
output layer size trended towards reduced separation between the output and hidden
layers, as the populations merged.

Injury impairs recall of learned patterns in neuronal circuitry

After establishing the ability to condition networks with an input stimulation and create a
reliable and persisting increase in the firing rate of output neurons, we next considered
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how traumatic injury would affect this process. We used networks that were conditioned
to the input stimulation and applied a NMDAR based injury in a fraction of the hidden layer
neurons. By assessing the response of the injured network to input stimulus, we could
determine the ability of the network to reliably create an increased activation of the output
layer neurons (Figure 4.9A). The presence of injury in the hidden layer produced a
significant increase in activation of the output layer (2.84 ± 0.42 vs. 4.45 ± 0.59 vs. 1.47 ±
0.10; P<0.001; Figure 4.9B), suggesting the network became more sensitive to the input
stimulus. However, the hidden layer neurons also significantly increased their firing rate,
an effect that did not occur in uninjured networks (6.71 ± 0.45 vs. 16.12 ± 0.56 vs 0.97 ±
0.04; P<0.001; Figure 4.9C). To evaluate whether the output neurons still produced an
activity pattern that was distinct from the hidden layer neurons, we computed the relative
ratio of the output layer neuron firing rate to the hidden layer neuron firing rate. We found
the ratio of these firing rates was maximum for uninjured networks, and injured networks
were significantly below networks that received no stimulation (0.42 ± 0.04 vs. 0.28 ± 0.03
vs. 1.51 ± 0.06; P<0.001; Figure 4.9D), suggesting a complete loss of the ability for the
injured network to preserve any conditioned output stimulus.

Figure 4.9: Injury impairs recall of trained pattern (A) After allowing networks to
stabilize their synaptic strength with spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP), a patterned
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input was applied to an input layer of 10 neurons for two hours. Immediately following this
training phase, the activity rate of output layer neurons was computed. Here injury was
administered in a subset of hidden layer neurons in pretrained networks. (B) Without injury
(Sham), the firing rate of the output neurons was significantly elevated relative to
unstimulated networks. Output neurons significantly increased their response to input
stimulus after injury, increasing in proportion to the injury. (C) Although hidden layer
neurons did not show altered firing rates after training with sham injury, the activity rate of
hidden layer neurons was significantly increased at both levels of injury. (D) The resulting
ratio of the output layer firing rate relative to the hidden layer firing rate was significantly
reduced compared to sham and pre-training baseline.

Reduction in circuitry-based learning after injury

A second feature we examine is whether mechanical injury affected the ability to condition
a network. Rather than injuring a network after it was conditioned with an input stimulation
protocol, we first injured the network and then applied the conditioning stimulus. In this
injury paradigm, the hidden layer of networks were injured to the appropriate level and a
training stimulus applied to input layer neurons (Figure 4.10A). Following the conditioned
stimulation of these injured circuits, activation in output layer neurons at the 25% injury
level increased significantly relative to sham (2.14 ± 0.39 vs. 1.47 ± 0.10; P<0.001). In
comparison, no significant differences occurred between the higher 50% injury and
uninjured networks (1.65 ± 0.22 vs. 1.47 ± 0.10; P=0.32; Figure 4.10B). Similar to our
results when injury was applied after conditioning the network, hidden layer neurons
showed significantly increased activity rate relative to the sham networks (1.62 ± 0.22 vs.
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1.30 ± 0.12 vs. 0.97 ± 0.04; P<0.001; Figure 4.10C). However, unlike the results observed
when injury was applied after conditioning the network, adding an injury immediately prior
to conditioning a network still produced a relative increase in the average firing rate of
output neurons to hidden layer neurons (1.31 ± 0.07 and 1.27 ± 0.08 vs. 1.0 ± 0; P<0.001;
Figure 4.10D). Additionally, the relative increase in activity of output neurons was not
different between the two injury levels studied (1.31 ± 0.07 vs. 1.27 ± 0.08; P=0.37; Figure
4.10D).

Figure 4.10: Injury impairs network architecture and ability to tune output firing rate
in response to training stimulus (A) After networks were allowed to achieve a stable
synaptic strength, networks were injured and subsequently trained with a stimulus pattern
to input layer neurons for two hours. (B) Output layer neurons showed a significant
increase in activation firing rate at 25% injury level, but not at the 50% level. (C) When
compared, firing rate of hidden layer neurons increased significantly following training on
both injured networks. (D) Relative to uninjured networks (Sham), injured networks
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showed a significant decrease in the ratio of activated output neurons to hidden layer
neurons following the training period. However, both injured networks showed a significant
increase in firing rate behavior relative to untrained networks (Before Injury). (E-F)
Measures of clustering and efficiency were significantly reduced at 25% injury but not at
the 50% injury level. (G) Most severely injured networks showed increased betweenness
of output layer neurons. (H-I) Output layer neurons showed increased controllability for
average and modal controllability at the 25% injury level, while only significantly increased
for average controllability at higher levels of damage.

As these networks have similar neuron activation types, i.e. there are no injured neurons
within the network during testing, firing rate differences must be due to underlying
structural differences. Local segregation metrics show decreased clustering and efficiency
of output layer neurons in the 25% injury case (0.39 ± 0.059 and 0.39 ± 0.053 vs. 0.59 ±
0.046 and 0.61 ± 0.04,P<0.001; Figure 4.10E-F). Together with no significant change in
output layer betweenness (0.57 ± 0.057 vs. 0.62 ± 0.034; P=0.07; Figure 4.10G), this
indicates a new network structure emerged at low injury levels. At higher injury levels,
segregation metrics are unchanged, but betweenness is significantly increased (0.76 ±
0.024 vs. 0.62 ± 0.034, P<0.001). Additionally, we find that output layer neurons greatly
increase their ability to control the network at the 25% injury level and to close to reach
states at the 50% injury level (0.60 ± 0.065 and 0.40 ± 0.039 vs. 0.28 ± 0.033 and 0.58 ±
0.065 vs 0.28 ± 0.036; P<0.001; Figure 4.10H-I).

A third and final aspect of injury we examined was how injury would affect the persistence
of an output neuron layer response in a conditioned network. After conditioning a network
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to an input stimulus pattern, we injured neurons in the network and allowed this injured
network to stabilize synaptic weights over the subsequent two hours (Figure 4.11A).
Similarly to simulations where the injury occurred immediately prior to the conditioning
stimulus, the output and hidden layer neurons in injured networks showed a significant
increase in activity relative to sham, uninjured networks (1.94 ± 0.11 and 1.59 ± 0.27 vs
1.28 ± 0.38 and 0.96 ± 0.043; P<.001; Figure 4.11B-C). The augmentation of firing rate in
the output layer neurons relative to the hidden layer neurons was less after injury than the
ratio observed in uninjured networks (1.33 ± 0.07), but this difference was not significant
between injury levels (1.21 ± 0.12 vs. 1.22 ± 0.09; P=0.99; Figure 4.11D). Output layer
neurons had significantly decreased clustering, local efficiency, and betweenness, relative
to baseline, showing a potential isolation from network circuitry (Figure 4.11E-G). Unlike
the effect of introducing injury during the conditioning protocol, we observed no significant
differences in the controllability of neurons when networks were allowed to stabilize for
two hours after injury (Figure 4.11H-I).
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Figure 4.11: Traumatic injury causes a persisting change in output layer activation,
despite a modest return in network architecture (A) Networks were formed, stabilized,
and then trained by stimulating input layer neurons for two hours. Networks were then
injured allowed to stabilize for another two hours without input stimulation before a final
testing phase. (B) Following a two-hour settling phase after training, output layer neurons
still showed a significant increase in activation rate that was significant at both injury levels
relative to uninjured networks (Sham). (C) Hidden layer neurons also showed increased
activation two hours following the cessation of training to an injured network (Extinction),
and effect that was not seen after training an uninjured network or sham extinction. (D) In
comparison to uninjured networks, injured networks showed a modest, but not significant,
decrease in the firing rate of output neurons relative to input neurons two hours after
training. (E-F) Measures of local segregation were reduced at both injury levels two hours
after training, suggesting the constant remodeling of the network architecture. (G)
Although betweenness in injured networks was significantly reduced, this effect was not
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dose dependent. (H-I) No differences were found in controllability of output layer neurons
after extinction in injured networks.
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DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we assessed the impact of NMDA receptor dysfunction on circuit structure
and function as a model to understand how neural circuits adapt and alter their learning
capacity after mild traumatic injury. Building upon past models of neural dynamics and
injury, we assessed functional and structural alterations after injury in randomly activated
networks and developed a learning paradigm to determine how altered activity from injury
can inhibit learning acquisition and recall in the model circuit. We find that the partial loss
in the magnesium block of NMDA receptors after trauma will significantly increase activity
of injured neurons; this increase in activity is transmitted to downstream, uninjured
connected circuitry (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et al., 1996). Although spike timing
dependent plasticity reduces these changes in activity from mechanical trauma, there
were lasting dynamical differences compared to uninjured networks. Plasticity and the
eventual replacement of damaged receptors, which is known to occur in the days following
injury, can restore the function of the circuit to pre-injury levels (Guerriero, Giza, &
Rotenberg, 2015; Osteen et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2012; Snyder et al., 2005). Finally,
injury most affected the ability to recall learned patterns, with smaller impairments in
learning acquisition and the persistence of this learning. Together these results show that
the reported changes in physiological properties of the NMDAR that occur after mild
traumatic injury can inhibit proper function of network circuitry both during the onset of
injury and by altering the long-term structure of the network.
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Limitations

There are three primary limitations to the current study. First, we utilized a computationally
simple, generalized model for both neurons and topology in our system. While we made
efforts to create biologically realistic neuron activity and circuits designs, our results may
be specific to our distinct system. The Izhikevich neuron model was developed as a
computationally efficient adaptive integrate-and-fire neuron model that is capable of
reproducing spike timing and behavior of a variety of different neuron types, and has been
widely used in simulating neural activity at the network scale (Izhikevich, 2003, 2004;
Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Vértes, Alexander-Bloch, & Bullmore, 2014; Vertes & Duke,
2010; Wiles et al., 2017). Our implementation of the Izhikevich model included additional
receptor types to more closely match the biological and modeling literature (Burgard &
Hablitz, 1993; Effenberger et al., 2015; Ferster & Jagadeesh, 1992; Izhikevich, 2003;
Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Jahr & Stevens, 1990b, 1990a; Patel, Ventre, & Meaney,
2012; Singh et al., 2011; Song et al., 2000; Swadlow & Weyand, 1985; Vicini et al., 1998).
Our most important addition was including an alteration to NMDAR channel conductance
to mimic mechanical injury. Altering the underlying neuron model or adding additional
receptors or cellular mechanisms also have increased the complexity of the model and
the necessary computational resources (D’Angelo et al., 2013; Izhikevich, 2004), but we
found the additional computational costs were relatively minor. Our chosen output metrics
are dependent on the specific spike timing within the model, including the reliance of the
structure on spike timing dependent plasticity, which the Izhikevich model was specifically
validated (Izhikevich, 2003). For these reasons, we do not believe altering the neuron
model would have significant alterations to the overall conclusions. Additionally, we
utilized generalized topology and neuron parameters for excitatory and inhibitory neurons
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to assess the broad effects of injury, as in previous models (Izhikevich, 2003; Volman et
al., 2011; Wiles et al., 2017). Within specific circuits of the brain, there are many different
neuron types with altered spiking patterns and topological preferences (Chavlis et al.,
2017; Hines, Morse, Migliore, Carnevale, & Shepherd, 2004; D. Kim, Pare, & Nair, 2013;
McDougal et al., 2017; Sanjay, Neymotin, & Krothapalli, 2015). In addition, network
models exist with topology and neuron subtypes representative of cortical columns or
hippocampal regions (Cain, Iyer, Koch, & Mihalas, 2016; Chavlis et al., 2017; Chemla &
Chavane, 2010; Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008). Together, this parallel work points out the
opportunity to quickly extend our generalized models to more specific microcircuits,
potentially pointing out specific regional vulnerabilities of mild traumatic brain injury.

Our second limitation was that we could not perfectly recreate biological features that
included NMDAR turnover, replacement, and augmentation. In this study, we utilized an
instantaneous switch for both injury and recovery, where neurons had either normal,
functioning receptors or injured NMDARs. Our experimental work shows that mild
traumatic brain injury in vitro does lead to a rapid change in the conductance properties of
the receptor (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et al., 1996). For this reason, our instantaneous
conversion from normal to pathological NMDARs appears reasonable. Experimental work
shows the transient change in NMDAR subunits over days following TBI in vivo,
suggesting the replacement of damaged NMDA receptors occurs gradually over the days
following injury (Biegon et al., 2004). As the timescale of receptor replacement within in
vitro neural circuits is still unclear (Osteen et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2014), we did not
attempt to describe the temporal changes in circuit activity when damage receptors were
quickly converted into normal receptors. Rather, we assessed the state of the circuit either
immediately following injury or once equilibrium activity was reached after damaged
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receptors were replaced. To best mimic the effects of mild TBI reported in vitro, we based
our changes in the NMDAR from the initial work modeling both the voltage dependence
of NMDAR and characterizing the response of neurons to stretch injury (Jahr & Stevens,
1990b; L. Zhang et al., 1996). Our concentrations, however, were applied uniformly to all
damaged neurons and do not mimic the possible variability in the loss of magnesium block
of NMDAR that could be seen in vitro and in vivo. Although this would alter the relative
response of NMDAR and AMPA, we anticipate that the direction of effects should remain
consistent and would not impact general findings.

Finally, our third limitation is our paradigm to assess learning. Our general approach was
to define learning as a trained adaptation of the network following the patterned stimulation
in a subset of neurons. The network response was unsupervised, with responding output
layer neurons selected after the pattern was administered. Using this approach ensured
that our resulting output layer neurons showed greater response to the training stimulus
than the hidden layer neurons but did not directly define the correct or incorrect responses
within the network circuitry. Many algorithms are available to study learning in
computational neural networks. For example, polychronization interrogates the network
topology by stimulating each set of 3 neurons to determine which are able to create a
polychronous chain of activity (Izhikevich, 2006). Others have utilized this methodology to
understand the development of specific network topologies and the ability of these
networks to retain specific patterns (Vértes et al., 2014; Vertes & Duke, 2010). However,
polychronization assumes specific knowledge about the underlying circuit and the patterns
that would typically exist, as well as the development of these patterns as beneficial to the
network and could be individually resolved. Alternatively, other studies explored pattern
separation within a computational model of dentate circuitry (Chavlis et al., 2017), with
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results showing the difficulties in resolving patterns with similar inputs without sparse
coding within specialized cell types (Olshausen & Field, 2004). As we were utilizing
generalized topologies, we designed our output metrics to make minimal assumptions
about the underlying topology. It would be interesting in future studies to assess if our
networks are capable of developing multiple simultaneous output responses and the
potential of overlaps within the network responses.

NMDAR dysfunction alters network dynamics

Our results show that one primary consequence of trauma-induced alterations in the
NMDAR channel conductance is a generalized increase in activity of both injured and
uninjured neurons. Moreover, the relative enhancement of ion flux from GluN2Bcontaining NMDARs is consistent with past experimental work (Patel et al., 2014).
However, neurons with greater contributions of N2B-NMDAR actively deintegrate from the
functional network (Patel et al., 2014), suggesting that the mechanosensitive property of
the NMDAR may also change the functional integration of a neuron with its neighboring
neurons. The separation in the activity rates of injured and uninjured excitatory neurons
may lead to a similar decoupling of functional connectivity among neurons in the circuit.
However, it is important to note that our computational model would randomly select
neurons within the network for receptor alteration; the effects of mechanical injury cannot
be controlled to the individual neuron level in many in vitro models of mechanical injury (L.
Zhang et al., 1996). This may limit our ability to differentiate between directly injured cells
within these models and connected circuitry. Nevertheless, similarities can be seen at the
larger network scale.
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The synchronization among neurons that together form oscillations within our circuit can
lead to coherence between regions in larger brain networks. Broadly speaking, this
coordination among and between subnetworks of the brain is important to critical cognitive
processes, many of which are impaired following traumatic brain injury (Clayton et al.,
2015; Corbetta, 2012; Hanslmayr et al., 2016; Kinnunen et al., 2011; Nakamura et al.,
2009; Pandit et al., 2013). Based on the changes in the oscillation pattern within a
microcircuit after simulated mild TBI, we anticipate a more widespread disturbance of the
coordinated signaling throughout the brain. A recent study using the deletion or
inactivation of neurons in a simple coupled network of oscillating microcircuits shows a
clear impairment in synchronization after neurodegeneration (Schumm et al., 2020) As
neurodegeneration leads to a reduction in the average firing rate and mild NMDAR injury
causes an increase in firing rate, one possibility is that NMDAR injury may increase
synchrony between networks. To this end, the alteration of synchronization in networks of
different frequency networks and the impact of adaptive restructuring mechanisms on
network order has recently been investigated in oscillator models (Papadopoulos et al.,
2017). Although the result of NMDAR injury suggests an increase in coherence among
brain regions, this injury may also make it more difficult for different brain regions to switch
their functional coupling, an effect seen in the default mode network after TBI (Bonnelle et
al., 2011; Jilka et al., 2014; B. Johnson et al., 2012). Together, our work suggests that
NMDAR based injury can lead to the increased synchronization but may impair the
flexibility of these networks after brain injury.
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Plasticity alters network structure to temper effects of damage

We find the mechanism to play a key role in restoring the network function after injury BY
expanding the role of spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) beyond Hebbian learning
(Bi & Poo, 1998; Meliza & Dan, 2006). Despite the inability for STDP to fully repair the
damaged circuity and return function, lower levels of injury showed marked directional
improvement in network dynamics. For these reasons, STDP appears to provide a
regulatory role in network dynamics much like classical homeostatic plasticity (HSP) (G.
Turrigiano, 2012; G. G. Turrigiano & Nelson, 2004). HSP dictates that each neuron has
an optimal firing rate that is regulated internally by uniformly adjusting receptor count at
the dendritic spines; STDP requires pairs of neurons with correlated inputs to increase
synaptic strength. Through this mechanism, the network develops altered topology that
reduces the impact of damage.

With the alteration in properties of the NMDAR in injured neurons, the injured neurons
soon achieved high firing rates that shifted, or partially isolated, these neurons from the
remainder of the uninjured network. Developing a large aggregate input from the
neighboring neuronal population and sending very few, weak outputs to their targets, our
results also suggest that injury can lead to the segregation of the network between injured
and uninjured neurons. This segregation is reflected in descriptions of the network, where
injured neurons maintain lower betweenness after injury. As a result, many small
groupings of injured neurons that are maintained in the topological periphery of the
network. In this structure, the uninjured neurons become particularly important linkers
between these new subnetworks and become critical to maintaining the integrity of the
network structure. This is a variant on the traditional small-world topology that is commonly
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found in brain structures (Danielle S. Bassett & Bullmore, 2017). In our network, the
densely connected local structures consist of the injured neurons while the connecters are
normal functioning neurons. This altered topology seems to develop dynamical patterning
that is atypical for uninjured circuits. This could, in part, be suggestive that the network
has entered an alternative energetic state, a finding consistent with our correlated average
and modal controllability results. While the majority of controllability studies on brain
structures have developed an inverse correlation between average and modal control (Gu
et al., 2015; Menara, Bassett, & Pasqualetti, 2018; Wiles et al., 2017), some have found
correlated results when investigating developmental cortical networks (Cornblath et al.,
2019). Potentially, the abnormally high firing rates associated with prolonged injury create
an unstable network topology that is continuing to evolve as injured receptors are repaired
or removed. In addition, this unusual structure highlights the critical roles of uninjured
neurons in maintaining the network while the injured neurons are repaired.

Although plasticity was able to recover some of the oscillatory dynamics of the network,
the frequency of oscillation showed sustained increase after injury. From our previous
studies, low activity neurons are primarily responsible for initiation of network oscillations
and would thus be critical to the heightened oscillation frequency. As NMDAR injury
creates high activity populations of injured neurons, the uninjured excitatory neurons
transition to the low activity rate phenotype. This would pin the network reconstruction
after plasticity as a potential mechanism to create the post traumatic epilepsy (PTE) seen
after more mild injury (Houweling et al., 2005; Verellen & Cavazos, 2010). While PTE has
been shown to be correlated with hyperexcitability in cortical circuitry, it is yet unclear as
to the specific conditions that lead to PTE in vivo. Modeling studies have found that HSP
can be an important component to epileptogenesis after deafferentation based injury
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(Volman et al., 2011). Our model, however, does not include HSP, and thus would provide
an additional mechanism of producing these pathological oscillations. These results would
suggest that NMDAR injury and plasticity can create the conditions that could produce
such an effect.

Long-term recovery determined by receptor replacement

Our study shows a full recovery of the network activity rate and oscillatory dynamics with
receptor replacement and STDP. This is a potentially important observation as it would
indicate the damaged network is not permanently altered after injury, should the network
return to the uninjured state. However, there are many potential complications to full
network restoration in biological circuits that we were unable to assess in our model. After
injury, some plasticity mechanisms can be altered in neural circuits. In 1992, Miyazaki et.
al. found decreased long term potentiation in organotypic and acute hippocampal slice
culture after mechanical injury in vitro or in vivo, similar to effects seen in other networks
and injury methods (Feldmann et al., 2019; Miyazaki et al., 1992; Reeves, Lyeth, &
Povlishock, 1995; Titus et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2017). Although our circuit resembles
generalized cortical tissue, alterations in the way plasticity interacts to modify the circuit
architecture could produce fundamentally different results. These alterations in long-term
potentiation could be an effect of the altered NMDAR composition after injury. For
example, studies have shown downregulation of NMDAR subunit proteins prior to 24
hours after injury (Guerriero et al., 2015; Kumar, Zou, Yuan, Long, & Yang, 2002). As
NMDARs play a critical role in the production of long-term potentiation and depression,
the reduction of active receptors at the synapse could lead to decreased plasticity
mechanics (Erreger, Dravid, Banke, Wyllie, & Traynelis, 2005; Paoletti, Bellone, & Zhou,
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2013). Additionally, GluN2B containing NMDAR become the dominant subtype after injury
and may shift plasticity towards long-term depression (Giza, Santa Maria, & Hovda, 2006).
Finally, we have assessed activity rates and synchronization within our networks, but do
not account for the altered topology that was developed by the injury. This could change
pathways through the network that may require specific activation (Izhikevich, 2006;
Vertes & Duke, 2010). While some metrics may be returned to baseline, full function may
not be completely restored. Taken together, this indicates that the recovery of the network
is dependent on keeping the network structure intact while receptors are replaced and
plasticity can recover the network.

Impairment in memory acquisition and recall

The ability to respond and adapt to incoming stimulus and store these patterns for future
use is a key component of biological networks. Here, we took a minimalistic approach in
the implementation of an unsupervised learning paradigm to assess how injury impacts
network learning and recall. By stimulating a subset of input neurons and allowing the
network to develop its own response, we make limited assumptions about the underlying
types of connectivity patterns that would be expected in our networks. Currently there is
limited consensus on the ways to train and assess biological models, which inherently
exists from an incomplete understanding of the way in which neurons store information
(Josselyn, Köhler, & Frankland, 2015; Sharpee, 2017; Titley, Brunel, & Hansel, 2017;
Vertes & Duke, 2010). Our method is based in rate coding, where sensitivity to firing rates
is the primary form of information storage and transmission. Rate coding is critical to our
understanding of receptive fields of place cells, muscle activation, and time perception
(Enoka & Duchateau, 2017; Kraus, Robinson, White, Eichenbaum, & Hasselmo, 2013;
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MacDonald, Lepage, Eden, & Eichenbaum, 2011; O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971;
Pastalkova, Itskov, Amarasingham, & Buzsáki, 2008). Increasing activation from a
stimulus requires reorganization of the underlying circuitry but is easy to measure at the
cellular level without detailed measurement of the circuit structure and function.
Alternatively, new studies have investigated temporal coding, or the storage of information
within the precise timing of spikes, as a more efficient and faster coding method in brain
structures (G Buzsáki, 1994; Terada, Sakurai, Nakahara, & Fujisawa, 2017; Vertes &
Duke, 2010). Implementations of temporal coding methods rely on precise timing and
structures within the network, that must be known beforehand to be trained (Izhikevich,
2006; Vertes & Duke, 2010).

We find the most significant deficits of injury occurring in the recall of pretrained patterns.
Although we saw no significant changes in network structure and only significant increases
in output layer neuron activation in uninjured conditions, injured networks showed distinct
increases in rate coded response to stimulus after injury in the hidden layer. Similar to
what was seen in our non-trained networks, injury was indiscriminant in creating increased
firing both in the damaged population and to connected circuitry. As the hidden layer
contained the injured neurons, the trained output was masked by the stronger injury
response. This indicates that networks that rely on rate coding would have deficits in
pretrained responses after mild injury. Even though place cell persistence is difficult to
study in the same animal before and after injury, there is a marked decrease in taskspecific cells found in the hippocampus of rats after injury (Eakin & Miller, 2012; Munyon,
Eakin, Sweet, & Miller, 2014). Coupled with decreased performance on pretrained
behavioral tasks (Y. C. Chen, Mao, Yang, Abel, & Meaney, 2014), this could be indicative
of poor separation between intended and off-target activation.
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Together, these simulations show the effect of how a stretch-induced alteration in NMDAR
physiology can propagate to information processing in the circuit. Despite a significant
increase in neuronal activity that can occur with this injury mechanism, STDP can reduce
the effect of injury by altering the network structure around the damaged neuron
population. Our work emphasizes the importance of replacing receptors as a key
component in full restoration of the network. Finally, it shows the expected deficits in
network pathway construction, maintenance, and recall.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions and future directions

DISSERTATION SUMMARY

The aim of this work was to assess the impact of injury on local brain tissue deformation
and identify the functional outcomes of injury to the affected small circuits. While previous
studies have assessed the neuronal damage associated with specific strains, the effects
on the networks ability to function is poorly understood.

Chapter 2

In chapter 2 we created a combined machine learning multibody model as a rapid estimate
of the strains experienced after TBI. We began by developing a mass-spring-damper
network system in each of the 3 canonical planes of the brain through the midlines to
mimic currently available FEM response. We defined the masses as proportional to the
volume of tissue they represented within the brain. Next spring stiffnesses between
masses were optimized utilizing regional analysis and an initial set of smooth sinusoidal
impact pulses spanning a range of known impacts, velocities and accelerations. Global
damping was set across all three models to minimize the variation in the displacement
from the model to the GHBMC. We did not find any discernable patterning in the spring
stiffnesses within the brain.

We then subjected our model to 280 impact pulses to test the performance of our
optimized models to predicting Hencky strain. There was noticeable variability within our
multibody model predictions, which was specifically poor at recreating impacts with high
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velocities, which had characteristically higher strains. As the variability was associated
with known kinematic variables, we evaluated the ability of a combined machine learning
multibody model (ML-MBM) approach to improve predicted accuracy. While machine
learning is a powerful tool that has clear uses in TBI diagnostics, the application of
machine learning in mechanical modeling is limited. Combined ML-MBM models improved
the prediction results for each of the planar models to 9.01 ± 6.81%, 10.20 ± 8.22%, 10.31
± 7.90% respectively for coronal, sagittal, and axial planes. While planar prediction is a
good estimate about the accuracy of the model, it does not directly predict the strains
experienced within TBI. Combining these three ML-MBM planar models utilizing the
resultant showed an improvement from 31.74 ± 22.33% to 13.67 ± 10.14% from the MBM
model alone in 3D helmet impact pulses and 22.81 ± 16.89% to 22.21 ± 13.42% in NFL
impact reconstructions.

Machine learning is a powerful tool in relating predictive features with an ending result. It
can even provide improved fit over classical equations in some scenarios. In our model
we utilized the 6 kinematic parameters and the output from each planar multibody model
to make a 9 feature ML-MBM model trained on complex helmet testing impacts. This
additionally improved our results to 11.33 ± 8.45% error, albeit on the reduced testing set
sample size.

Lastly, we expanded our model to take the same 9 model features to now predict regional
strain within our multibody model. While full brain maximum principle strain is an important
characteristic of TBI for protective equipment design, the location of that strain can be as
important, as different tissues may have different tolerances to strain. Additionally, the
location of the strain can help us discern potential local circuits that may be impacted by
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injury. Regional strain accuracy varied based on location within the brain, but was
generally a good fit to provide reasonable estimates rapidly.

Rapid tools for assessment are critical in point of care diagnostics and protective
equipment testing, where time to treat or prototype can be important to potential outcomes.
After initial assessment further evaluation can be done with currently available complex
FEM for greater accuracy. Our current technique lays a framework where further
advancements in FEM or available datasets can improve our model’s predictive capability
and use across injury conditions. Additionally, machine learning is an important tool that
should be used more in combination with classical mechanical TBI research where
estimates may have variations that cannot be clearly defined. Overall, we have developed
a useful tool for rapid prediction of strains from FEM in regions of the brain after
concussion.

Chapter 3

With tools to assess the strain within brain regions after impact and available literature on
the expected effects of strain on individual neurons, we can begin to assess the network
effects of these strains. In chapter 3 we built a model of neural activity and assessed the
response of the coordination of the network to neurodegeneration. Coordination of neural
circuits are an important characteristic of neural circuitry that must respond to stimulus
and integrate information before passing it to downstream circuitry. While we know much
about the cellular effects of injury, we lack information about the higher-level implications
of these injuries.
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First, we developed neural networks based on an adaptive integrate and fire model by
Izhikevich that has been widely used for network analysis. Our 1000 neuron networks
representing generalized cortical circuitry developed coordination through oscillatory
behavior after settling with STDP.

We simulated a common consequence of injury, neurodegeneration, by removing neurons
from the network after the network activity was stable. Neurodegeneration decreased the
activity of the network in a dose dependent manner. Network oscillations also decreased
in amplitude and frequency along with network activity, until they were no longer present
at 70% injury. Interestingly, while the oscillations changed their frequency, the duration of
the coordinated firing stayed consistent across all damage levels. This potentially
indicated an ordered sequence of effects that lead to initiation and cessation of the
oscillation.

Spike timing dependent plasticity restored the network activity in simulations with up to
60% damage. Additional significant gains in network activity rate were seen to 80% injury,
but did not return to baseline. We also saw a directional increase in the oscillatory rate
and amplitudes, but this effect was not enough to return the network characteristics back
to preinjury levels.

We next investigated the ways that network oscillations appear in our networks. While
initially seeded with a random assortment of connectivity strengths, we found a correlation
between activity rate and input connectivity strength, which were both inversely correlated
with output strength. This gives two primary phenotypes of neurons within our networks.
Fire starters to the network that do not activate frequently, but when activation occurs they
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lead to widespread network activity. Passive responders which respond easily, but do not
spread activity downstream. We assessed these phenotypes in the context of network
oscillations and found that the lowest activity neurons did indeed initiate the wave of
activity seen in the oscillations, with the higher firing neurons activating more within the
middle of the wave of activity. This sort of activity preference for firing within an oscillation
was not seen within the inhibitory population.

Finally, we assessed how the targeted removal of these neurons would alter the patterns
of oscillations in the network. Degeneration in the low firing rate population primarily
decreased the oscillation frequency, while HFR neurodegeneration altered oscillation
width. This clarifies the proper sequencing utilizes LFR, HFR, and the connection to the
inhibitory neurons, and all three populations must work together to properly create the
coordinated activity. Low firing rate neurons activate high firing rate neurons that in turn
must activate the inhibitory circuitry to turn off the circuit.

Overall, this study shows the network effects that neurodegeneration can have on the
network activity rate and dynamics. We find that initial effects can be mitigated by intrinsic
plasticity mechanisms, but these effects may not be enough to restore the circuit entirely.
We also find that populations of neurons with different firing phenotypes can arise through
simple plasticity mechanisms and can develop specific roles within neural circuitry for
oscillatory initiation and termination. These alterations in oscillatory dynamics can play a
large role in the large-scale dynamics of the networks after injury.
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Chapter 4

While neurodegeneration is a typical result of injury, recently the focus has been on more
mild injuries that produce more subtle differences in neuron physiology. In chapter 4 we
extend our computational analysis of effects of TBI to a traditional injury in NMDA
receptors more typical of milder injuries. NMDAR that contain the GluN2B subunit are
mechanically tethered to the cellular skeleton and are responsive to mechanical stretch.
This alters the electrical properties of the receptor, similar to what is seen in low
magnesium conditions.

We utilized an established model of neural circuitry as in chapter 3, with additional
modeling of NMDAR dynamics to account for the injury. We injured our networks by
reducing the association of the NMDAR with MG in the local region around neurons,
matching previous literature on concentrations and current-voltage relationships.

We find that network activity greatly increases, as expected with the increased current
through the NMDAR in afflicted neurons. Interestingly, this increase in network activity
was primarily seen in the injured neurons but extended to connected circuitry as well.
Plasticity mechanisms alter the network function, significantly decreasing the activity of
both injured and uninjured neurons and returned uninjured excitatory neurons back to
baseline activity at higher levels of injury. We assessed changes in the underlying network
structure that may have led to the lowered circuit activity after plasticity. We find that the
injured neurons with high activity take on the HFR phenotype from chapter 3. While
previous HFR neurons did not have adverse pathology, this shows that abnormally high
firing rate is enough to drive neurons to this structural phenotype. Additionally, uninjured
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neurons became more similar to low firing rate phenotype, though the effect was less
strong. Injured cells became more isolated from the uninjured network relative to baseline,
acting as part of the periphery and not connecting subnetworks in the network.
Additionally, these injured neurons became more important to the network to control the
network state, likely by their removal reverting the network back to its original structure.

Increased activation through the NMDAR create an energetically unsustainable state for
the neuron. Long term effects of injury can produce excitotoxic cell death if injured
receptors are not replaced. We simulated the replacement of these receptors and found
that network activity returned to baseline, suggesting that the injury to the NDMAR can be
fully repaired if neurons are allowed time to replace their receptors and restructure with
STDP. We also explored how excitotoxic cell death in injured neurons would affect the
circuit’s activity. Initially there was a drop in activity, but the network without the extraneous
stimulus from damaged cells still maintained abnormally high activity. After plasticity
activity dropped significantly below baseline, which was counter to what we saw in pure
neurodegeneration studies, i.e. where plasticity was able to fully recover network activity
after 25% injury.

Finally, we developed an unsupervised learning paradigm to assess the ability of the
network to store and recall patterns. By stimulating a set of input neurons in the network,
we can train the network to respond to the stimulus and determine how and when injury
develops functional changes in the network. Initial results show that our paradigm creates
increased response of specific neuron populations to input stimulus. While this effect is
significantly strong in some populations, the general network does not respond, indicating
that there is not a global response and potentially space for differentiation in learned
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patterns given different input neurons. We then injured networks at specific times during
and after training to determine the impact of injury.

Injury of networks that were previously trained showed decreased ability to discern
between proper and improper response to input stimulus. The trained output neurons
responded greater than in uninjured control networks to input stimulus. However, the
hidden layer neurons that previously were not responsive showed increased activity
immediately after stimulation. This global activity lowered the signal to noise ratio of output
neurons to hidden layer. While other timings of injury produced deficits, the effect on recall
of learned patterns was most significant. This could indicate that recall may be the most
difficult after TBI due to network conditions.

We then assessed the ability of the network to train in patterns with injury to some neurons
in the network, independent of the deficits seen in recall. Unexpectedly, networks showed
increased activation of the output layer neurons at 25% injury but not at higher injury
levels. As with injury during testing, we noted increased activity in hidden layer neurons
as well, causing for a significantly reduced signal to noise ratio that was not dose
dependent. The response of the network, however, was not below baseline at either injury
level.

Finally, we investigated the loss of trained patterns in the network when input stimulus
was withheld as an extinction protocol. Networks did lose some ability to recall patterns
after the two-hour period, with injured networks showing greater loss in pattern recall.
These networks continued to have greater recall than baseline, indicating the network
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could maintain persistent memory of learned patterns even in the absence of input
stimulus.

While NMDAR injury is typically associated with milder impacts and strains, the effects of
receptor dysfunction are widespread and significant. We show deficits in both first and
higher order network metrics, associating injury with both structural and functional
abnormalities. While the large-scale impact of these impacts are yet unclear, the
responses at the small network level are likely critical to our understanding.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Rapid mechanical modeling of TBI

The impact of TBI is one half mechanics and one half biological response. The combined
approach to TBI research has included both biological response to impact, with complex
inter subject variability, and classical soft material biomechanics. As the primary damage
from the disease comes from the mechanical insult, properly characterizing how brain
tissue reacts to different impacts is critical to diagnosis and prevention methodologies.
Should we be able to develop protective technologies, the necessity for developing
treatment strategies will shift towards larger injuries and the large majority of concussions
would not have occurred. While preventative technologies are improving, techniques are
limited by our available tools to research and understand the disease.

Over the past 30 years, processing power has greatly improved the ability of researchers
to model and understand TBI. When the first Wayne State University Brain Injury Model
containing 7351 elements was developed, the Intel Pentium P5 had recently been
released with 3.1 million transistors. Moore’s law continues to today, with a doubling of the
transistor count every two years, with current processors topping over 20 billion
transistors. With the increased processing power, the field has continued to develop more
computational complex models with higher accuracy, but also much greater computational
cost. These new models have greatly aided the field in understanding the local strains that
areas of the brain can receive. However, the computational time to solution makes them
unusable outside of research settings.
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Outside of the laboratory, timing is critical. The key to rapid prototyping is the ability to
iterate on gained knowledge after each test. While the testing may only take seconds in
the lab, the post impact analysis with current FEM would take hours to days. With ever
branching design ideas, tests would need to be batched to keep up with current physical
tests. However, this limits the ability of designs to be iterated on and learned from,
providing costly materials and tests that may not provide additional knowledge.
Additionally, the more efficient the testing methods, the faster results can be deployed to
vulnerable populations around the globe.

Timing of assessment is also critical in diagnostics and treatment. Studies have shown
better outcomes in patients that seek medical attention sooner after injury. While tools for
treatment of TBI have seen limited success in clinical trials, limitations could come from
the variability in timing and complexity of the disease. While research studies are
conducted with carefully controlled timing and injury methodologies, leading to similar
stages and underlying injuries, TBI in the field can have many different mechanisms,
severities, and progressions of the disease. Most potential therapeutics have been
developed to be administered preceding injury as a preventative measure or soon after
the initial hit. If we are to transition these therapies to patients, we will need to improve the
speed of diagnosis utilizing many rapid techniques.

While our rapid model does a reasonable job of improving the current available rapid
technologies, it is a bit hard to compare with other methods as it is designed as a model
of a model. The ML-MBM utilizes the GHBMC as the ground truth of both the mechanical
model as well as the machine learning, so any variability in the model can only be
compared to the accuracy of the GHBMC. The GHBMC is a standard model in the field
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and has been used in many studies to better understand clinical TBI. While other models
exist, they are either not publicly available or do not have significantly increased accuracy
to assessing in vivo strains. However, our model’s variability in addition to the variability
of the GHBMC provides a difficulty in assessing the overall accuracy of our model. Would
it not have been more accurate to develop a model that is validated directly from in vivo
recordings and test data?

In theory, creating a new mechanical model based on direct measurement of real TBI
impacts could potentially improve results. However, classical models of TBI were similar
to our current design, utilizing systems of springs to suspend brain nodes. These models
were quickly surpassed by the increased accuracy that was able to be gained from finiteelement techniques. Potentially with increased assessment and computational tools
currently available, a purely mechanical model could take a classical approach and
achieve better results that were seen in the past. However, if classical models showed
promise of achieving better results than FEM, it would be unlikely that FEM would have
seen such widespread and rapid adoption. To now begin to combat the available
advances in FEM to return to more simplified mechanical models seems regressionist.

Non-mechanically based models also may have a difficult time being created directly from
in vivo recordings. Utilizing machine learning requires a fully labeled set of input
parameters that are measurable and show some predictive capacity for the desired output
label. Unfortunately acquiring all of these parameters for each test sample simultaneously
can be laborious and potentially impossible. Additionally, achieving a large enough sample
size to properly train, validate, and test the model is beyond our current recording capacity
in experimental settings. This is the power of creating a model of a model. The original
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model requires lower validation sample sizes, as the model is a physical representation of
what is experienced. The connection is clearer and begins at a much closer starting point.
We can then use the, now validated, model to create an infinite training set to our more
simplified rapid models.

There are some caveats to using a model of a model approach to rapid tools. First, the
error metric will be hard to determine relative to the true experienced TBI. The variability
in the underlying model will be mimicked by the ML model and could accentuate any
errors. When working with these models, it is probably best to provide conservative
estimates to the overall error. Second and in line with the first, the model will only be as
accurate as the underlying method. Should the more computationally intensive model be
improved or shown to be inaccurate, the rapid model will also have to iterate on the current
design. However, this also provides an opportunity for more systematic development of
models, where the design can be quickly iterated on should new data be assessable or
with alterations of the underlying model.

Beyond machine learning techniques, there have been other attempts to make rapid
technologies that can circumvent the need for higher level computational tools or utilizing
computational methods in different ways. Many different systems have been developed to
use accelerometers within helmets to detect rapid movement that may cause concussion.
The current sensors can have some inaccuracies but will likely be improved over time.
However, many attempts have been made to directly relate kinematics to diagnostic injury
criterion with limited success. While the direct thresholding of kinematics from sensors can
provide some safe limits, it is unlikely that developments on this front will provide an
accurate tool for TBI diagnosis.
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Additionally, new studies have created a library of available FEM simulations to rapidly
determine results from many different impacts. The idea is to receive information about a
specific impact and search the library for the closest match. The FEM would already have
been analyzed and could be immediately assessed after injury. The precomputation
method provides the accuracy of the more computationally complex FEM method, while
maintaining the rapid results needed for diagnostics. However, there are two primary
limitations that may hinder results. First, the method is only as good as the available
library. As new injuries are recorded, many will be similar enough to previously tested
parameters. However, many may be outside the range of what currently exists. These
simulations can then be added to the library post hoc, but that does not aid in the current
assessment. Some interpolation methods could be used, but these would just be a model
of the currently available FEM, similar to other methods. Second, these libraries will
become immense after all the currently available impacts have been added. While
searching the database is relatively easy to manage with current technologies, this method
can cause stagnation with potential advancements in FEM technology. Each new model
improvement or new assessment in potential inaccuracies in the library would require all
impacts within the library to be reanalyzed. While this may be fine for small library sizes,
eventually the computational time needed to recreate the library will surpass the time
needed for additional model improvements and the precomputation method will be
impossible to maintain. This could also produce stagnation in the field, as improvements
in model technology could not be included in the method.

Over the next few years there are many instances where rapid tools will be necessary.
Our method described here is important to understanding the mechanical strains within
the brain. These are critical to understanding areas of the brain that may have exceeded
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the tolerable strains for the tissue and may potentially have deficits. We can use these
tools to determine potential pathologies in the tissue and develop targeted therapies that
specifically match the patient’s injury phenotype. There is a need for rapid technologies
that will be able to assess potential deficits that may occur after injury and especially to
determine which patients may develop long term effects of injury that can be prevented
by early intervention.

Machine learning as a proxy for classical TBI analytics

Machine learning is a simple yet powerful tool to create a prediction based on several
correlated features. However in its simplicity, machine learning takes an “ends is more
important than the means” approach and is therefore less utilized in research purposes.
In chapter 2, we utilized machine learning to correct for some errors within a classical
mechanical model. While we were aware that these errors could be corrected by iterating
and improving the base model, we noticed that correlated features could account for many
of the expected errors within the model. While improving the underlying MBM could have
produced similar results, the machine learning method was simpler to implement and
achieved great improvements, albeit while making the model less interpretable.

The most obvious implementation of machine learning within the TBI literature is in the
development of diagnostics. Recently, the combination of two proteins, UCH-L1 and
GFAP, within the blood has been approved to predict the presence or absence of lesions
in CT scans after injury (Bazarian et al., 2018). While two features predicting a
subpopulation of TBI patients with a certain pathology is an important step for the field and
should not be understated, the simple model of prediction will likely be iterated on and
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improved as larger and larger datasets can be created and assessed. In instances where
we have access to impact mechanics data, such as those in sports medicine and military,
we can include kinematics as in our model which may be more predictive of injury than
biomarkers alone. Additionally, self-reported psychological symptoms and imaging results
can be added to machine learning models to begin to predict other underlying pathologies.
Machine learning will be a powerful tool for detecting likely pathologies and developing
treatment strategies to treat the unique injuries of individuals.

That is not to say that machine learning is without its problems. While we may at some
point create a perfect model of TBI and accurately diagnose every patient, if the predictive
features are too difficult to simultaneously measure for each patient, machine learning will
fail. While we will have the kinematic data for some patients, blood tests or imaging data
for others, the more complicated the model becomes the less applicable it becomes to the
wider population. That is some of the power in the new biomarker detection method, as
both can be accessed by a single test. Additionally, machine learning may not produce
the most interpretable model as being the most accurate. We limited our ML models to
those that would logically combine and produce some predictive measure. While we could
have explored all potential features, e.g. each strain within the three mechanical models,
peak kinematics, average kinematics, etc., the eventual model would have inhibited
interpretation of the results. While this may have limited our potential accuracy, we found
this compromise amenable to our end goals. Machine learning can also be difficult to
properly create large scale models on relevant populations. While we may want to assess
the predictive capacity of all collectable variables into a combined ML approach, large data
sets can be very difficult to collect to properly generalize results. Our method in chapter 2
was one of the simpler approaches that did not require an excessive amount of data to
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achieve satisfactory results. However, the field has begun utilizing deep learning in neural
networks and combinatorial techniques with many different machine learning models.
Each require many times the number of training data samples to achieve similar results to
what we achieved. This may be possible using a model to create that data, but will likely
be impossible when collecting data from patients. A collective multi-site study would be
necessary to collect enough data for these methods. Finally, machine learning works well
in identifying the collective. It makes future predictions based on similarities to the training
population. As we know that TBI creates very individual injury pathology, machine learning
models may lack some of the capability to identify variability in the individual. Alternative
methods must be developed to create truly personalized approaches to TBI diagnostics
and treatments.

Similar approaches to what we used could be utilized in many areas of TBI research, when
the result is more critical than the methods. Recently, the online machine learning platform
Kaggle asked for submissions to improve the safety of punt returns in the National Football
League (NFL). Recent rule changes were implemented to curb the effects of special teams
plays within the NFL. While kickoffs represent approximately 6% of the total plays in the
NFL, they account for 12% of the concussions. Similarly, high rates of concussions are
seen in punt plays. Machine learning can be a useful tool to model if a concussion would
occur and alter the input parameters to create new policies. With greater investigations,
we may soon be able to reduce the incidence in sports related TBI.
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Regional analysis to cellular dysfunction

Our combined analysis combines a rapid approach for determining regional strains from
kinematic traces after injury with an assessment of the functional implications that these
strains can produce in the local network. While we have determined the network response
to many levels of neurodegenerative damage and NMDAR dysfunction, the connection to
what strains could produce such injuries and what level of injury these studies would be
indicative of could use additional clarification. For this we would need to translate the
kinematic inputs for various levels of injury to regional tissue damage resulting in cellular
damage.

Many methods have been proposed for modeling the kinematics of the impacts seen in
clinical TBI patients. Traditionally, TBI has been studied in the context of automobile
accidents and have assessed the kinematics of these crashes at varying levels of severity.
Generally these crashes range from 0.1 – 8 kiloradians per second2 for maximum angular
acceleration and 1 – 80 radians per second for maximal angular velocity (Gabler, Joodaki,
et al., 2018). The kinematic variables were positively correlated with each other, indicating
similar duration between impacts. More mild impacts creating concussion have also been
assessed by many different laboratories through video recreations of sports injuries. Nonconcussive impacts ranged from 1 – 6 kiloradians per second2 and from 10 – 45 radians
per second while concussive impacts had a range of 3 – 9 kiloradians per second2 and
from 20 – 55 radians per second. With these overlapping concussive and non-concussive
kinematic ranges, it will be difficult to clearly separate the two populations. However, we
could assume that these ranges can produce the underlying pathologies that we notice in
our networks.
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From modeling these kinematic traces through finite element and simpler models, we can
determine the expected strains within the tissue resulting from injurious impact. Moderate
and severe injuries from crash test simulations could have maximal peak strain within the
model exceeding 80% strain, while concussion-based recreations had mean strain of 40%
(Gabler, Joodaki, et al., 2018; Sanchez et al., 2019). Other studies have set similar ranges
for strains after cortical impact animal models. Here, they set the mild TBI range to 48%
strain with strain rates of less than 125 inverse seconds, based on experienced mild TBI
from human models (Y. C. Chen et al., 2014). Animal models have found strains between
14% and 34% reliably created morphological damage to white matter (Bain & Meaney,
2000). Additional cell and tissue culture stretch models have utilized strains between 20%
and 40% for creating cellular injury, but thresholding severe and mild injuries is an area of
much debate (Morrison et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2014).

Among the various models, there are many estimates of what cellular pathologies are
created by individual strains. This is likely since damage can be dependent upon the
direction of the strain within the region, with strains along the axonal tract showing greater
predictive capability of axonal pathology (Sullivan et al., 2015). While axonal tracts
become an obvious target for potential damage, due to the ability to tract their integrity
through neuro imaging, it is likely that these effects occur at more local networks as well.
Mild closed cortical impact models have showed neurodegeneration occurring after 24
hours with max strain levels of 35%. Cell death was noted only on the ipsilateral side and
would be considered a local effect of the induced strain. In vitro models have also showed
that a range of strains can cause cellular death in different areas of the hippocampus, and
neurodegeneration was not dependent on the applied strain rate of the impact. While cell
death was dependent on both region and time, two variables that are not accounted for in
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our model, the highest strains of 50% tested in the model created between 30% and 50%
cell death throughout the regions tested.

NMDAR dysfunction after injury is less reported as patch clamp methods can provide the
only clear indication of the receptors function. Initial patch clamp studies showed that 35%
stretch injury was sufficient to produce alterations that mimicked low magnesium
conditions. Other models that assessed the contribution of GluN2B containing NMDAR to
alterations in the calcium signaling within cells after injury utilized similar stretch
parameters in the model (Patel et al., 2014; L. Zhang et al., 1996).

We must be careful to not overstate the connection between external kinematics, the local
strains they produce, and the resulting pathology in the circuitry. Within TBI, there are
many confounding factors with each regime that can alter the biological response. Input
kinematics can have directional dependence that alters over time. Brain tissue can show
specific vulnerability based on impact direction. The biological effects of this strain can
also be dependent on the damaged region and may have interactions between the
pathological mechanisms that we have not modeled. Additional modeling will be
necessary to assess how these mechanisms build into higher level cognition.

Models of neural circuitry for TBI research

Recently, there has been a surge of proposed neuron and network models as
computational methods have become powerful enough to help explain the complexity of
neural circuitry. Neuron models have been utilized for decades with the Hodgkin-Huxley
model defining the response of the squid giant axon, and basic integrate and fire models
representing more generalized neuron types with limited accuracy. These models have
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been iterated and expanded into the Izhikevich model for fast simulations and initiatives
such as the Blue Brain Project have expanded more biologically accurate models. At
larger scales, oscillator and neural mass models have shown greater adoption as
researchers look to understand the dynamics of regions of the human brain. Finally,
analysis of the structure and function of the brain utilizing fMRI and diffusion tensor
imaging have become a powerful tool in the greater neuroscience toolkit.

Even with the advances in neural modeling, computational modeling within the TBI space
has been limited. Structural abnormalities have been noted in full scale brain structure
after TBI and have even had evaluations assessing the contributions of individual
differences after injury. Additionally, functional deficits in the activation of the default mode
networks appear to be a commonality after injury. However, these techniques are primarily
analysis tools that do not allow for additional interrogation. The incorporation of dynamical
models can add additional information to assessing TBI but will need to be realistic to the
way in which the regions of the brain interact. At the small scale, injury has been modeled
at the receptor level to understand how dynamics could be altered after TBI. However, the
mesoscale lacks many models of injury. Beyond the models that we have developed,
computational modeling has been used to investigate deafferentation as a potential
mechanism of deficits TBI.

Computational methods can be powerful tools that will aid further investigation into TBI
mechanisms. In vivo TBI can be complex, with many interacting mechanisms that are
difficult or impossible to detect and treat on their own. Computational models provide a
unique opportunity to investigate the individual mechanisms of TBI and the transmission
of the ailments to higher level systems. Additionally, with the increase in available methods
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for determining and analyzing the alterations in structure of networks after TBI,
computational models can build dynamics into these networks and assess the expected
functional deficits. While not directly associated with the study of TBI, these models also
can provide a unique opportunity to study the baseline function of the brain. By creating
an initial system and perturbing with injury, we can selectively destroy some initial
functions of the circuit and understand how function has been altered, much like the
classical biological knockdown method. We could then determine the components of the
circuit that are critical for specific function, and which may have external importance to the
network.

Modeling traditional types of injury

Here we focused our efforts on characterizing the network effects of two different types of
pathologies that are typical in mild and more severe injury types. Neurodegeneration
occurs from a variety of different methods after moderate and severe TBI including
apoptosis, necrosis, and excitotoxic cell death. The excitotoxic cell death may also be a
result of more mild injuries when receptor dysfunction, such as that from the GluN2B
containing NMDAR, becomes the primary outcome of injury. Our selection of these two
pathologies also owed well to the currently available literature and modeling techniques
available for our network analysis. Computationally, cell death in a network model can be
modeled as a simple removal of the neurons from the network matrix or by eliminating the
influence these neurons have on the rest of the network, i.e. by removing their outputs.
NMDAR damage after TBI has also been previously characterized and well modeled. Jahr
first evaluated the dependence of the current-voltage relationship of NMDAR on local
magnesium concentration. Researchers then evaluated the similarities between the
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receptor response to injury and low magnesium conditions, and the eventual mechanism
of mechanosensitivity. This characterization had underlying mathematical modeling that
could be simply adapted for implementation in our network model, given some adaptation
to improve computational performance.

However, these models unfortunately do not display a complete picture of TBI. Beyond
these mechanisms, there are a plethora of potential other pathologies with regional
dependence and interactions with other mechanisms. Some are well characterized at the
neuron scale and can be easily incorporated into similar network models, but many others
will require different methods or additional adaptation to the current framework.

Our current model works sufficiently well to assess issues with receptor dysfunction and
interactions with plasticity mechanisms. There is ample evidence that some types of
plasticity are altered in different circuits after TBI. While our implementation of STDP is
simplistic, we could see some alterations that could show similar deficits through
modeling. Primarily, reports show a decrease in the ability of the network to remodel after
injury. We could create this effect as a decrease in the maximal rate of change in the
receptors amplitude given the optimal spike timing. Current parameters require 100
optimal spike timings to bring a given connection from negligible strength to maximal, in
line with previous models. Additionally, we could enforce a greater time constant of decay
for non-optimal spike timings. Decreasing the overall rate would slow the progression of
network changes and may stagnate network structure. As we have seen in previous
studies, plasticity creates a bimodal u-shaped distribution of network connection strengths.
Over short time frames, many connections do not flip between the two populations, and
transition between the populations quickly. A slowed rate would likely also show a
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decreased probability of transitioning between the two populations, leading to a muchstagnated network topology.

We also limited our analysis to not include the transition of the NMDAR composition
towards a greater dominance of GluN2B after injury. The increased insertion of healthy
NMDAR becomes key to the repair process especially in networks where NMDAR damage
creates the network level pathology. From our assessment of the charge transfer of
NMDAR with varying compositions, we do not predict any changes in the overall network
dynamics directly from the NMDAR transition. However, NMDAR play a key role in many
other cell functions, including plasticity. If we can more properly define the role that
NMDAR have on different types of plasticity, and build network function with these
mechanisms in mind, we can continue to expand the available knowledge of this
pathology.

Beyond receptor dysfunction, our model can be useful in determining alterations in the
properties of the axon. Classically, deficits after TBI was thought to be associated with
diffuse axonal injury inhibiting communication between the many pathways throughout the
brain. While our model lacks the grand scale to assess full brain deficits, the diffuse axonal
injury can also occur at the local level within circuitry. We have already assessed the
effects of full axotomy through our neurodegeneration method. A neuron that can receive
signals but lacks any ability to transmit that information is functionally separated from the
network would be the same as a removed neuron. We would expect the two pathologies
to look similar in other methods. However, there are many other types of axonal injury that
can be assessed, if we think of the axon as the biological equivalent of a wire. Biologically,
the myelin sheath is critical to the speedy transmission along the axon. However, this can
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be damaged and greatly reduce the rate of propagation in the network. We could institute
such a change by adjusting axonal conduction delays between afflicted neurons. While
the mistiming that would occur could be seen as a much more subtle injury than either we
tested here, proper spike timing is critical to the higher-level metrics we assessed such as
learning. Should signals be received later than occurred during training, STDP would
greatly weaken the strength of the connection and potentially alter the overall response of
the circuit to input stimulus. Faulty wires can also leak current into the surroundings and
lower the signal received downstream. There are many potential implementations of this
sort of transmission deficit in our biological network. We could model this as a limitation of
the connection strength between a neuron and its downstream targets. Biologically this
would be similar to a breakdown in transport of vesicles down the microtubules, which
leads to build up of neurotransmitter vesicles in varicosities along the axon. We have yet
to explore networks containing multiple levels of maximal connection strength, so this
would provide a method to understand more about potential pathology in TBI and neural
networks with higher connectivity variability. This method would be simple to implement
but may not have the most direct comparison to what is seen in biological networks.
Ideally, we could implement a method for tracking the available vesicle population at the
synapse and utilizing a depletion mechanism after each successful synapse. The
decreased ability to propagate down damaged microtubules would simply be a partial
reduction in the replenishment rate of vesicles. We explored such a release mechanism
and replenishment technique early in model development, but methods became too
computationally intensive to justify in our current model.

This pathology could also manifest as an altered likelihood of signal propagation through
the axon. An action potential is typically associated with a sufficiently high voltage in the
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cell body that is propagated through voltage-dependent ion channels along the axon.
However, should a portion of the axon be damaged such that areas of the membrane are
unable to properly activate downstream channels, the action potential would be halted and
not received at any synapses. This would create a probabilistic propagation of action
potentials that could be represented within our model. While this would clearly limit the
synaptic activity of the network, the larger ramifications to the circuit in higher level metrics
or plasticity is less clear.

We could also model small form mechanical poration within the cellular membrane of
afflicted neurons. While creating too many holes within the neuron membrane will leak the
cellular contents into the cerebrospinal fluid and cause overall degeneration, small
changes in the ion flux across the membrane can be modeled as additional leak current
in neuron models. While the current model lacks the ability to alter the leak current, it is a
typical inclusion in many other neuron models.

In addition to neuron deficits after injury, there are many external factors that can build the
specific pathology seen after injury. Neurons compose only a small fraction of the cells
within the brain, and these additional cells each have their own mechanical response to
injury and interactions with each other immediately after injury and at longer time scales.

Modeling these cells presents some technical limitations with our current techniques. Our
current model is focused on the electro-chemical signaling between neurons, of which
other cell types can modulate or interact directly. The direct effects, such as increased
transmission speed through axons myelinated by oligodendrocytes or reuptake of
neurotransmitters by astrocytes, can be easy to integrate into the network model and
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predict deficits. However, the higher-level alterations can be more difficult to understand.
While we know that blood brain barrier permeability can change in even mild TBI
exchanging the components of the cerebrospinal fluid with the vascular system, we lack
some understanding of the effects that this can play on individual neurons, none the less
the network level effects. To build these larger multilayer network models, we will need
greater characterization of the effects of injury utilizing in vivo and culture-based methods
and subsequent mathematical modeling.

Application of regional analysis to large scale network models

Our networks were developed to be generalized cortical topology at the small-scale of
1000 neurons. Our design criterion was developed to understand the core principles of
injury at the network scale. However, this can be greatly expanded to different scales and
more exact topologies. We have previously used similar networks at increased scales and
found that general trends held if networks were of consistent topology. As we use a
constant value for the expected number of connections in the model, increased network
scales would have decreased connection density. The more dispersed topology would
contain fewer co-connections between neurons and could result in a lower activity level
driven by synaptic transmission. Alternatively, larger scales would likely also include larger
spatial scales and would necessitate a distance-dependent topology. This would create a
distinctly different topology, i.e. small-worldness, and could maintain local clusters of
networks that behave similarly to our model.

We must note that smaller networks present a bit of a limitation within some computational
modeling techniques, which can be seen from a different interpretation of the
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neurodegenerative networks. One subtlety of our neurodegenerative case is as the
networks are damaged, the connection density stays quite close to the seeding density.
As a percentage of the network is removed randomly, the same percentage of the
connections are also removed. That means that our results become a perfect test case of
the results of networks that utilize a probabilistic connectivity metric. If the probability of
connection is set to 10% across the entire network, our networks show significantly
decreased activity below 400 neurons and minimal synaptic activity below the 200 neuron
scale. Networks below these scales would not be comparable to larger networks and
would be of limited use without increasing the connection probability. Additionally,
increased connection density may increase network activity, but may show decreased
autonomy of circuits. If we had decreased the network size to 200 neurons but maintained
the number of connections at 100 ± 10, our 50% connection density network would have
limited isolation of circuits and have limited ability to create higher level isolation of circuits.

One key aspect of neural circuitry is the ability to compartmentalize function into small
circuits that interact through fewer connections. This topology is called small-worldness
and is considered a fundamental property of the brain. Here we utilized small random
circuits, but we could combine multiple of our circuits into larger topologies with intercluster connections. Concurrent research efforts have been ongoing to understand these
between cluster connections in correlated networks (Schumm, Unpublished data).
Generally, networks with similar underlying properties tend to correlate, with increased
interconnectivity between clusters leading to increased co-activation of circuitry.
Downstream networks are also responsive to changes in the upstream circuit.
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These results show that the changes that we see after injury are not isolated to the tested
circuitry and will be transmitted downstream. This provides many opportunities for future
analysis in similar or higher-level models. We know that changes occur in the primarily
connected network and can be transmitted to otherwise healthy networks, but how many
degrees of separation must occur before the network influence of injury is imperceptible?
We could develop a series of connected networks with damage to a single cluster and
assess functional differences in the last network of the sequence. These results would be
critical to understanding the general rules of connected circuitry that could be built into
larger network models.

Our networks utilize generalized topology that may not be the most informative at larger
scales. As we explore these larger scale features, it will be important to specialize the
neuron types and topology characteristics for the circuit of interest. Current efforts in our
laboratory are adapting the model for use in hippocampal circuitry, but similar analysis
could be used in creating cortical columns of neurons that would be more similar to our
current neuron spiking properties. The most characterized circuit that could be built would
be in the visual system where each layer has distinct input and output relationships that
could be built layer by layer into our networks. We could then investigate how damage to
each of the individual layers after injury could alter the ability of the network to properly
function.

One of our key findings and primary output metrics was the oscillations that occur within
our settled networks. These oscillations could pair well with the methods of producing
function within larger structural networks of the brain. Many oscillator methods have been
proposed, but the general concept remains to assess the way that areas of the brain
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synchronize and become coherent. Many studies have laid the groundwork for oscillator
networks with varying base frequencies. However, these frequencies are static in time and
depend only on the initial conditions of the simulation. Here we could assess the dynamics
of a given driver node with a prescribed oscillation rate. We could then compare the base
network to that with a damaged node specified by our injury method. We could even take
the exact oscillatory recording from our neural simulations and assess overall effects of
nodal damage of specific nodes on larger circuits.
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